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Abstract

Increasingly, large computer clusters are utilized to solve scientific problems in what

is commonly referred to as high performance computing (HPC). As these clusters

become larger, they su↵er from increased hardware and software failures for which

they need to become resilient. The predominant scheme of achieving resilience is

through the use of checkpointing, where the state of the computation is periodically

saved so that restart after failure is possible. Much research has been dedicated

to implement checkpointing for distributed memory machines as this typically re-

quires a non-trivial synchronisation across the di↵erent nodes of the system and its

interconnect. Recently, graphics processing units (GPUs) have become a ubiqui-

tous technology in HPC, but the traditional checkpointing approaches cannot be

straightforwardly carried over due to architectural di↵erences. Existing checkpoint-

ing schemes for GPUs either rely on the GPU to be finished by checkpoint time

or are tightly integrated with the GPU system software which makes them prone

to failure when the GPU systems evolve. This thesis examines ways to achieve re-

silience without requiring any changes to the GPU system software, or needing to

massively rewrite GPU applications. It provides an overview of the di�culties with

fault tolerance particularly in the context of GPUs. The key contribution is a reso-

lution to the challenge of extending existing checkpointing strategies to encompass

GPUs. The viability of this approach is demonstrated via a real world application by

integrating the ideas presented in this thesis into FTI—one of the most widely used

fault tolerance libraries. This thesis then shows how the use of this library can be

deployed in a distributed memory, multi CPU/GPU heterogeneous implementation

of one of the most wide spread benchmarks in the area of modeling hydrodynamics,

LULESH. Performance evaluations of the LULESH benchmark indicate that the

overheads introduced by the approach described in this work to be negligible.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

High performance computing (HPC) is a term initially attributed to a very small

number of expensive supercomputers, available to few scientists, to run applications

with very large inputs. Traditionally, only a small number of users required HPC

but over the last few decades the landscape has dramatically changed. HPC has

become ubiquitous as the price for establishing a cluster has reduced by several

orders of magnitude.

The unavailability of supercomputers to mainstream programmers during the ini-

tial stage of supercomputing did not constitute a problem because clock frequencies

of new systems increased rapidly. However, during the late 90s the hardware reached

a physical limit—commonly referred to as the “power wall” (Bose, 2011)—meaning

that there was no easy way to further increase clock frequencies. This caused a

paradigm shift from single core to multi core machines and popularised distributed

computing (Herlihy and Luchangco, 2008). In the shift toward these systems, al-

ternative hardware has also been leveraged—in particular, it was discovered that

graphics processing units (GPUs) could be adapted for general purpose computing.

The advantage of GPUs is twofold: (a) they provide higher floating point operations

per second (FLOPS) at a lower energy cost than CPUs—one of the main exascale

challenges (Heldens et al., 2020)—and (b) they also allow fast streaming of data

into and out of their memory. The latter point makes them especially attractive to

memory intensive scientific applications.

Computers are prone to failures, but the typical runtime of a program is short

and the likelihood of a failure occurring during its execution is so small that mea-
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Chapter 1: Introduction

sures to counteract failures are usually not employed. Even if a failure should occur,

the program can simply be run again. In HPC, failures start to become a concern

as their programs run comparatively longer. For a single HPC machine the chances

of a longer running program completing successfully are still very good. However,

as HPC computing systems scale in size, the likelihood of errors grows dramatically

because of the introduction of more hardware components. For example, the su-

percomputer Summit (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 2020) employs 6 GPUs for

each of its 4 thousand nodes meaning a total of 24 thousand GPUs. And the use of

GPUs continues to grow according to data from the TOP500 lists (see Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Rise in GPU popularity over the last decade.

Applications running on HPC systems need to exhibit resilience to these errors, how-

ever, resilience is another major challenge to exascale (Heldens et al., 2020, Cappello

et al., 2014). As HPC becomes mainstream and adopts GPUs, resilience is still an

issue and GPUs expose yet another source of threats to resilience. Furthermore,

HPC systems are often shared among multiple users where each user’s task is as-

signed a fixed time budget. Consequently, applications need a way to deal with

abruptly being stopped—whether through unanticipated errors or scheduling con-

straints. The prevailing resilience strategy that caters for both these requirements

is checkpointing; where a running application’s state is periodically saved so that

a restart is possible if an unforeseen failure occurs or the execution time budget

expires. This strategy is heavily researched because it is di�cult to implement on

HPC systems with distributed memories and multiple processing engines attached

to them. When an application is executing in a distributed environment, its state
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Chapter 1: Introduction

is fragmented across all compute components being utilised; all computers run in-

dependently and some data may be in transition between machines, solely under

the control of the network itself. Making sure that a checkpoint captures a consis-

tent and complete picture so that a correct restart is possible forms a formidable

challenge (Elnozahy et al., 2002, Silva and Silva, 1992). This makes checkpointing

challenging particularly because of the communication messages exchanged among

application processes which also must be managed.

With increasing utilization of GPUs for compute heavy tasks, it becomes essential

that checkpointing supports systems with GPUs as well. For applications that fully

utilise all GPUs, it becomes essential to do checkpointing during GPU execution.

This thesis tackles the problem of checkpointing distributed, GPU-

heavy computations without requiring any modification of the system

software that drives the GPUs. It o↵ers a simple code rewrite solution

and shows how this can be easily integrated into FTI, a well-established

checkpointing library.

1.1 HPC and GPUs

Hitting the power wall sparked the multicore and distributed computing revolution

and HPC systems required a way of facilitating the communication that must occur

among distributed nodes. Today, message passing technology in general—and MPI

in particular—is established as the de facto standard. As HPC continues to evolve,

it incorporates alternative compute hardware such as GPUs thereby increasing the

hardware and software complexity. The performance characteristics of GPUs appeal

to scientific applications, but has the drawback of making the computing architecture

more diverse. Computing in a diverse hardware environment is commonly referred

to as heterogeneous computing and means that HPC software mechanisms must

also increase in their complexity to embrace the heterogeneity. For example, as MPI

gained a foothold in HPC, resilience mechanisms had to be developed in its context.

So naturally, any established resilience mechanisms for MPI must now be extended

to incorporate new hardware such as GPUs.

In contrast to CPUs, GPUs come with a di↵erent hardware architecture and
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Chapter 1: Introduction

need to be programmed di↵erently. GPUs introduce the notion of a kernel; code

that can be executed on the GPU that typically runs in an uninterrupted fashion

thus requiring a new programming model. Two well established GPU programming

models are CUDA and OpenCL. There is ongoing work at integrating these GPU

technologies into MPI, but even if this is done, the GPU’s architectural di↵erences

still manifest. In particular, once a kernel has started it must run to completion and

resilience strategies based on interrupting to checkpoint cannot readily be applied.

1.2 The Scalability Problem

By virtue of HPC architecture, scaling to increase computational power initially

appears to be only a matter of adding more compute nodes. However, this is not

without consequences. As the scale increases, two major problems limiting the

degree to which a system can practically be operated emerge. Firstly, increasing

compute power this way demands more energy. While this was of secondary impor-

tance for early HPC systems, power usage has transitioned to a first-order concern

as the HPC community grew (Hemmert, 2010). Summit, one of the fastest super-

computers, is rated at 13MW of power—comparable to the energy consumption of

over 10,000 homes. It is estimated that exascale supercomputers, built with today’s

technology, will require hundreds of Mega Watts of power (Borghesi et al., 2016).

The natural desire is to therefore keep these machines busy to avoid wasting time

and energy. Unfortunately, the second problem only exacerbates the first, that prob-

lem being the occurrence of faults. Faults cause applications to complete incorrectly

or not at all, this is unwanted as time and energy would have been consumed with

no useful result. There is therefore much motivation to mitigate faults in an attempt

to ameliorate wasting energy and time.

As it turns out, increasing compute power by simply adding more nodes has the

downside of increasing the rate at which faults materialize because there are more

places where things can go wrong. Failures are not exclusive to nodes and can man-

ifest in any component, therefore, even the networking devices inherently required

for incorporating additional nodes introduces potential sources of faults. This is a

problem considering that HPC fundamentally works via cooperating nodes. Multi-
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ple nodes co-ordinate to correctly complete a task and any subset of participating

nodes behaving incorrectly negatively a↵ects the application. This is undesirable, as

any re-computation to be done as a result of failure represents a waste of resources.

So while it is possible to scale systems to achieve millions of trillions of operations

each second, there is the risk that these systems will not stay up long enough to

progress in their computations or produce results that cannot be trusted (Cappello

et al., 2014). Failures are common enough at scale that the mean time between

failure (MTBF) has become a standard metric for expressing the system’s failure

rate. The MTBF is a measure of the predicted time that passes between a previous

failure and the next during normal operation.

The resilience of an HPC system refers to its ability to survive any unanticipated

faults by taking corrective actions. For well known HPC systems such as Bluewa-

ters (Mendes et al., 2014), Blue Gene (Adiga et al., 2002) and LANL, the majority

of faults originate from hardware. With each system attributing more than 40%

(as high as 60%) of its faults to hardware and over 20% to software (Gainaru and

Cappello, 2015). Since GPUs contribute to the scalability problem, it is necessary

for resilience to be extended to cover their faults. The resilience strategy that is the

focus of this thesis is checkpointing.

1.2.1 GPUs

The attractiveness of their performance coupled with their ease of programmabil-

ity has made GPUs applicable to general-purpose computing (Kindratenko et al.,

2009). The parallelism o↵ered by the GPU architecture has enabled the simulation

of physical phenomena at much faster rate and finer granularity than was previ-

ously possible by CPU-based large-scale clusters (Nie et al., 2016). GPUs have a

higher performance throughput than CPUs largely because their underlying archi-

tecture is fundamentally di↵erent. A CPU has just a few cores (when compared to

a GPU) and can therefore only manage few software threads at a time. In contrast,

a GPU is comprised of hundreds of cores and can handle thousands of simultaneous

threads. GPUs can therefore drastically accelerate scientific computations that can

be divided into many identical tasks. There has thus been a widespread adoption of

GPUs to accelerate applications in particular domains of scientific computing where
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many things—molecules, for example—need simultaneous modelling.

With exascale computing on the horizon, GPUs are anticipated to remain a

prominent feature in HPC since both their performance per watt characteristics

and memory bandwidth are superior to that of a CPU (Schulte et al., 2015, Lucas

et al., 2014). Large-scale scientific applications are typically very long-running with

execution times that can range from hours to days. When scaling the hardware to

meet the performance demands of such applications, using GPUs become a natural

choice. However, GPUs do not entirely outclass CPUs as there are two primary

disadvantages. Firstly, they are exclusively governed by their driver and cannot be

interrupted by the operating system. And secondly, code executing on the GPU

cannot directly perform I/O operations on the file system or network.

1.3 Resilience and Checkpointing

The most general purpose way of implementing resilience for fail-stop faults is

through taking periodic snapshots of the application’s running state, this is known

as checkpointing. Should some failure occur, a restart can then be made from the

most recent checkpoint instead of completely restarting the application thus min-

imising time and energy loss. This is a rollback error recovery method where the

system is returned to a previous correct state, in this case, returned to a checkpoint.

Checkpoint/restart has become a standard resilience strategy as it is essentially a

catch-all solution that works well for unanticipated fail-stop faults. This is espe-

cially useful for long-running applications since they have a higher probability of

encountering some fault before completing.

When it comes to checkpointing with GPUs, code that accesses the file system

at checkpoint time cannot be inserted into their execution. This ability can poten-

tially be integrated into the GPU driver, but doing so is di�cult to maintain over

time considering the rapid pace at which GPUs evolve. The alternative would be

to checkpoint outside GPU execution. While this may be su�cient for today’s ap-

plications, for tomorrow’s applications—as outlined in Section 1.2—this will create

a problem.

The existing work on checkpointing is primarily in the context of classical dis-
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tributed systems. They deal with the fact that a distributed application has no

globally synchronising clock and so propose solutions to capture the state of indi-

vidual machines as well as communication messages being exchanged. Now that

HPC hardware incorporates GPUs, established checkpointing techniques need to be

extended to capture GPUs as well. Unfortunately, it turns out that this cannot be

easily done because GPUs do not have the same hardware architecture as CPUs.

In particular, it is not easy to interleave computation on the GPU with file system

communication and there is no interrupt mechanism that allows for enforced syn-

chronisation with the main compute node and, subsequently, a host induced data

transfer as necessary.

Another problem with GPUs is they allow a streaming model of computation.

This means that multiple computations can be enqueued for execution and the

application cannot be stopped until the queue is empty. So the bigger an HPC

system becomes, the likelihood is that these queues of GPU computations become

very large and that has a bigger e↵ect on the MTBF. If the queues for all GPUs

need to be drained before an actual checkpoint can be executed, the time it takes to

actually complete a checkpoint increases with the size of the system. Meaning that

scalability—at least when aiming at exascale computation with massive amounts of

GPUs—will become a serious problem for checkpointing GPUs.

1.4 Thesis

This thesis provides an elegant, but e↵ective approach for enabling checkpointing

of heterogeneous GPU-accelerated clusters at scale. The key to the scalability of

this approach lies in a software-based interrupt mechanism for GPU kernels with-

out requiring modifications of the GPU runtime or drivers. The proposed idea can

be realised through a very concise API that can be integrated into existing GPU

applications and its e↵ectiveness is demonstrated through an incorporation of that

API into FTI, a state-of-the-art fault tolerance library. We demonstrate the feasi-

bility and e↵ectiveness of our approach by applying it to a given implementation

of LULESH, an MPI+CUDA hydrodynamic simulator. It is then executed on a

multi-node, multi-GPU cluster.
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1.5 Contributions

1.5.1 Primary

This thesis makes the following main research contributions:

1. A mechanism for the soft interruption of GPUs.

Fundamental to the dominant resilience strategy of checkpointing is the

requirement for applications to be temporarily interrupted so that their state

can be captured. GPUs, initially designed for an entirely di↵erent purpose,

natively do not allow any interruptions. Thus, general purpose tasks executed

on GPUs must run to completion. This creates di�culty for checkpoint-based

resilience because the checkpoint interval can be su�ciently delayed to the

point where failure is statistically highly probable. The soft interrupt

mechanism proposed in this work allows for the GPU to periodically halt

its work so that its state may be recorded. The mechanism’s core design is

provided in Chapter 5.

2. A simple API to rewrite GPU code to facilitate interruption.

The programming interface for launching general purpose tasks on the GPU

must follow a predefined structure. This makes the code’s structure predictable

and enables a generic way in which it can be re-written for interruption. This

is an important observation as it means that even existing GPU code—not

initially designed to be interruptible—can automatically be re-written. Chap-

ter 6 describes the core implementation details.

1.5.2 Secondary

The secondary contributions are:

1. A critical review of resilience in the context of GPUs.

This covers the existing work on how checkpoints may be performed when

an application makes use of GPUs. This includes proxy based, application

specific and virtualisation approaches (Chapter 4).
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2. Integration of the API into an established checkpointing library.

A complete checkpointing solution requires much more work than identify-

ing/creating a point in the application’s execution where a checkpoint can

occur. The restart aspect is arguably more complicated as the application

must be restored in such a way that it resumes as if it never failed in the

first place. The standalone GPU interrupt mechanism o↵ers no capability of

properly creating and restoring a checkpoint, it therefore requires integration

with an existing checkpointing system. Fortunately, there exists open source

checkpointing systems to which the GPU interrupt API can be integrated.

Specifically, the checkpointing library used for the integration is the Fault

Tolerance Interface (FTI) library. Prior to this work, the library provided

no support for checkpointing in the context of GPUs. This isn’t to say that

it was incompatible with GPU applications, but rather checkpoints had to

be placed around GPU engagement where the application programmer was

tasked with ensuring data from the GPU was available on the host before

checkpointing and restored on the device at restart.

3. Evaluation of the Interrupt Mechanism

The feasibility of the interrupt mechanism is evaluated to determine its over-

head cost and its feasibility when applied to large code. The real world example

used for the feasibility testing is LULESH; a popular benchmark used by the

HPC community. The details of the evaluation are provided in Chapter 8.

1.6 Authorship & Collaboration

1.6.1 Authorship

This thesis is closely based on the work reported in the following papers:

• A Lightweight Approach to GPU Resilience (Baird et al., 2019).

Euro-Par 2018:Parallel Processing Workshops 24th International Conference

on Parallel and Distributed Computing. This paper presents the kernel

interrupt technique and accompanying API as described in Chapter 5.
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• Checkpointing Kernel Executions of MPI+CUDA Applica-

tions (Baird et al., 2020) Euro-Par 2019:Parallel Processing Workshops

25th International Conference on Parallel and Distributed Computing. This

paper reports on the integration and testing of the interrupt mechanism into

the MPI based checkpointing library FTI (Bautista-Gomez et al., 2011). This

paper explains how it is possible to take snapshots of data residing on a GPU

without waiting for kernels to complete.

Most of the work reported in this thesis is my own. The interrupt mechanism and

corresponding API along with the extensions made to FTI is my own work. The

FTI library as detailed in Chapter 7 was developed by Leonardo Bautista-Gomez

and is maintained by a research team at the Barcelona Supercomputing Center.

1.6.2 Collaboration

The initial stages of integrating the interrupt mechanism into FTI was a collabora-

tive e↵ort between the author and the FTI engineers through a research visit to the

Barcelona Supercomputing Center. The result of the collaboration can be found in

https://github.com/leobago/fti/tree/cuda-dev-kernel-interrupt. In par-

ticular, the persons whom directly assisted with this are Leonardo Bautista-Gomez

and Kai Keller.
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Chapter 2

Core Technologies for

Programming HPC Systems

The nodes of today’s HPC systems are typically comprised of multicore CPUs and

one or a few GPUs that communicate with each other via ethernet or some other

form of high bandwidth interconnect. The predominant software abstraction layers

are MPI, which manages the communication of processes on same or di↵erent nodes,

and CUDA, a technology developed to utilise GPUs with the idea that the GPU

is accessed by a single process running on the CPU. This setup is conceptually

captured in Figure 2.1. MPI’s primary role is to govern the communication among

CPUs and CUDA handles the interconnect within each node, between the CPU and

GPU. This chapter introduces the basics of the technologies to the extent that they

are needed to understand the remainder of the thesis. Readers familiar with these

technologies are free to skip this chapter.

Figure 2.1: HPC typical architecture
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2.1 Traditional HPC Systems

The traditional view of HPC hardware configuration is that of a distributed memory

system. In this configuration, processors perform computation on local memory and

use explicit messages to exchange data with the remote memory of other processors.

On one hand, this model simplifies the hardware configuration because there is no

need to maintain an illusion of shared memory. On the other hand, it adds complex-

ity for the programmer as it is their responsibility to manage the communication

among the distributed processors. For this reason, a message passing API—such as

MPI—is predominantly used to facilitate communication among distributed proces-

sors.

2.1.1 MPI

Prior to the Message Passing Interface (MPI) (The MPI Forum, 1993), there was

not a well-established, consistent way of supporting parallelism on multiple comput-

ers which resulted in non-portable applications. The identification of this problem

motivated the development of the MPI standard with the key goal being porta-

bility i.e., same message-passing source code should be executable on any machine

equipped with a compatible MPI library. MPI, as defined by the standard, enables

jobs to transparently run on clusters comprised of distinct processor architectures

as it inherently masks architectural di↵erences. For example, the application pro-

grammer does not need to be concerned about the endianness (byte order) of the

network or other computers. It is for this reason MPI has emerged to be the standard

communication protocol in HPC.

The MPI standard defines a communication protocol for writing multi-process

programs in a parallel computing environment where processes communicate with

each other to solve some task. MPI itself is not a library, but rather a message-

passing library interface specification (Message Passing Interface Forum, 2015) and

there exists popular implementations such as MPICH (MPICH, 2019) and Open

MPI (Open MPI, 2019). In the MPI model, compute nodes of a cluster do not share

memory and so data must be moved from the address space of one process to that

of another process through combinations of send and receive operations (Message
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Passing Interface Forum, 2015). Implementations of the specification expose opera-

tions either as functions, subroutines or methods depending on the implementation

language used. An in-depth survey of MPI implementations in di↵erent languages

is provided in Hafeez et al. (2011).

When an MPI application is executed, it is duplicated into the number of pro-

cesses specified by the user. These identical processes are run in parallel where they

communicate and coordinate with each other. Processes need not be isolated on

a single node as the standard allows for processes to run on remote nodes so long

as they reachable via a network. The application developer does not need to be

concerned with the specifics of transmitting messages across the network either, this

is all transparently taken care of by the MPI communication protocol.

Although all processes are identical, the MPI standard allows for fully general

MIMD (multiple instruction, multiple data) and more restrictive SPMD (single pro-

gram, multiple data) type programs (Message Passing Interface Forum, 2015). It is

often useful to distinguish between them if di↵erent processes are responsible dif-

ferent tasks. For instance, a common execution pattern is for the first process to

distribute work and later collect the results. In MPI the distinction between pro-

cesses is made by assigning each process a rank—an integer value between 0 and N

where N is the number of processes within a group of processes. By default, there

is a single group which contains all processes, however, MPI allows this group to

be subdivided as necessary where each process has an assigned rank within every

group to which it belongs.

Typically, a job is divided among all processes, however, a sophisticated enough

job may be comprised of sections that can be considered jobs by themselves. It

would therefore be reasonable to divide the processes into appropriate subgroups.

Communicators are objects responsible for handling the communication between

processes and groups of processes. By convention, the process with rank 0 is the

designated “master” process and is responsible for distributing work to other “slave”

processes. Figure 2.2 is a conceptual illustration of this. All communication is

explicit, there can be cooperating send and receive operations as well as globally

synchronising operations.
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Figure 2.2: MPI typical usage

The communication messages exchanged among ranks may be synchronous or asyn-

chronous. Synchronous operations block the process until the entire communication

is complete whereas asynchronous operations are non-blocking and only initiates

the communication. The code snippets of Listing 2.1 and Listing 2.2 demonstrate

synchronous communication. After the execution of the send on line 2 in Listing 2.1,

the subsequent statement on line 3 will not execute until the communication is ter-

minated on both ends. This implies that if the process executing Listing 2.2 does not

get to the receive on line 2, the first process will stall and this can lead to problems

such as deadlocks.

1 int senddata = 123;

2 MPI_Send (&senddata , 1, MPI_INT , 0, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

3 printf("Sent: %d\n", senddata);

Listing 2.1: MPI synchronous send

1 int recvdata = 0;

2 MPI_Recv (&recvdata , 1, MPI_INT , 0, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD , MPI_STATUS_IGNORE);

3 printf("Received: %d\n", recvdata);

Listing 2.2: MPI synchronous receive

Conversely, the snippets in Listing 2.3 and Listing 2.4 asynchronously communicate.

Execution will continue to line 4 in Listing 2.3 after initiating the send on line

3 without knowing whether the information has arrived at the process executing
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Listing 2.4. In this case, the application can be in a state where information is

somewhere between processes and the fact that a certain line of code has been

executed does not mean that the communication is completed. Both synchronous

and asynchronous communication has implications on checkpointing and these are

outlined in Chapter 3.

1 MPI_Request request;

2 int senddata = 123;

3 MPI_Isend (&senddata , 1, MPI_INT , 0, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD , &request);

4 Do_something_while_send_happens ();

Listing 2.3: MPI asynchronous send

1 int recvdata = 0;

2 MPI_Request request;

3 MPI_Irecv (&recvdata , 1, MPI_INT , 0, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD , &request);

4 Do_something_while_Irecv_happens ();

Listing 2.4: MPI asynchronous receive

The most rudimentary form of communication in MPI is point-to-point; where one

process sends a message directly to another process. However, it is often the case

that all processes have computed a local result that needs to be coalesced or one

process having information that needs broadcasting to all. For this reason, the MPI

standard specifies collective communication patterns where all processes of a group

must participate. The types of communication patters are represented in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: MPI communication patterns (Lawrence Livermore National Library,
2021)
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2.2 GPUs

The term “general purpose GPU” suggests that the GPU can be used for general

purpose programming. While this may be true to some extent, the real capability

of the GPU is only realised when it is appropriately applied to tasks well suited for

its execution model. The key events leading to the recognition that GPUs can be

repurposed for general purpose computing, as well as a description of their execution

model, is provided in Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.2. Finally, a highlight of the

fundamentally di↵erent design philosophies between CPUs and GPUs is presented

in Section 2.2.3.

2.2.1 The Rise of GPU Computing

A brief examination of the GPU’s origin reveals how their architecture came to

be well suited for scientific computing but simultaneously challenging for resilience.

Readers interested in a more exhaustive overview of GPU evolution are encouraged

to have a look at Kirk and Hwu (2013).

Real-time graphics involves matrix operations to determine the final color for

each pixel of the display. Before GPUs, the CPU was attempted to be used for

this task but proved to be very slow. A 640⇥480 image (a typical resolution at

the time) contains 307,200 pixels, each needing their own colour calculation. Early

CPU speeds were much slower than present day, so the time taken to create each

frame made it challenging to maintain the recommended minimum of 24 frames per

second. Therefore, specialized chips (which later evolved into GPUs) were developed

to accelerate the creation of images. Early GPUs used a fixed function pipeline that

was configurable, but not programmable. Although this allowed for an easy-to-

design and straightforward to use API with well defined functions, programmers

had no flexibility to perform any operation not permitted by the pipeline. The fixed

function pipeline is analogous to the pipeline model used in CPUs (fetch, decode,

execute, memory access). In light of this limitation, the programmable rendering

pipeline was developed, where the pipeline stages are controllable by programmer-

supplied code. The programmable pipeline has now become the de-facto standard for

modern GPUs and laid the foundation for general purpose computing on the GPU.
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Traditionally, the GPU was solely responsible for driving graphical display de-

vices and was primarily of interest to gamers desiring realistic experiences along with

engineers and 3D modellers. Researchers started to notice of the programmability

of GPUs along with their performance growth and began exploring their suitability

for general purpose computing. Their idea was to use the GPU as coprocessor for

o✏oading appropriate portions of the CPU’s workload thereby accelerating overall

execution. However, accessing the computational resources on the GPU required

researchers to make their applications look like graphical applications. This was

tedious and proved a hindrance to accessing the available performance on the GPU

for scientific work.

Parallel computing platforms and APIs were subsequently developed to improve

the accessibility of GPU parallelism for the larger scientific community. This had

the benefit of lessening the degree to which an understanding the graphics hardware

was necessary for their programming. As previously alluded to in the introduction,

the appeal of GPUs is the massive throughput computing available at a relatively

low price and energy budget. However, their original purpose hugely influences their

design and introduces some di�culty with how they can be made resilient. To better

understand how resilience strategies can be developed for GPUs, a closer look at

their architecture is needed.

2.2.2 GPU Architecture

Figure 2.4 shows the typical architecture of a modern computer system with a graph-

ics card. The architecture of the card represented intentionally omits very specific

details of the number of cores and multiprocessors as these can vary widely between

card models. The bandwidth values are shown for reference to give a rough idea

of the speed di↵erences among the components. Regardless of the specifics, the

diagram is a representation of the general components found in all modern graphics

cards.
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Figure 2.4: Example architecture of system with a GPU (Breß et al., 2014).

The graphics card, typically called the device, connects to the host via the PCIEx-

press bus for all communication and data transfer. The device itself is organised

into an array of streaming multiprocessors (SMs) where each multiprocessor con-

tains a number of streaming processors (SP). Code is executed on the GPU by

multiple threads where the number of threads is programmer specified. At run-

time, the threads are divided into fixed-sized groups and distributed across all SMs.

The SMs further subdivide the groups and schedules each thread for execution on

a SM. Figure 2.5 illustrates the GPU thread partitioning scheme. Each SM is de-

signed to concurrently execute many threads and manages to do so by employing

the Single-Instruction, Multiple-Thread (SIMT) execution model (Lindholm et al.,

2008).
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Figure 2.5: GPU thread partitioning scheme

The access time to global memory for fetching instructions is a source of latency

and would have a negative e↵ect on the device’s throughput. SIMT limits the in-

struction fetching overhead by having multiple threads execute the same instruction

on di↵erent data items. These threads essentially progress in lock step by executing

one common instruction at a time. Individual threads still have a local address

counter and register and are free to branch and execute independently. However,

full e�ciency is realised when all threads of the group agree on the same execution

path. To further hide latency, SMs are designed to quickly switch between executing

thread groups in the event of a global memory access by the current group.

Each GPU is typically shipped with multiple gigabytes of Graphic Double Data

Rate (GDDR) DRAM, termed global memory. GDDR serves as an image bu↵er for

graphical applications but for computing they function as high bandwidth memory.

The available global memory continues to grow1 and reduces data transfers between

the host and device.

2.2.3 CPU vs. GPU

Graphics cards are designed for massive parallelism and so can overshadow the cal-

culation rate of even very powerful CPUs for parallel processing tasks. Although

the GPU’s clock speed may be lower than that of a modern CPU, its core den-

sity is usually much higher. For example, according to the tesla-volta GPU’s data

sheet (NVIDIA, 2017), it boasts a 5120 core count with a clock speed of 1462 MHz.

1The Quadro RTX 8000, the latest o↵ering from NVIDIA, has 48GB of global memory.
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In contrast, AMD’s Ryzen Threadripper 2990WX processor has a core count of 32

(runs 2 threads per core) with a base clock speed of 3.7 GHz. Despite the AMD

CPU being approximately 2.5 times as fast, it does not come close to the GPUs

throughput which is 80 times greater.

The performance di↵erence for parallel processing between CPUs and GPUs

is a result of their fundamentally di↵erent design philosophies as shown in Fig-

ure 2.6 (Rege, 2008). CPUs were initially designed to be very e�cient for sequen-

tially executing code. They have inbuilt logic do instruction pre-fetching, to allow

parallel and even out of order execution of a single thread while maintaining the ap-

pearance of sequential execution (Smith, 1981, Gieseke et al., 1997). Furthermore,

large cache memories are required to reduce the latency from data and instruction

fetches from RAM. The additional circuity required for the logic and memory do

not contribute to the peak performance of the CPU. This leaves less physical space

for arithmetic and logic units (ALUs)—the fundamental building block of the CPU.

On the other hand, the advancement of GPU technology is driven by economic

pressure from the video games industry. And what matters most for GPUs is the

ability to perform a large number of calculations quickly for every video frame to

maintain a decent frame rate. With speed and parallelism being the priority, more

chip area is allocated for transistors that make up ALUs. GPUs are therefore able

to have more ALUs for the same chip size than CPUs and therefore run many more

threads of computation (Rege, 2008). Latency is counteracted by the SIMT model in

combination with the expectation that application software is written for execution

by a large number of parallel threads.

Figure 2.6: Fundamental di↵erence: GPU dedicates more transistors to data pro-
cessing.
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2.2.4 CUDA

In 2007, NVIDIA released CUDA; a parallel computing platform and heterogeneous

programming model along with an API for general purpose computing. CUDA’s

purpose is to lower the barrier of entry into general purpose computing on the GPU.

The advent of CUDA aided the adoption of GPUs for general purpose computing by

making the o✏oad of computationally suitable work relatively e↵ortless. However,

the NVIDIA family of GPUs consists of many models, each having a di↵erent number

of processing cores. It would therefore not be incorrect to assume that program codes

need to be written for specific GPUs, but this is not the case. The CUDA model is

engineered to automatically scale parallelism across any number of processing cores.

CUDA utilizes both the CPU and GPU where the host refers to the CPU and

its memory and the device refers to the GPU and its memory. A CUDA program’s

source code is likewise divided into parts which execute on the host and parts which

execute on the device. CUDA provides language extensions for C/C++ and Fortran

which allow programmers to define special functions called kernels. These kernels

can be configured to execute in parallel by N di↵erent CUDA threads. Where each

such thread runs on a separate GPU core.

The GPU is built around an array of streaming multiprocessors (SMs); the “en-

gine” inside the GPU that processes threads. At runtime, CUDA threads are divided

into fixed-sized batches called blocks and are executed independently of each other

on an assigned SM. The subdivision of threads into blocks constitutes the key as-

pect of CUDA’s transparent scalable programming model by rendering the physical

number of SMs irrelevant, see Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Automatic scalability

The equally-shaped thread blocks are configured in a one, two or three dimen-

sional grid, the grouping of threads into blocks and blocks into grids is graphically

illustrated in Figure 2.8. By having multiple levels of threads, fine-grained data

parallelism and thread parallelism can be nested within coarse-grained data and

task parallelism. With these abstractions, the programmer can partition problems

into coarse sub-problems—independently solvable in parallel— and then into finer

pieces cooperatively solvable in parallel (Nickolls et al., 2008). CUDA embraces this

thread model to naturally map an application’s parallelism to the massive parallelism

available on the GPU. Some tasks—particularly those encountered in computational

sciences—are naturally structured in two or three dimensions. For example, prob-

lems dealing with image processing typically has data arranged in a two dimensional

format while computational fluid dynamics tasks may be more naturally expressed

by partitioning data into three dimensions.
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Figure 2.8: Thread model

A kernel call is identical to a regular C function call except that the execution

configuration must be specified. The execution configuration are values that define

the dimension of the grid as well as the dimension for each block within the grid.

Dimensions can be specified in a straightforward way by using CUDA’s dim3 type

which holds values for each dimension. The execution configuration is specified

within the triple angle brackets placed between the function name and the argument

list. For example, a kernel requiring a 3⇥ 3⇥ 2 grid dimension of 8⇥ 16 blocks can

be specified respectively as follows:

1 dim3 grid = {3,3,2};

2 dim3 block = {8 ,16 ,1};

3 kernel <<<grid , block >>>(args);

The execution configuration can also take two additional optional arguments (both

of which default to zero if omitted) to specify the number of bytes in shared memory
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(see Figure 2.11) to be allocated for each block and which CUDA stream2 should be

used for the kernel. Conceptually, the typical control flow of a CUDA program is

a sequential execution on the host interleaved with kernel launches where all kernel

threads execute exclusively on the device. See Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: Execution model

The device memory space is managed through API calls to the CUDA runtime and

2A stream in CUDA is a sequence of operations that execute on the device in the order in which
they are issued by the host code. While operations within a stream are guaranteed to execute in
the prescribed order, operations in di↵erent streams can be interleaved and, when possible, they
can even run concurrently (Harris, 2012).
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includes memory allocation and transfers from the host to device and device to

host. For kernels requiring data from the host, the GPU must be initialized with

the desired data prior to kernel launch. Upon the kernel completing, any data on

the device can be copied back to the host. Each CUDA thread is executed by a

CUDA core, entire thread blocks are executed by a SM and grids of thread blocks

are executed by the GPU. This basic mapping of CUDA’s software model to the

hardware is illustrated in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10: CUDA kernel execution mapped to GPU (Gupta, 2020).

CUDA makes available two APIs: the driver and the runtime, they are similar and

are interoperable. Deciding to use one or the other is essentially a trade-o↵ between

complexity and control. The runtime API is simpler to use and implicitly manages

the initialization and context of the device. However if more fine-grained control

is desired, then the driver API can be invoked. For example, in Listing 2.5, the

runtime API is automatically used when the kernel on line 3 is launched. However,

Listing 2.6 demonstrates how more precise control can be achieved via the driver

API call on line 3. This particular call instructs the CUDA runtime to remain active

while the GPU computes, the advantage of doing so is to decrease latency but comes

at the cost of consuming CPU cycles. Greater detail is provided in NVIDIA (2019a).

1 ...

2 // Kernel invocation with N threads

3 VecAdd <<<1, N>>>(A, B, C);
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4 ...

Listing 2.5: Runtime API

1 ...

2 //Keep CUDA active while waiting on GPU , reduces latency

3 cuDevicePrimaryCtxSetFlags(CU_CTX_SCHED_SPIN);

4

5 // Kernel invocation with N threads

6 VecAdd <<<1, N>>>(A, B, C);

7 ...

Listing 2.6: Incooperating driver API

Memory Model

CUDA’s memory model is presented in Figure 2.11. It consists of a global memory

space that is accessible by all threads, local memory space that is private to each

thread and a shared memory space that is accessible by all threads in the same thread

block. Register memory is not directly accessible by developers and variables are

placed in register memory at the discretion of the CUDA compiler. The texture

and constant memory spaces are accessible by all threads and are optimized for

di↵erent uses. Texture memory is read-only and can improve performance when

data reads have certain access patterns. Constant memory is cached and therefore

highly e�cient for accessing read-only data. It is immutable and cannot be modified

by the device and must be initialized prior to kernel launch.

Unified Memory (UM) is part of the CUDA programming model and it defines a

managed memory space that allows all processors to see a single coherent memory

image with a common address space (NVIDIA, 2019c). The conceptual represen-

tation of UM is presented in Figure 2.12. The motivation to make use of unified

memory stems from the fact that present GPUs usually have very little memory

in comparison to the host. If the amount of data to be processed on the device

exceeds its memory, then the data must be partitioned and processed in chunks.

UM solves this data sharing problem by providing a coherent shared memory across

the entire heterogeneous node without the need for explicit memory copies via the

cudaMemcpy*() routines (Harris, 2017).
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Figure 2.11: CUDA memory model (Lee, 2011).

Figure 2.12: Unified Memory is a single memory address space accessible by any
processor (Harris, 2017).

Memory Management

CUDA’s API makes available memory management functions to allocate memory

space on the device and to transfer data between the host and device. Typically,

memory is allocated on the device and then data is transferred to the allocated

memory after which the kernel is launched. The kernel will access the data during its

execution and upon completion the data will be transferred back to the host. When

a memory allocation on the device is no longer needed, it is freed. Listing 2.7 is a
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stripped down example of addition using the GPU and demonstrates a conventional

use of the CUDA memory API functions. In this example, the GPU is used to sum

the values of the host variables h_a and h_b and the final result is stored in h_c.

The device needs to have a corresponding allocation for each host variable and this

is done on lines 16 to 18 using cudaMalloc. Upon successful execution, cudaMalloc

will initialize d_a, d_b and d_c with the address of valid allocations on the device.

On lines 21 and 22, d_a and d_b are used as the destination address for cudaMemcpy

with the address of the host variables h_a and h_b as the source. The final argument

of cudaMemcpy specifies the direction of the copy and for lines 21 and 22, the copy

is from the host to the device. After cudaMemcpy has copied the host data to the

GPU, the kernel is invoked to perform the addition. After the kernel completes,

cudaMemcpy is invoked once again, where the address of h_c (the host variable) is the

destination and d_c (an allocation on the device) is the source. After this memory

copy, h_c will hold the result of h_a + h_b. Finally, cudaFree is called on lines 31 to

33 to free all device allocations.

1 int main()

2 {

3 //Host input

4 double h_a = 1;

5 double h_b = 2;

6 //Host output

7 double h_c = 0;

8

9 // Device input

10 double *d_a;

11 double *d_b;

12 // Device output

13 double *d_c;

14

15 // Allocate memory on GPU

16 cudaMalloc (&d_a , sizeof(double));

17 cudaMalloc (&d_b , sizeof(double));

18 cudaMalloc (&d_c , sizeof(double));

19

20 //Copy host data to device

21 cudaMemcpy(d_a , &h_a , bytes , cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

22 cudaMemcpy(d_b , &h_b , bytes , cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

23

24 // Invoke kernel

25 add <<<1, 1>>>(d_a , d_b , d_c);
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26

27 //Wait on GPU

28 cudaDeviceSynchronize ();

29

30 //Copy total back to host

31 cudaMemcpy (&h_c , d_c , bytes , cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);

32

33 // Release device memory

34 cudaFree(d_a);

35 cudaFree(d_b);

36 cudaFree(d_c);

37

38 return 0;

39 }

Listing 2.7: Typical CUDA memory management.

When writing code to engage the GPU, the usual pattern is to move the data into

device memory before it is needed, and move it back before it is needed on the host.

To simplify this process, the developers of CUDA introduced Unified Memory (UM)

which makes available cudaMallocManaged as an alternative to cudaMalloc. When

memory is allocated using cudaMallocManaged the address of the allocated memory

is accessible by the CPU or GPU without explicit memory copying. The CUDA run-

time automatically migrates the data to where it is needed on demand—programmer

intervention is not required. With UM, the development of CUDA programs be-

comes simpler as demonstrated in the comparison of Listing 2.8 and Listing 2.9 in

Figure 2.13. For Listing 2.8, more programming e↵ort is required to ship data from

host to device and vice versa depending on where it is needed. On line 1, the two

pointers data and d_data are explicitly used to ship data between the host and de-

vice on lines 5 and 6. If such explicit control is not required, then unified memory

allocated using cudaMallocManaged (Listing 2.9) can be used instead. For Listing 2.9

the single pointer data is accessible by by the host and device functions cpu_func1

and gpu_func2. Unified memory is used in this work to facilitate the communication

necessary between the host and device so that soft interrupts become possible.
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1 void *data , *d_data;

2 data = malloc(N);

3 cudaMalloc (&d_data , N);

4 cpu_func1(data , N);

5 cudaMemcpy(d_data , data , N, ...)

6 gpu_func2 <<<...>>>(d_data , N);

7 cudaMemcpy(data , d_data , N, ...)

8 cudaFree(d_data);

9 cpu_func3(data , N);

10 free(data);

Listing 2.8: Explicit memory

management.

1 void *data;

2 data = cudaMallocManaged(N);

3

4 cpu_func1(data , N);

5 gpu_func2 <<<...>>>(data , N);

6 cudaDeviceSynchronize ();

7

8 cpu_func3(data , N);

9

10 free(data);

Listing 2.9: Unified memory

management.

Figure 2.13: Explicit vs. unified memory (Nikolay Sakharnykh, 2018).

2.2.5 OpenCL

In 2009, several major companies including AMD, Apple, NVIDIA and Intel formed

a consortium called The Khronos Group (Khronos Group, n.d.) and collaborated to

release the first specification for the Open Computing Language (OpenCL) (Mun-

shi, 2009). OpenCL is a response to the increasing heterogeneity of computing sys-

tems and prescribes a standard for general purpose computing across CPUs, GPUs,

FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) and other processors. The standard

addresses the limitations that make it di�cult for developers to access the heteroge-

neous architecture of systems from a single, multi-platform code base (The Khronos

Group, 2019). It facilitates developers in taking full advantage of systems with a

diverse mix of parallel computing resources. OpenCL is similar to CUDA in that it

defines language extensions and a runtime API for programmers to access and man-

age parallel processing platforms. Applications developed in a particular version

of OpenCL can run correctly—without modification—on any processor supporting

the same OpenCL version used for development. Though it is not uncommon for

modifications to occur anyway in the interest of achieving better performance.

OpenCL and CUDA share many similarities between their key concepts and

features. A CUDA developer can therefore learn OpenCL with relative ease since

most techniques learned in CUDA easily apply and vice versa. However, NVIDIA’s

CUDA is the current de facto standard programming framework for GPU computing.
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This may be attributed to CUDA generating better performance results while being

more straightforward to learn. Details about OpenCL is intentionally not provided

as this technology has not been used as part of this work. OpenCL is mentioned

here for completion as there exists related checkpointing work that has been done in

its context (Takizawa et al., 2011, Amrizal et al., 2012). The work done by Takizawa

et al. (2011) and Amrizal et al. (2012) requires the use of substitute OpenCL library

to intercept and log API calls so that they may be replayed should a restart become

necessary. This work di↵ers from this approach by being able to track the progress

of the GPU execution without needing a substitute library for the interception and

replay of API calls. In the context of CUDA, providing such a library can prove

especially laborious given the pace at which the technology evolves.

2.3 CUDA+MPI

As GPU technologies like CUDA gain a foothold in HPC, they give rise to the

development of new applications. Applications which use CUDA for their compute

intensive operations and MPI for communication. Many applications have since been

ported to GPUs to obtain speedups orders of magnitude greater than equivalent

implementations on normal CPUs (NVIDIA, 2020). Although MPI and CUDA

have di↵erent parallel approaches, they complement each other well. MPI defines the

standard of moving data between distributed memory machines and CUDA provides

access to the sheer computational power of GPUs on each machine. Therefore, for

applications to take full advantage of all available hardware capabilities, they must

combine both technologies.

There is a problem of combining CUDA and MPI because MPI allows several

ranks to be run simultaneously on a single node and the initial model of GPUs was

for it to be used exclusively by one CPU process at a time. What typically occurs

is that users try to run multiple MPI processes on the same node which constitutes

a problem since there are usually more CPU cores available than there are GPUs.

Multiple ranks attempting to access a single GPU can create congestion on the device

which has to be programmatically mitigated. This is only an issue for performance

however, the correctness of the program will be una↵ected since kernels queue and
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execute in a FIFO manner. Fortunately, recent iterations of CUDA allows for the

GPU to be shared among multiple processes but the kernels of each process are

queued and executed sequentially. So while there is support for multiple processes

accessing one GPU, it is beyond the control of the application.
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Principles of Fault Tolerance

This chapter gives a general overview on the field of fault tolerance with an emphasis

on checkpointing as the predominantly applied approach. Alternative strategies to

checkpointing is provided in Section 3.2.

In the related literature, and likewise this dissertation, resilience and fault toler-

ance are used interchangeably to essentially mean the same thing: “a means to avoid

service failures in the presence of faults” (Avizienis et al., 2004). However, resilience

is the broader term that is used as a measure of how tolerant the system is of any

kind of problem that can a↵ect its functionality. Reliability for large-scale super-

computers remains a significant concern prompting system designers and application

developers to invest e↵ort toward deriving schemes for predicting and mitigating

node and system failures (Wilkening et al., 2018, Oliveira et al., 2018, Subasi et al.,

2016). As large-scale compute power increases, reliability becomes even more of an

issue which is currently the case for existing petascale systems (Cappello, 2009, Cao

et al., 2016) and predicted to be much worse in future exascale systems (Cappello

et al., 2014, Geist and Reed, 2017). If HPC systems are continued to be made more

powerful by adding more compute nodes, then a system that is 1,000 more powerful

is expected to have 1,000 more components and fail 1,000 more frequently. With

failures a well known problem, it must be taken into account when developing appli-

cations needing to run for many hours and sometimes many days to avoid wasting

energy and compute time. Resilience techniques ensure that an application runs to a

correct solution despite the occurrence of faults. Inadequate resilience measures can

result in an unacceptable level of failures and adversely a↵ect system dependability.
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With a fault tolerant design—so long as the failure isn’t catastrophic—the in-

tended operation is continued even if part of the system fails. This is a desirable

feature for systems that must maintain high availability; such as mission-critical and

real time systems. For these systems, performance degradation in the form of slower

response time or reduction in throughput is preferable to a complete system halt.

There are many types and sources of faults, some cause immediate fatal interruption

and others generate silent errors which propagate and manifest at a later time and

place. One way of achieving fault tolerance is by anticipating specific types of faults

and building mechanisms to counteract their occurrence. However, for unrecoverable

faults it becomes necessary for the system to either have some form of duplication

or ability to fallback to a safe state (e.g., rollback-recovery).

This chapter starts by introducing key resilience concepts to bring into focus the

means of resilience of interest to this work. Checkpointing and its principle meth-

ods and challenges are then covered with an emphasis on how it is fundamentally

achieved in a distributed setting. The final two sections respectively examine the

current status of checkpointing in an MPI environment with GPUs.

3.1 Dependability

The dependability of a system is its ability to deliver service that can justifiably be

trusted (Laprie, 2004). While failures can occur, inbuilt measures prevent any inter-

ruption of service. Dependability can be decomposed into three parts: the threats to,

attributes of, and means through which dependability is attained (Avizienis et al.,

2001). These concepts are illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Dependability tree
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3.1.1 Threats

A fault is the cause of an error, if an error propagates to cause a disruption or

deviation from the intended service it is deemed as a failure. These concepts establish

a fundamental chain of dependability threats as shown in Figure 3.2 (Avizienis et al.,

2001).

Figure 3.2: Fundamental chain of dependability threats.

The following example, taken from Kochs and Kochs (2018), serves to better explain

the fundamental chain:

“A short circuit occurring in an integrated circuit is a failure (e.g. critical, major,

minor, marginal, or insignificant). The consequence is a fault that will remain

dormant as long as it is not activated. Upon activation, the fault becomes active and

produces an error, which is likely to propagate and create other errors. If and when

the propagated error(s) a↵ect(s) the required service (false information, delivered

information out of time), a failure occurs.”

A system fails when it does not act in accordance with its specification or if

the specification does not clearly describe the system’s functions. System faults

ultimately generate errors, these errors can either manifest immediately or propagate

to manifest elsewhere. With the latter being more di�cult to trace (Di et al., 2015,

Bautista-Gomez and Cappello, 2015). To complicate matters further, a system will

not necessarily consistently fail the same way with failure severity ranging from

minor to catastrophic. This spectrum of failures is occupied by a diverse set of

faults which can be naturally classified under an appropriate class. Figure 3.3 is an

expansion of the faults leaf of the dependability tree presented in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.3: Elementary fault classes

The main classification of faults this work is concerned with is hardware faults. This

classification of faults can be further broken down into (Defour and Petit, 2013):

• Permanent faults – caused through manufacturing or aging

• Intermittent faults – temporary but reproducible given the same execution

context. Usually occurs from aging or from the manufacturing process.

• Transient faults – discrete and non-reproducible, comes from external factors

(e.g., spurious bit flips from radiation)

Hardware Faults

As transistor sizes continue to shrink, they become more di�cult to control—in

terms of their individual power and performance characteristics—and also di�cult

to manufacture (De Kruijf et al., 2010). This increases their susceptibility to soft

errors and also increases the rate at which their performance degrades over time.

As hardware reliability falls deeper into question, a trend of work on hardware

fault detection (Li et al., 2008, Reis, Chang, Vachharajani, Rangan, August and

Mukherjee, 2005, Smolens et al., 2006) and recovery (Sorin et al., 2002a, Chang

et al., 2006) has emerged.

Since HPC systems can no longer rely on the speed of a single processor to

achieve the desired performance, parallelism must be exploited. And the way this
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is done is by aggregating a massive number of distributed processing components

which communicate via a high speed network interconnect. The increased compo-

nent count increases the likelihood of component failures, not just within the HPC

compute nodes themselves, but also in the network hardware responsible for their

communication. GPUs are are relatively new to HPC and their hardware failure

characteristics must be understood, a task that is particularly challenging given the

rapid pace at which GPUs evolve.

Transient Faults As transient faults depend on external factors, they are not

the focus of this work. Nevertheless, an explanation of the problems they cause is

provided here for completeness.

Silent data corruption (SDC) refers to the unintentional flipping of bits that go

undetected leading to fail-continue faults. As the physical dimensions and operating

voltages of electronic components have been reduced to satisfy the ever-increasing

demand for higher density and lower power, their susceptibility of being upset by

radiation has dramatically increased (Baumann, 2001). Radiation only causes a

data error and otherwise leaves the circuit undamaged. The soft error rate (SER)

is the rate at which the system encounters or is predicted to encounter soft errors.

The typical sources of radiation are from naturally occurring alpha particles and

high-energy cosmic rays.

It is now common for random access memory (RAM) devices to be protected

against SDC through error correcting codes (ECC) as they have the largest share

of vulnerable surface area in HPC systems. ECC works by adding redundant in-

formation to a message that receivers can use to recover any data determined to

be corrupted in the delivered message (Hamming, 1950). Still, not all parts of the

system can be protected, logic units and registers inside processing units are usually

not protected by ECC because of the overhead imposed. An alternative method to

protect processing units is radiation hardening for fault avoidance; these are tech-

niques to make circuits resistant or less likely to be a↵ected by radiation. Radiation

hardening has historically been used for mission critical applications (e.g., banking

and medicine) where the primary objective is very high reliability. Unfortunately,

the cost associated with hardening circuits is prohibitive for systems where reason-
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able cost and performance are the fundamental aim (Zhou and Mohanram, 2004),

as is often the case with HPC.

The classic way of dealing with SDCs is to replicate the execution and compare

the results. Replication is a good general purpose strategy for a broad range of

applications (Fiala et al., 2012), but its major shortcoming is the overhead imposed

on resources. A secondary problem is that the comparison step is based on the

assumption of the application always generating identical results, a property not all

applications share. Detecting an error from replicated results that are nondetermin-

istic is non-trivial as it requires a thorough understanding of how results can diverge

because of the non-deterministic operations (Cappello et al., 2014). The sugges-

tion from (Cappello et al., 2014) is approximate replication to relax the precision of

detection. The idea is to run the normal computation along with an approximate

computation to generate an approximate result. The approximate results establish

the upper and lower bounds within which the normal result must fall, otherwise it

is regarded as suspect thus warranting further verification or correction. However,

there has been some work (Aupy et al., 2013) done towards combining silent error

detection with checkpointing.

Natural Faults

Natural faults are not restricted exclusively to disasters such as earthquakes, floods

etc, these are the more easily identifiable problems considering that much more sub-

tle natural errors are possible. For example, during a presentation at a resilience

workshop, Christian Engelmann (Christian Engelmann, Ph.D., 2019), a senior re-

searcher at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, described unusual failure rates for their

high performance cluster. The source of the error was traced to installed memory

modules. But this was strange considering that the memories featured error cor-

recting codes (Hamming, 1950, Chen and Hsiao, 1984, Mittal and Inukonda, 2018).

The manufacturer was contacted to confirm that all memory was thoroughly tested

prior to shipping. It turns out that the factory manufacturing the plastic which

packages the memory was taking its water supply form a source contaminated with

alpha particle emitters which induced transient faults in the memories post testing.

This source of error is now well known, some early work addressing this particular
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problem can be found in (Cha et al., 1996). Accounts of similar encounters with

errors in HPC is detailed in Geist (2016).

3.1.2 Attributes and Means

The attributes of dependability presented in Figure 3.1 are usually considered based

on the intent of the system and its acceptable frequency and severity of the failure

modes. Attributes may be desired in varying degrees depending on the application,

availability is always required, but safety and confidentiality may not be. With

respect to the means of attaining dependable computing, there are four techniques:

• fault prevention: how to prevent the occurrence of faults

• fault tolerance: how to deliver correct service in the presence of faults

• fault removal: how to reduce the number of severity of faults

• fault forecasting: how to estimate the future incidence and consequences of

faults

The focus of this work is on fault tolerance, for a more thorough explanation of

the other attributes, and dependability in general, see Kochs and Kochs (2018)

and Avizienis et al. (2004).

3.2 Alternative Strategies

While checkpointing is the dominant fault tolerant resilience strategy, there exists

others. This section provides a brief overview of these. While the strategies discussed

in this section are not covered as part of this thesis, their descriptions are provided

to inform the reader of viable alternatives to checkpointing.

3.2.1 Forward Recovery

Checkpointing evades errors by restoring a previous correct system state after dis-

carding an erroneous state altogether. Conversely, Forward Recovery techniques
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(such as Algorithm-based fault tolerance) use mathematical properties to recon-

struct failure-damaged data (Bland et al., 2013a). The application may either ter-

minate cleanly (for example, checkpoint on failure (Bland et al., 2013a)) or remove

the error by manipulating some portion of the current erroneous state to generate

a valid next state (Long et al., 1990). However, this method is not as general pur-

pose as checkpointing since it relies on accurate error assessment and prediction as

well as specific knowledge about error correction for the system (Lee and Anderson,

1990). Another necessary condition is for some of the application’s processes and

the runtime environment to stay alive, which might not be the case if the failure is

catastrophic (e.g. total loss of power).

There are additional challenges, MPI—the de facto standard communicating

protocol used in HPC—does not specify how an application should continue after a

fault. For that reason, there is no specified way for an application’s MPI processes

to receive notifications that a fault has occurred so that it may trigger a forward

recovery operation. Proposals have been made to amend the protocol in the interest

of resilience (Fagg et al., 2005, Fagg and Dongarra, 2000, Bosilca et al., 2002).

Unfortunately, the community governing the standard has yet to reach a consensus

on precisely how and when the standard should be adjusted. At the time of writing,

the latest o�cial version of the standard—4.0 (Message Passing Interface Forum,

2021)—makes no mention of resilience.

3.2.2 Replication

The idea of replication is to have a process’s state replicated so that if the process

fails, its replica is available or can be generated to assume the original process’

role without disturbing other application processes (Ferreira et al., 2011). In HPC,

replication is usually done at the process level in combination with a replication

scheme as opposed to a replicated parallel execution. The assumption here is that

the replication scheme will be more reliable.

However, this approach is not without its share of challenges. At a minimum,

replication needs twice the number of resources of a non-replicated execution. The

immediate concern that springs to mind is the resource and energy cost which will be

an especially complex problem to solve if replication is applied to exascale systems.
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There are currently no well established solutions for reducing the resource overhead.

The recommendation from Hukerikar et al. (2014) is for replication to be judiciously

applied by factoring in the requirements of the application as well as the fault toler-

ance state of the system. To ease the resource burden, partial replication (Ferreira

et al., 2011) has been explored where only some of the processes are replicated. Ad-

ditionally, hybrid solutions like Elliott et al. (2012) merges checkpoint/restart with

replication in an attempt to ease the burden as well.

Another problem stems from the necessity that replicas need to be readily substi-

tutable with their original process. This means that the external interactions of each

replica must be consistent with the external interactions of the original processes.

This cannot be guaranteed in every case if MPI is used as the MPI communication

protocol specifies some operations which are non-deterministic.

3.2.3 Algorithm Based Fault Tolerance

The techniques described so far are general purpose techniques; they are designed to

make as little assumption about the application’s behaviour as possible. However,

it is possible for the application itself to be engineered to tolerate misbehaviour

of the underlying platform. The advantage here is e�ciency, since the application

developer possess intimate knowledge of the application and will know best how to

be vigilant of faults. Although implementing ABFT might require more upfront

engineering e↵ort, the literature contains multiple examples of its application (Cui

and Koibuchi, 2020, Cavelan and Ciorba, 2019, Zhao et al., 2021, Bouteiller et al.,

2015).

Algorithm Based Fault Tolerance (ABFT) is an application-specific technique

first introduced in 1984 as a way of tolerating memory corruptions during matrix

operations (Kuang-Hua Huang and Abraham, 1984). The key idea of the ABFT

technique is to encode the data at a higher level using checksum schemes and re-

design algorithms to operate on the encoded data (Bosilca et al., 2009). As it turns

out, linear algebra operations with matrices lends itself well for the application of

such a scheme. If failure occurs and enough redundant information survives, the

missing data can be reconstructed and the operation resumed. Checkpointing is not

necessary which allows this method to have much lower overheads than rollback-
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recovery (Dongarra et al., 2015). That being said, it is not uncommon for ABFT to

be coupled with checkpointing anyway as ABFT is only viable during the execution

of the fault tolerant algorithm itself. HPC applications may spend time doing com-

putations outside of the algorithm, and if a fault takes place at that point all data

is lost.

3.3 Fault Avoidance

Fault avoidance is a proactive technique which tries to detect imminent failures so

that they can be avoided entirely. If failures can be detected beforehand, then a

process, task or thread can be migrated away from the node or core before the

failure hits thus avoiding the need for a restart (Geist et al., 2012). Such a tech-

nique lengthens the MTBF, and if checkpointing is used in combination with failure

prediction, then the checkpoint frequency is decreased.

3.3.1 Failure Prediction

Failure prediction attempts to forecast the occurrence of a fault so that proactive

measures can be taken. The e↵ectiveness of this approach hinges on the reliability

and accuracy of the prediction system used to anticipate failures. Prediction systems

usually take advantage of machine learning techniques to learn from past behaviour

in order to predict future behaviour (Chigurupati et al., 2016, Fulp et al., 2008,

Das et al., 2018). The data used for the machine learning comes from system log

files as they provide a history or audit trail of events and will therefore contain

events leading up to a failure (Fu and Xu, 2007, Liang et al., 2007). After training

on such data, the prediction system is then able to recognize, with some degree of

certainty, the telltale events of an incoming fault. While machine learning might

be a trending failure prediction technique, it is not the only approach, a survey of

failure prediction methods is presented in Salfner et al. (2010).

The work done in (Bouguerra et al., 2013) brings to light the main challenges

of failure prediction. Once such challenge is deciding on the level of granularity

at which the prediction system should reside. Failure prediction should ideally be

implemented from a global, centralised perspective to monitor the entire system.
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However, this approach does not scale well. If the system is su�ciently large, the

amount of data to transport and compute in real time becomes overwhelming (Pelaez

et al., 2014). Running the predictor locally on a node is more scalable but imposes

an overhead on the locally running application. Perhaps more importantly is the

lack of accuracy due to predictors at this level only having a local view of the system.

It is not uncommon for failure prediction to be coupled with checkpoint/restart

strategies (Yawei Li and Zhiling Lan, 2006, Egwutuoha et al., 2012) as this ensures

that checkpoints are only performed when a fault seems imminent. While this has

the merit of reducing the checkpoint overhead, it introduces a new dimension of

challenges regarding how the checkpoints should be handled. Normally, application-

level checkpointing is guided by the programmer to occur optimally at specific points

during execution. Programmer instrumented checkpoints reduces the checkpoint

commit latency and storage overhead by only preserving the data crucial for a

restart. With failure prediction, the checkpoint is triggered by the prediction system

where the application may be in the middle of a memory intensive operation. If the

checkpoint is immediately created, it can contain data impertinent for a restart

thereby having an unnecessarily large storage footprint. The way in which these

mentioned challenges are potentially handled is described in Bouguerra et al. (2013).

3.4 Principle Challenges of Checkpointing

The standard way of tolerating fail-stop errors (hardware failures, network discon-

nections, process crash, etc) is by using a rollback recovery approach via checkpoint

restart. The checkpointing of a process is creating a checkpoint file which describes

the state of the running process so that later reconstruction of the process is possi-

ble from the file’s contents. Checkpoints must be created on storage that remains

una↵ected by the failure of compute nodes. For this reason, a parallel file system is

commonly used for the persistence of checkpoint data. Available studies have shown

that writing the application’s state to reliable storage is the largest contributor to

the performance overhead of the checkpointing scheme (Bent et al., 2009, Zhang

et al., 2009, Ouyang et al., 2010). The overhead is further exacerbated when consid-

ering (a) computing systems simultaneously increase in scale and failure rates thus
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requiring more frequent checkpoints; and (b) the growth rate of memory systems

typically outpaces the bandwidth to the parallel file system. However, with respect

to (b), there exists work that tries to mitigate the slow I/O by incorporating non-

volatile memory (NVM) (Cohen et al., 2019, Kannan et al., 2013). If the foregoing

two points are taken into account, there is the risk of the checkpointing operation

dominating the application runtime. A checkpointing technique with poor I/O per-

formance will not scale and therefore be impractical for large applications. However,

the I/O pressure and time when creating a checkpoint can be relieved by performing

incremental or multilevel checkpointing.

Incremental Checkpointing With incremental checkpointing (Feldman and

Brown, 1988) successive checkpoints only contain the portion of data that has

changed since the preceding checkpoint was made. Only the incremental di↵er-

ences between checkpoints are stored under the assumption that the method used

to identify changes between checkpoints has a much lower overhead than saving

the redundant data. Incremental checkpointing is implemented using either page-

based (Gioiosa et al., 2005, Vasavada et al., 2011) or deduplication-based (Agarwal

et al., 2004) techniques. Page-based techniques rely on identifying memory pages

that have become dirtied during the checkpoint interval so that only dirty pages are

used when creating the next checkpoint. A common criticism of page-based tech-

niques is that they are forced to work at the granularity of the operating system’s

memory page size. The limitation of which is having to checkpoint the entire mem-

ory page even if a single byte was changed or the page was “dirtied” by the writing

of values identical to those previously held. On the other hand, deduplication-based

techniques work on the finer granularity of memory blocks and some computation

(typically hashing) is used to identify di↵erences between blocks. Regardless of

the incremental checkpointing approach, compression techniques can be applied to

further reduce the checkpoint size (Ibtesham et al., 2015, Jangjaimon and Tzeng,

2013).

Multilevel Checkpointing Multilevel checkpoint and restart (Gelenbe, 1976,

Vaidya, 2001, Moody et al., 2010) addresses the problem of frequent I/O accesses

by enabling checkpoint creation at each level of the storage hierarchy. Each level is
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associated with a specific fault type and has a corresponding storage device resilient

to that type. The level at which the checkpointing is done determines the overhead

incurred and the recovery ability for the application. For instance, a two-level system

would deal with transient memory errors (level 1) by checkpointing to node-local

storage such as the local disk, however, this is insu�cient for global failure (e.g.

the entire node failing). To tolerate node failures (level 2), the key data would

to be checkpointed to remote stable storage (Benoit et al., 2017). Checkpointing

this way is more e�cient as it can be optimised for the failure rate common to the

respective level and does not need to occur synchronously across all levels. Therefore,

levels that experience faults infrequently can be allowed larger intervals between

checkpoints. Tailoring the checkpointing occurrence in this manner results in lower

overhead during normal, failure-free execution.

3.4.1 Checkpoint Creation

Checkpointing can be implemented at di↵erent abstraction levels. The highest level

is where the application performs its own checkpoints and the lowest level is where

the hardware does the checkpointing. These levels along with the others in between

are briefly described below. A comparison of the abstraction levels that highlights

their trade-o↵s is presented in Section 3.4.2.

The responsibility of checkpoint creation must either be directed by the appli-

cation programmer/user or controlled by the system. With the former, the user

orchestrates precisely when checkpoints should occur and dictates what data should

be checkpointed to make for a successful restart. This allows for smaller checkpoint

footprints and faster I/O operations but carries the risk of human error; the user

may accidentally omit checkpointing data crucial for a successful restart. Another

disadvantage is that checkpoints must be placed during an absence of interpro-

cess communication to avoid the possibility of losing in-transit messages. Avoiding

in-transit messages can be di�cult if the application is not iterative such that it

frequently and converges and inherently halts communication to expose an ideal lo-

cation for checkpoint placement. In-transit messages will also pose di�cult if there

is the desire to checkpoint only when necessary, such as upon the detection of an

imminent failure.
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System controlled checkpointing alleviates the problems of user-directed check-

pointing through automatic recovery with little to no programmer/user involvement.

While the transparency of the checkpointing is convenient, there are limitations. A

system-level checkpointing scheme has no knowledge of the semantics of the appli-

cation and must therefore apply a general tactic of checkpointing all application

data. Not only can this dramatically increase the checkpoint footprint, it is also

much harder to implement if application state is fragmented across processes and

in-transit messages. Primarily for these reasons, user-directed checkpointing is usu-

ally more common than system directed. Regardless of how checkpoints are instru-

mented, the entire application needs to be relaunched even if just a single process

fails. Depending on the system setup, this could mean queuing again for resources

with the possibility of di↵erent resources being assigned. The assignment of di↵erent

resources may force the movement of checkpoint data across the cluster to restart

the application, which will cause network contention and overheads (Losada et al.,

2019). Further challenges of distributed failure recovery are more thoroughly dealt

with in Section 3.4.3.

Application Level

During the development of an application, or if an existing application’s source code

is available, the application can be instrumented to perform its own checkpoints.

This results in a more e�cient checkpoint/restart process as the application pro-

grammer will possess the knowledge of precisely what data needs to be saved and

restored. The disadvantage to this approach is the additional upfront engineering

e↵ort required. It can be especially tedious if existing code has to be retrofitted

as it then requires the programmer to analyse precisely how the data flows within

the application in order to pinpoint exactly where and how checkpoints should be

inserted. The Community Earth System Model (CESM) (Hurrell et al., 2013) is one

good example of an application that does its own checkpointing (Anantharaj, 2015).

And the Northwest Computational Chemistry Package (NWChem) (Valiev et al.,

2010) is another (Hogan et al., 2012, Reza et al., 2019). One other drawback of

this technique is its lack of transparency; the application’s code has to be modified

and the code complexity increased. However, it is possible for compilers to assist
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with checkpoint insertion to lessen the burden on the programmer (Li and Fuchs,

1990, Rodŕıguez et al., 2010). Another drawback is that at this level there is no

protection against faults arising from the operating system’s kernel. These faults

are usually transient in nature and typically rely on software techniques to detect

their occurrence (Reis et al., 2005). If a transient fault from the OS does not result

in the hard crash of the OS or application, the application’s data may still become

silently corrupted. And the checkpointing scheme employed by the application will

still perform the checkpoint as intended. However, restarts may not work, and if

they do, the final result from the application will be erroneous.

Runtime Library Level

Libckpt (Plank et al., 1995) is a checkpointing library for Unix processes that can

perform user-directed checkpointing at runtime. Although libckpt provides runtime

checkpointing support, it is not completely transparent, the name of the initial

procedure call in C must be changed from main() to ckpt_target() so that the

libckpt can gain control of the program when it starts and to recover if necessary.

Lipckpt works by checkpointing a processes’ data and stack segments, program

counter, file descriptors etc. Essentially, the entire state of the process is captured

and written to disk. If the command line argument for recovery is specified, the

recovery routine reads the checkpoint file to recreate the contents of the process’

data and stack segments.

The checkpoint frequency and other options can be set via an external config-

uration file. In addition to libckpt, the work done in Bozyigit and Wasiq (2001)

describes how a fully transparent runtime library may be implemented for the pur-

poses of checkpointing. Doing checkpoints at this level can result in large checkpoint

sizes as no details of the application are considered which therefore means the entire

memory footprint of the process must be captured.

Operating System Level

For cases where the application’s source code is unavailable, checkpointing using a

system service is ideal as it is fully transparent and requires no changes to the ap-

plication’s source code (Zhong and Nieh, 2001, Hargrove and Duell, 2006, Hendriks,
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2002, Sankaran et al., 2005). This checkpoint mechanism resides within the operat-

ing system’s kernel to take advantage of full access to the process’ state only accessi-

ble by the kernel. Additionally, the preemptive nature of system level checkpointing

is useful for failure avoidance where the system performs failure prediction (Gainaru

et al., 2011, Gainaru et al., 2012); proactive action can be taken immediately as

opposed to waiting for periodic checkpoints. However, the system level approach

will not have intimate knowledge of the application and will therefore generate a

larger amount of checkpoint data than necessary. This will introduce more overhead

at checkpoint and restart time as there is more data to store and load. Writing large

checkpoints can be the source of huge overheads in the context of supercomputing

if the entire application memory needs to be written. For example, the TSUB-

AME2.0/2.5 supercomputer has 116 TB of memory (Matsuoka et al., 2017), writing

the entire memory footprint takes 4 hours at 8 GB/s to the parallel file system. This

is infeasible for a MTBF of a few hours (Sasaki et al., 2015).

Hardware Level

While it is possible to have checkpointing strategies exist at this level with a very

high level of transparency, their application is very limited. SafetyNet (Sorin et al.,

2002b) and ReVive (Prvulovic et al., 2002) are examples of specialized hardware for

checkpointing. SafetyNet maintains globally consistent checkpoints of the state of

a shared memory multiprocessor and can recover to a pre-fault checkpoint of the

system. ReVive is a rollback recovery scheme for shared-memory multiprocessors

with distributed memory using a combination of logging and parity checks. Hard-

ware level checkpointing relies heavily on specialized hardware not readily available

on clusters comprised of commercial o↵-the-shelf components. The portability of

checkpoint data is low which makes it di�cult to restart the application elsewhere

1.

1Unrelated to checkpointing, hardware solutions are important to dependability, for example
RAID, ECC and redundant power supplies.
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3.4.2 Checkpoint Abstraction Levels

Table 3.1 is a comparison of the available checkpointing abstraction levels. The

trade o↵ of each level is indicated by several metrics, where compromises can be

made depending on what metric is most important for a given checkpoint scenario.

Table 3.1: Comparison Of The Checkpointing Abstraction Levels (Sancho et al.,
2004)

Level Transparency Portability
Ckpt

Size

Flexibility

of

Ckpt Interval

Granularity

Application Low High Low Low
Data

Structure

Compiler Medium High Medium Low
Data

Structure

Run-time

Library
Medium Medium High High

Memory

Segment

OS High Low High High
Memory

Page

Hardware High Very Low High High Cache line

Checkpoint/restart solutions can be implemented at various levels of the hardware/-

software stack. The level at which the implementation occurs a↵ects its properties

such as transparency and checkpoint size. Figure 3.4 shows the typical implementa-

tion levels within the hardware/software stack. Generally, transparency and check-

point size increases at lower levels while portability increases at higher levels.

Application level checkpoints have very high portability in combination with a

small checkpoint footprint as it is tailored specifically for the application. Its major

drawback however is the lack of transparency, the checkpointing mechanism must

have a tight integration with the application’s source code. This can be burdensome

and error prone if the application’s source is particularly large and the checkpointing

scheme is being retrofitted.

User level libraries typically provide specific APIs which allow users to select

the data to be checkpointed so that restarts are successful. And compilers can be

used to reduce the burden on the programmer. At the kernel level, solutions are
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Figure 3.4: Checkpoint/restart implementation levels (Gioiosa, 2017).

typically in the form of libraries that are preloaded before the application is started.

This level o↵ers a higher level of transparency when compared to the user level, but

checkpoint portability decreases.

At the hardware level, transparency is high since specialized hardware is used

to manage the checkpointing. In comparison to application level checkpointing, no

source code modification or recompilation is necessary. Hardware level checkpointing

is thus quite suitable for applications where source code access is not provided.

The drawback however is its very low portability, this level of checkpointing will

only be available on machines with the specialized hardware. Otherwise, the same

application executed elsewhere cannot make use of hardware checkpointing.

3.4.3 Distributed Failure Recovery

Though the general idea of checkpointing is straightforward, its application to dis-

tributed systems brings forth a number of complicating issues. Unlike a sequential

application, a parallel application introduces dependencies among its processes as a

result of interprocess communication during failure-free operation. If one or more

processes fails, the dependencies can cause processes that did not fail to rollback;

this is known as rollback propagation or cascading rollback. For example, a process

p has sent a message m to a process q and p has to roll back to a state prior to

sending m. This now means that q must also rollback to a state prior to receiving

m. Otherwise, the states between p and q would be inconsistent as they would show
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that m was received without ever being sent—a situation that would never occur

in failure-free operation. A valid checkpoint of a parallel application must correctly

capture the application’s global state along with a protocol to handle messages. A

consistent global state is realised when each pair of processes agrees on the commu-

nication between them that either has or has not taken place. Figure 3.5 (Elnozahy

et al., 2002) provides two examples of global states where the recovery line is a repre-

sentation of the most recent consistent set of checkpoints. Figure 3.5a is an example

of a consistent state; although message m1 has been sent but not yet received it is

not a problem as this is a valid situation that can occur during failure-free execu-

tion. Figure 3.5a is consistent because there is a corresponding send event for every

message received. Whereas in Figure 3.5b the global state is inconsistent; the state

of P2 is shown to have received m2 without a corresponding send from P1. Such a

global state is impossible during failure-free computation. The inconsistent state in

Figure 3.5b can occur if P1 fails after sending m2 and is later restored at the point

indicated by the recovery line.

(a) Consistent state (b) Inconsistent state

Figure 3.5: An example of a consistent and inconsistent state.

Although m1 in Figure 3.5a does not invalidate the consistency of the global state,

it is an in-transit message; a message that has been sent but not yet received. If

the underlying communication protocol between processes assumes reliable commu-

nication, rollback-recovery protocols need to ensure the correct delivery of in-transit

messages. Alternatively, if a lossy communication protocol is assumed, in-transit
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messages can be disregarded. The inconsistent global state of Figure 3.5b is caused

by an orphan message, i.e., a message whose receive event is recorded in the check-

point of the destination process, but its send event is lost. Similarity, a missing

message can occur if a message m is sent from process p to process q before the

checkpoint of p and received after the checkpoint of q. At rollback, p will not re-

turn to a point prior to sending m and q’s receipt of m is undone. For example,

in Figure 3.6, the orphan messages occur because P0 checkpoints and then sends a

message to P1 and P2 before either process checkpoints. The orphan messages have

occurred because their receive events have been checkpointed but their sends have

not. The missing message in Figure 3.6 occurs because it has not been recorded by

any checkpoint. If recovery were to occur using the established recovery line it will

not be resent and P1 has no record of its receipt.

Figure 3.6: Orphan and missing messages

The Di�culty of Distributed Failure Recovery

Consider the situation of distributed computation in Figure 3.7 consisting of

three processes Pi, Pj and Pk that communicate with each other by exchang-

ing ordered messages over a communication channel. The checkpoints {Ci,0, Ci,1},

{Cj,0, Cj,1, Cj,2} and {Ck,0, Ck,1, Ck,2} have respectively been taken by processes Pi,

Pj and Pk. The messages exchanged thus far are messages m1 to m5. Pi has encoun-

tered a failure at the point indicated in Figure 3.7 and therefore needs to rollback to

its last checkpoint at Ci,1. After Pi’s recovery, a consistent global state needs to be
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found from which execution can correctly resume. Due to the rollback of Pi, m5 has

become an orphan message which necessitates the rollback of Pj to Cj,1. However,

this has now caused m4 to become a missing message as its receipt has been undone

by Pj’s rollback and not its send. To resolve this, Pk must also make a rollback to

Ck,1. The message m2 has become an orphan message due to the rollback of Pj and

so Pk needs to make a final rollback to Ck,0. At this stage, a global consistent state

is realised with the set of checkpoints {Ci,1, Cj,1, Ck,0}. Message m3 is problematic

as it is essentially a delayed orphan message that must be discarded upon arrival at

its destination because its send event was undone. After Pk resumes from Ck,0, m3

will be regenerated; the recovery technique must have some way of detecting and

handling messages like m3.

The recovery process can be even further complicated by overlapping failures;

consider Pj failing during its rollback in response to Pi’s failure. Process Pj may

then become unaware of Pi’s failure and fail to take the appropriate steps to arrive at

global consistency. If the recovery process is to be tolerant of multiple simultaneous

failures it must have additional mechanisms in place for the management of such.

Figure 3.7: Illustration of failure recovery challenges.

The complexity of checkpoint-based rollback recovery techniques is evidenced by

the variety of algorithms to tackle this problem reported in the literature. A hier-

archical representation of the categories under which these algorithms are usually

classified is presented in Figure 3.8. These algorithms describe ways of synchro-

nizing the constituent system components during a checkpoint, and how consistent

global state can be reconstructed from checkpoints that are partial representations
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of the system’s state. Rollback recovery schemes are broadly categorized as either

checkpoint or log-based. The former relies exclusively on checkpointing to achieve

fault-tolerance while the latter combines checkpointing with message logging and

replaying. An excellent survey of both categories of rollback recovery protocols can

be found in Elnozahy et al. (2002). Section 3.4.4 proceeds to briefly summarise

the subcategories of checkpoint-based recovery: uncoordinated, coordinated and

communication-induced.

Figure 3.8: Classification of distributed rollback recovery schemes.

3.4.4 Checkpoint-Based Recovery

Uncoordinated Checkpointing occurs when individual processes take their own check-

points without synchronising with each other. This allows for easy checkpointing

but makes locating a consistent global state from which a recovery can be made

di�cult. On the other hand, Coordinated checkpoints involves all processes working

together to checkpoint a consistent global state despite the cost in the communica-

tion overhead to do so. Finally, communication-induced checkpointing is a hybrid

of both techniques. Processes take two checkpoints: local independent checkpoints

and global forced checkpoints, where the latter must be taken so that the recovery

line can progress.
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Uncoordinated Checkpointing

Uncoordinated checkpointing a↵ords each process the freedom of conveniently

and/or e�ciently recording its own state. This lowers the overhead of checkpoint

creation during normal operation as no system-wide coordinating messages need to

be exchanged, but there are disadvantages. No coordination means checkpoints may

be created needlessly, i.e., checkpoints that cannot be used to reconstitute the appli-

cation’s global state. Needless checkpoints generate overhead and do not contribute

to the advancement of the recovery line. Also, as processes continue to create check-

points, older checkpoints need to be periodically garbage collected by some garbage

collection algorithm, further increasing overhead.

Perhaps the more serious shortcoming is the risk of the domino e↵ect (Randell,

1975), where recovering processes rollback uncontrolled while trying to determine a

set of consistent checkpoints as illustrated in Figure 3.9. The unconstrained rollback

runs the risk of regressing the recovery line to the initial state of the computation

therefore losing all work done prior to failure. In Figure 3.9, process Pi fails as

indicated and therefore makes a rollback to Ci,2 thus causing m5 to become invalid.

To fix the problem with m5, process Pj must rollback to Cj,1 which now invalidates

message m4 requiring Pk to rollback to Ck,1. The invalidation of m6 has propagated

the rollback of Pj and Pk; an example of how rollbacks can cascade and lead to the

domino e↵ect. Nevertheless, protocols that make assumptions of the application to

avoid the domino e↵ect have been proposed (Johnson and Zwaenepoel, 1990, Strom

and Yemini, 1985, Xu and Netzer, 1993).

Figure 3.9: The domino e↵ect
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Coordinated Checkpointing

In contrast to uncoordinated checkpointing, coordinated checkpointing allows pro-

cesses to orchestrate their local checkpoints by means of control messages to establish

a consistent global state (Elnozahy et al., 2002). The last checkpoint each process

takes is the local state from which it must be restored if rollback becomes necessary.

As each process is required to maintain only one checkpoint on storage, the stor-

age overhead is reduced and the need for garbage collecting unneeded checkpoints

is eliminated. Since checkpoints are coordinated, the recovery process is simplified

and invulnerable to the domino e↵ect. To build such global snapshots—assuming

ordered messaging—a protocol can work as follows: any process can activate a global

checkpoint by taking its own local checkpoint and notifying all other processes that

it has done so. Upon receipt of a checkpoint notification, because of the ordered

messaging channel, a process is able to distinguish between messages which belong

to the previous checkpoint and those which belong to the current one. Also, upon

checkpoint notification, a process broadcasts to all others that it has started its local

checkpoint. Only until each process receives this notification from every other pro-

cess is the local checkpoint complete as this ensures that no in-flight messages were

missed. The scalability of coordinated checkpointing raises concerns as it requires

the participation of every process, it is therefore desirable to reduce the number of

processes involved. In Koo and Toueg (1987), a two-phase protocol is described to

minimise checkpoint coordination.

Blocking A simple way of implementing the coordinated checkpointing protocol

is to block all communications when the protocol is activated. This requires a check-

pointing coordinator to broadcast a checkpoint request to all processes. After re-

ceiving this request, a process halts its normal operation, flushes its communication

channels, takes a tentative checkpoint and reports back to the coordinator. When

the coordinator has received acknowledgement from all processes, it broadcasts a

commit message to complete the final checkpointing phase of the protocol. Upon

receipt of the commit message, a process replaces its old permanent checkpoint with

the current tentative checkpoint and resumes normal operation. This implementa-

tion is blocking as the computation does not progress during the checkpointing and
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so non-blocking schemes may be preferred.

Non-Blocking As the name implies, non-blocking checkpointing means processes

do not have to cease their normal execution when taking a checkpoint. The issue with

this however, are messages sent after checkpoint initiation could lead to inconsistent

checkpoints. Figure 3.10 (Elnozahy et al., 2002) shows how inconsistencies may be

managed for FIFO and non-FIFO communication channels. Figure 3.10a depicts

checkpoint inconsistency as message m can arrive before the requested checkpoint

of Pk at Ck,1. If taken, Ck,1 will record a receipt of m from Pj but Cj,0 will have

no account of m being sent. A solution to this problem needs to consider whether

the channels are ordered (FIFO) or not (non-FIFO), a solution for the former case

is illustrated in Figure 3.10b. The message m is proceeded by a checkpoint request

at Ck,1, with this method, every process is forced to make a checkpoint before the

arrival of any post-checkpoint message. If the communication channel is non-FIFO,

where messages can arrive out of the order in which they were sent, the checkpoint

request can be piggybacked on every post-checkpoint message. In Figure 3.10b, the

piggybacked message is represented by the dotted line alongside the post-checkpoint

message m. When process Pk receives m it processes the piggybacked checkpoint

request and creates Ck,1 before processing m.

(a) Checkpoint Inconsistency (b) FIFO Channels (c) Non-FIFO Channels

Figure 3.10: Non-blocking coordinated checkpointing.

Communication-induced

Communication-induced checkpointing avoids the domino e↵ect without needing

special coordinating messages among all processes. Processes are allowed to take

local autonomous checkpoints but can be forced to take additional checkpoints to

advance the recovery line and avoid useless checkpoints. Coordination is achieved
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by communicating protocol-related information in tow with normal application mes-

sages. The receiver of the application message uses the accompanying protocol in-

formation to determine if a forced checkpoint is necessary. When that is the case,

a checkpoint must be taken before the processing of the application message. Al-

though this method sounds quite similar to non-blocking coordinated checkpointing

described in Section 3.4.4, the key di↵erence here is the absence of an explicit global

checkpoint coordinator. Communication-induced protocols are traditionally classi-

fied as either model or index-based. In Alvisi et al. (1999) and Tsai et al. (1999),

an in-depth analysis of communication-induced checkpointing is presented.

Model-based Protocol For this protocol, a model based on some heuristic is

used to detect the formation of communication patterns and checkpoints that could

lead to inconsistent states. If there is su�cient evidence of an inconsistent state in

the making, a checkpoint is usually forced to obstruct its fabrication. No explicit

control messages are exchanged during normal operation, each process executes the

protocol based on the information piggybacked on regular messages. This style

of checkpointing makes it possible for multiple processes to identify the potential

for inconsistent checkpoints and independently take action so that the undesirable

patterns never actually materialize (Elnozahy et al., 2002).

Index-based Protocol Index-based protocol uses a monotonically increasing in-

dex that is assigned to each checkpoint so that checkpoints with the same index

at each process forms a consistent global state. Index values are sent piggybacked

on application messages where the receiver must then decide if they should force a

checkpoint. For example, the protocol in Briatico et al. (1984) forces a checkpoint if

the piggybacked index is greater than the process’ current index. More sophisticated

index-based protocols have been proposed (Baldoni et al., 1999, Jichiang Tsai, 2005)

and Vieira et al. (2001) analyses this category of protocols.

3.5 Checkpointing and MPI

Although MPI is the current de-facto way of facilitating interprocess communi-

cation for parallel applications on large clusters, all versions of the MPI stan-
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dard—including the current version, 3.1—make no mention of fault tolerance sup-

port. The standard describes the protocol under the assumption of correct MPI

programs running on reliable hardware. Nonetheless, the MPI standard isn’t en-

tirely silent about reliability and does make statements about the handling of errors.

Section 1.1 of (Message Passing Interface Forum, 2015) lists reliable communication

as one of the goals of MPI where failures must be dealt with by the underlying com-

munication system and not exposed to the user. However, non-recoverable hardware

failures are not covered by the standard and the default behaviour for an MPI appli-

cation with a failed process is to abort (Lu and Reed, 2004). The rollback recovery

strategies for MPI can be placed into the classifications illustrated in Figure 3.8 and

can be implemented within the MPI standard at a library level or at an application

level. Regardless of where the implementation occurs, the challenges of distributed

failure recovery (as outlined in Section 3.4.3) must be contended with.

The existing work of Aulwes et al. (2004), Fagg and Dongarra (2000) and Hursey

et al. (2011) describes how they have implemented fault-tolerant MPI, without get-

ting into specifics, the main takeaway is that fault-tolerance via MPI is possible.

However, there are issues which prevent proposals such as these from being o�cially

accepted into the MPI standard. The major hindrance to their acceptance has to

do with the complexity introduced into MPI application development and their lim-

ited applicability to the majority of scientific computing applications (Laguna et al.,

2014). The diversity of recovery strategies is an indicator that there is yet to be a

single best practice approach. Fault tolerant MPI researchers have therefore been

motivated to explore application-level and library-level rollback recovery schemes to

achieve fault tolerance for MPI applications.

The literature contains multiple examples of application-level and library-level

fault-tolerant solutions (Gao et al., 2006, Bronevetsky et al., 2003a, Arora and Ba,

2017, Bronevetsky et al., 2003b, Bosilca et al., 2002, Stellner, 1996, Zhang et al.,

2005). It is possible for library-level tools to provide a level of transparency equiv-

alent to that of system-level checkpointing. For example, DMTCP (Ansel et al.,

2009) intercepts system calls to track process state before passing these calls to the

operating system. Applications can be checkpointed at any time with this approach.

However, disadvantages of system-level checkpointing remain, i.e, checkpoints with
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large memory footprints and by extension, large I/O overheads. Although check-

pointing at the application-level necessitates source code modification, it causes

no obstruction to the application’s portability. No non-standard implementation of

MPI or specific library needs to be present for the same application to run elsewhere.

A noteworthy application-level compiler driven approach is CPPC (Com-

Piler for Portable Checkpointing), a checkpointing framework for MPI applica-

tions (Rodŕıguez et al., 2010). The framework ships with two facets; a runtime

library and compiler and supports two languages, C and Fortran 77. The runtime

library contains checkpoint-support routines that the compiler automatically inserts

into the application’s source. The compiler analyses the code to mark variables that

must be stored in the checkpoint file and inserts the checkpoint calls. All of the

code transformations are transparently applied by CPPC.

Despite the existence of work in the literature demonstrating checkpointing in

the context of MPI, User Level Failure Mitigation (ULFM) (Bland et al., 2013b) is

the most recent (and possibly the most conclusive) e↵ort. ULFM is a set of MPI

routines and definitions that permit MPI applications to continue communication

in spite of failures. ULFM is proposed as an extension to MPI to introduce fault-

tolerance constructs into the standard. It exposes the minimal interface necessary to

restore MPI’s complete capability of message transport after failures (Bland et al.,

2013b). To be clear, ULFM does not define any specific application recovery strategy.

Rather, it defines a set of functions that can be used by applications or libraries to

repair the state of MPI after failure. Due to ULFM’s flexibility, checkpointing

strategies making use of ULFM’s extensions have emerged (Losada et al., 2017,

Gamell et al., 2016, Shahzad et al., 2019, Losada et al., 2019). ULFM was proposed

by the Fault Tolerance Working group within the MPI forum. Its current status is

still that of a draft proposal with the possibility of being integrated in the upcoming

MPI standard, 4.0. An implementation of the ULMF proposal can be found online2.

2https://bitbucket.org/icldistcomp/ulfm2/src/ulfm/
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3.6 Checkpointing and GPUs

A large number of high-performance systems nowadays are equipped with

GPUs (Göddeke et al., 2007, Phillips et al., 2008, Showerman et al., 2009, Fan et al.,

2004, DeBardeleben et al., 2013) as they provide higher energy e�ciency and o↵er

a significantly larger degree of parallelism than traditional multi-core CPUs. The

unfortunate side e↵ect of adding more compute components is the increased proba-

bility of hardware failures—a growing concern in the HPC community about GPU

reliability in future large-scale systems. Application checkpointing has emerged as a

general purpose way of handling failures, but in the context of GPUs the established

techniques cannot work without further measures.

3.6.1 The GPU Checkpointing Challenge

From the operating system’s perspective, GPUs are external devices that can only be

communicated with via their driver. In CUDA, the GPU driver within the operat-

ing system’s kernel privately governs the device’s computation state and the CUDA

API exposes no functionality for driver state management. For checkpoint/restart

to be successful, an application must not be checkpointed if its current state cannot

be restored. It is for this reason an application actively engaging a GPU cannot be

safely checkpointed since there is no way to correctly preserve and restore the GPU’s

state. Initially, it was possible to circumvent this problem by checkpointing outwith

kernel execution. Unfortunately, this approach stopped working after CUDA version

3.2; the CUDA runtime started permanently maintaining the GPU’s state—via an

automatically managed context—regardless of GPU activity. The context is implic-

itly created by the CUDA runtime for each device in the system and encapsulates

all resources and actions performed within the driver. Although the API includes

functions for context management, it makes no provision for context preservation

or restoration. After a process initialises the GPU, the automatically created con-

text is attached to the process for its lifetime. Therefore, even a checkpoint created

during a period of no GPU activity will contain the existing context which will con-

flict with the context created automatically at restart. Furthermore, CUDA does

not expose a handle to the context via its API; so manually destroying the context
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prior to making a checkpoint and restoring it afterwards is not possible. This ap-

pears contrary to the o�cial documentation which describes explicit API calls that

supposedly destroy the context. However, during this work’s experiments, it was

discovered that the CUDA runtime fails to detach itself completely from a process

even after the API function to do so is invoked. A bug report was subsequently

filed and this now is a known bug3 in the CUDA runtime that was introduced in

CUDA version 3.2. Given that the bug still exists in the present iteration of the

technology (version 11.0), it is unlikely to be resolved soon. However, when it comes

to OpenCL, context management is allowed via the OpenCL API and contexts can

be explicitly released and deleted.

The unfortunate side e↵ect of the privately managed driver state is that

two principle approaches to checkpointing—library level and operating system

level—immediately become infeasible. Both approaches are general purpose and

therefore do not take into account the particulars of an application’s execution.

Their underlying assumption is that the application can be safely checkpointed at

any time during its execution. Despite this, there exists some schemes labeled as

kernel-level checkpointing (Nukada et al., 2011, Takizawa et al., 2009), but a closer

examination reveals that they only save the application state after the kernel com-

pletes. Which essentially makes them out-kernel checkpointing schemes as there is

no checkpointing of in-kernel state and no rollback to within the kernel. Also, they

were conceived at the time the CUDA context only existed during periods of GPU

activity, and so they are only viable for applications relying on CUDA version 3.2

and prior.

It is possible to craft a low-level workaround by observing how the CUDA runtime

maps to a process and intercepting the system calls to gain access to otherwise

private resource handles. These handles can be later used to dispose of the CUDA

runtime just prior to checkpointing. Such a tactic was endeavoured during the initial

stages of this research, but for a few reasons, abandoned. Firstly, the CUDA runtime

behaves inconsistently across di↵erent driver and operating system versions and it

would be non-trivial to automate such a low-level method as a general purpose

solution for GPU checkpointing. Secondly, technical details of the inner workings

3https://developer.nvidia.com/nvidia_bug/2003075
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of the runtime are deliberately unpublished which makes the task of understanding

how the runtime interfaces with a process complicated and error prone. And finally,

any solution based on undocumented behaviour will not only be strongly coupled

with a specific driver, CUDA and operating system version, but highly likely to

quickly become obsolete.

Given the complications surrounding capturing the GPU state in its entirety, the

general research focus shifted from how to preserve state to how to preserve data.

The primary motivation for a data focused approach is that it inherently avoids

the problem of the GPU context. However, the major downside of a data centric

approach is that access to the application’s source code becomes mandatory so that

it can be adjusted to preserve and restore the GPU’s data structures. Furthermore,

if the kernel is su�ciently long running it cannot be interrupted and checkpointing

has to be delayed. Kernels are not executed like normal operating system processes

and are explicitly controlled by the GPU’s device driver. When a kernel is launched

the control flow of the application is temporarily routed through the GPU for the

duration of the kernel. Issuing an interrupt to the process at this point does not

have the intended e↵ect as the operating system has no execution control over what

is happening on the GPU. Therefore, all that can be done is to simply wait for the

kernel to complete. At the time of writing, the author is unaware of any hardware

mechanisms to interrupt a running GPU kernel.

In HPC the use of GPUs is often coupled with other parallel technolo-

gies—primarily MPI—which further complicates snapshotting. An MPI application

may assign multiple processes to a single compute node if the node has enough CPU

cores to dedicate to each process. Usually, the number of CPU cores will exceed

the number of available GPUs, for example a node can have 64 CPU cores but only

equipped with 8 GPUs. If each assigned process requires a GPU then the GPUs

must be shared. When multiple processes request use of a GPU, time sharing will

occur i.e., kernel launches from di↵erent processes will be serialized and executed

to completion in a round-robin fashion. So, even if the kernel execution time is

relatively short, having multiple kernels queued for execution creates the same sce-

nario as a single long-running kernel. Because multiple kernels sharing a GPU are

implicitly sequentially executed, this has an impact on the time to wait before a
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checkpoint can be made. And in light of the HPC scaling problem—the decreasing

MTBF— this becomes troublesome. It is worthy to mention CUDA MPS (NVIDIA,

2019b), an alternative API that allows concurrent kernels, but has a documented

list of limitations which can make it impractical for a shared cluster environment.

An MPI checkpointing library like FTI—which is the basis for this work—avoids

the technical di�culty of saving an application’s state (like dealing with the CUDA

context) by only focusing on the data constituting the checkpoint. It is the program-

mer’s responsibility to specify which data must be preserved so that the application

restarts correctly. FTI is only capable of triggering checkpoints from the host, there-

fore, if GPUs are involved, then the programmer must instrument checkpoints to

occur outside the GPU. If any data for the checkpoint will be residing on the GPU

then it must first be copied to the host to be accessible by FTI. Regardless, of

being able to checkpoint with GPUs or not, snapshots can only be performed when

the GPU is not in use. This is an architectural constraint primarily because GPUs

cannot be interrupted and host code cannot be executed from the GPU. If multiple

kernels are queued for execution and/or they are long running the time to the next

checkpoint is increased.

Nonetheless, there is an approach to this problem based on the observation that

most GPU kernels are executed with threads orders of magnitude more than a

GPU can physically execute concurrently. While it is not possible to interrupt an

individual thread, a thread can be instrumented to voluntarily stop its execution.

Thus, in principle, it is possible to interrupt a kernel execution after the current

batch of running threads have terminated. For this work, this approach is referred

to as a “soft interrupt”. Section 5.2 describes the technique of how CUDA kernels

can be rewritten so that they become “interruptible”.
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Existing Approaches to Facilitate

Checkpointing

In an e↵ort to provide system reliability in the context of GPUs, numerous solu-

tions have been put forward. This chapter groups related proposals under pertinent

categories and properly introduces FTI, the multi-level checkpointing library ex-

tended by this work to support the checkpointing of applications making use of

GPUs. Before examining what the literature has to say about GPU checkpointing,

the system-level checkpointer BLCR is introduced. The introduction is useful as

several early GPU solutions rely on or otherwise extend BLCR to build a complete

GPU checkpoint/restart solution. However, BLCR is not used as part of this work.

4.1 BLCR

Berkeley Lab Checkpoint/Restart (Hargrove and Duell, 2006), commonly abbrevi-

ated to “BLCR”, is among the earliest checkpoint/restart proposals—created before

GPUs were used for general purpose computing. It is an open source, system-level

checkpointing tool for HPC applications with support for MPI and implemented as

a loadable Linux kernel module. BLCR acknowledges the preference for application-

level fault tolerance solutions but argues that there is still a place for system-level

checkpointing. BLCR is designed to be preemptive and can checkpoint applications

at any point during their execution. A part of BLCR’s motivation for preemption is

that it can be used for fault-tolerance that responds to failure precursors rather than
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making periodic checkpoints. Examples of failure precursors are abnormally high

temperatures, high ECC memory error rates or of network failures. Application-

level checkpointing does not usually monitor the cluster hardware for such failure

indicators.

BLCR is not without its limitations and deliberately lacks features that were

deemed too di�cult to implement correctly, such as network support. Programs

making use of network sockets may have a reliance on the IP address of their socket.

The IP address cannot reliably be restored if process migration must be supported.

Fortunately, not supporting TCP/IP does not a↵ect BLCR’s usability as most HPC

applications do not interface with the network directly but use a library like MPI.

The full implementation details and the list of supported BLCR features can be

found in its technical report (Duell, 2005). BLCR provides a simple interface to

assist libraries/applications in the creation and restoration of checkpoints. This is

the same interface used by early GPU checkpointing solutions.

4.2 GPU Checkpointing

Checkpointing methods for GPUs are generally done through proxy, virtualisation

or can be specifically tailored for applications. The approaches described here are

accordingly grouped into these categories.

4.2.1 GPU Proxies

CRUM (Garg et al., 2018) achieves transparent checkpoint/restart for CUDA appli-

cations by using a proxy process to decouple the application process’ state from the

device driver state. This allows for checkpoints to be made without recording any

active GPU driver state and avoids recording the GPU context. CRUM is geared

toward applications with large memory footprints which make use of CUDA’s Uni-

fied Memory (see Section 2.2.4). Due to the rising popularity of UM, CRUM focuses

on tracking and synchronising UM as its method of preventing the application from

directly interfacing with the GPU instead of API interception.

CRUM’s proxy process creates a shadow UM region for each allocation made

by the application process and then makes a corresponding real allocation via the
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CUDA driver. Both the shadow and real UM region is kept synchronised by track-

ing page faults. This setup is necessary because CUDA’s UM exposes no API calls

that can be intercepted. In order to restart, CRUM needs to re-allocate memory in

the identical locations as during the original execution so that the restored pointers

are valid. However, CRUM’s re-allocation relies on the assumption of the CUDA

runtime performing allocations at identical addresses which match the original exe-

cution. While this may currently hold true, it is behaviour unsubstantiated by the

o�cial documentation. It also raises the question of what happens if a restart needs

to occur on a di↵erent device; while the allocations may be deterministic it does not

necessarily mean they will be consistent across devices.

CRCUDA (Taichiro Suzuki, 2019) provides its own shared object library as a

substitute to CUDA’s which provides wrappers for the CUDA API so that API calls

can be logged and replayed at restart to restore device data. CRCUDA isolates the

application from interfacing directly with the CUDA runtime so that there is never

an attached GPU context thus keeping the application compatible for checkpointing

by tools such as BLCR. CRCUDA accomplishes the separation of the application

from CUDA by employing a client-server model where the application acts as the

client and its API calls are forwarded to a separate server process. Unfortunately,

intercepting API calls cannot work if an application makes use of CUDA’s unified

memory (UM). UM implies that there are no CUDA calls to intercept because the

CUDA runtime automatically takes care of migrating data to either the host or

device.

For OpenCL, the approach CheCL (Takizawa et al., 2011) takes is almost identi-

cal to CRCUDA by providing an alternate OpenCL library to intercept and redirect

calls so that the process may be decoupled from the OpenCL runtime. Every API

call of the application is forwarded to a proxy process to make the real API call. At

checkpoint time, all device data is copied to the host and the state of the process

is written to a checkpoint file. CheCL tracks all OpenCL objects which existed at

checkpoint time and restores them after a restart.
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4.2.2 Application Specific

CheCUDA (Takizawa et al., 2009) is among initial body of work done to pro-

vide checkpoint support for CUDA applications that use GPUs as accelerators.

CheCUDA is responsible for managing the GPU and uses BLCR to dump the mem-

ory image of the process to file. CheCUDA is only compatible with the CUDA driver

API and wrapper functions must be used so that information about the device may

be recorded. This means that the application’s source code must be modified and

recompiled. During the time of CheCUDA’s research, the CUDA context was not

an issue as it could be manually destroyed. This allowed CheCUDA to perform

checkpoints by copying all device data to host memory, deleting the CUDA con-

text and using BLCR to checkpoint the application’s state. At restart, the GPU is

re-initialized and its data restored. CheCUDA is therefore incompatible with any

CUDA version later than 3.2, after that version the CUDA context ceased to cleanly

detach itself from a process even after being requested to do so. The checkpoint can

still be made with later versions, but a segmentation fault will occur when BLCR

attempts to restore the process’ state.

NVCR (Nukada et al., 2011) is a transparent checkpoint/restart library for

CUDA applications and therefore does not require the application to modify or re-

compile its source. NVCR is a substitute library that mimics the real CUDA library

so that checkpoint/restart capabilities are possible. When CUDA API functions are

called, NVCR records the calls and their associated arguments before passing the

calls onto the real CUDA library. At restart, the recorded calls are replayed with

their arguments to restore the device’s memory. NVCR aims to make applications

compatible with a checkpointing system like BLCR by destroying the CUDA con-

text before a checkpoint is made. Therefore, at checkpoint time, all CUDA resources

are deleted, and the application can then safely be checkpointed with BLCR. By

being dependent on completely destroying the context, NVCR su↵ers the same fate

as CheCUDA and has also become incompatible for CUDA versions beyond 3.2.

CudaCR (Pourghassemi and Chandramowlishwaran, 2017) is an in-kernel check-

point/restart scheme for soft error recovery on GPUs where it is the responsibility

of the application programmer to insert checkpoints within the kernel’s body. The

particular soft error CudaCR tries to avoid is double bit errors. While GPUs sup-
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port ECC, the authors point out that some applications intentionally disable this

feature because of its negative e↵ect on performance. As synchronisation across

kernel blocks needs to occur when it is time to checkpoint, checkpoints cannot be

arbitrarily inserted and must obey defined constraints. After checkpoint insertion,

a precompiler is used to transform both the host and device code for final compila-

tion and linking to the CudaCR library. When the execution meets a checkpoint at

runtime, all threads of a block are synchronised and a soft error check is done. If

any soft errors are detected the block is restored, otherwise it proceeds to make the

checkpoint.

HiAl-Ckpt (Xu et al., 2010) is a checkpointing tool for the Brook+ (Buck et al.,

2004) programming language. Programmers can use directives to indicate where

checkpoints should occur and what variables should be checkpointed. A source-to-

source compiler is used to convert the directives into Brook+ code. At checkpoint

time GPU data are copied to CPU memory and then written to disk, it is not

made clear how the data is restored should a restart be necessary. However, the

development of Brook+ seems to have ceased at the time of writing with the last

o�cial release in 2004.

4.2.3 Virtualisation

Background

HPC may sometimes leverage virtualisation to aid with the sharing and manage-

ment of hardware resources (Mergen et al., 2006, Younge et al., 2011, Di Lauro et al.,

2012). The software stack for virtualisation commonly includes a hypervisor—also

known as a virtual machine monitor (VMM)—to virtualise the physical resources

and virtual machines (VMs). A guest operating system (OS) can then run on the

VM as if it was an actual physical machine. Virtualisation can be categorized as

either full, para and hardware-supported. Full virtualisation is a complete emulation

of the hardware devices that provides the guest OS with an environment identical

to that of the underlying hardware. However, this approach has high performance

overheads due to the cost of emulation. Para virtualisation tries to lower the virtu-

alisation overhead of full virtualisation by modifying the guest OS so that privileged

instructions (instructions only executable in OS kernel mode) are replaced by hy-
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percalls which open a communication channel between the guest OS and hypervisor.

And at the hardware-supported level, technologies such as Intel VT (Uhlig et al.,

2005) trap privileged instructions and transfers control to the hypervisor. The hy-

pervisor then emulates the privileged instruction and returns control to the guest

OS.

When it comes to GPUs, full, para and hardware virtualisation techniques are

di�cult because GPU vendors do not make available any source code or implementa-

tion details of the GPU driver. Because of the di�culty, API remoting has emerged

as the most widespread approach to GPU virtualisation. API remoting essentially

makes available a wrapper library with the same API as the original GPU library

to the guest OS. The wrapper intercepts GPU calls and redirects them to the host

OS on the same machine or to a remote machine with available GPUs. Figure 4.1

illustrates API remoting for GPUs where GPU calls are forwarded from the guest to

the host. This is a split device model because the frontend and backend drivers are

respectively placed in the guest and host OS. Further details on GPU virtualisation

and scheduling methods are available in Hong et al. (2017).

Figure 4.1: Architecture of GPU remoting (Hong et al., 2017).

Much related work is based on GPU Virtualisation (Duato et al., 2010, Oikawa et al.,

2012, Gupta et al., 2009, Giunta et al., 2010); virtual machines (VMs) are attractive

as they inherently serve as a bu↵er between the application and the physical device.

When it comes to fault tolerance, disassociating the application from the hardware
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makes checkpointing easier especially in the realm of CUDA where the GPU context

cannot be checkpointed along with the application. It is also useful for failure

prediction scenarios where a node predicted to fail can have its VM migrated to

another node so that the computation lives on.

GPU Virtualisation

VMGL (Lagar-Cavilla et al., 2007) is marketed as an OpenGL, cross-platform, GPU

independent virtualisation solution with suspend and resume capabilities. Suspend

and resume is enabled through a shadow driver which keeps track of OpenGL’s

context state. While OpenGL is supported by all GPU vendors, it is primarily used

for rendering graphics and not well suited for general purpose GPU computing.

vCUDA (Shi et al., 2012) follows the identical approach of VMGL using CUDA

instead of OpenGL. Although virtualisation provides benefits like isolation and

live migration, VM technologies have not been widely adopted in HPC (Shi et al.,

2012). The primary reason for this is the overhead caused by indirectly accessing

physical resources resulting in performance degradation. VOCL-FT (Peña et al.,

2015), is a fault tolerant extension of virtual OpenCL (VOCL) (Xiao et al., 2012)

for soft errors. VOCL is a framework that provides a transparent virtualisation layer

between applications and the OpenCL runtime. It is also capable of intercepting and

forwarding OpenCL commands to o↵-node VOCL proxies. VOCL-FT only makes

use of VOCL’s virtualisation infrastructure to implement fault tolerance for OpenCL

coprocessors. It can detect double-bit corruptions in devices equipped with ECC

detection so that the runtime can restore the corrupted memory and re-execute any

a↵ected commands. A similar strategy to NVCR is employed whereby OpenCL API

calls are logged and replayed should a soft error be detected.

4.3 FTI - Fault Tolerance Interface

FTI is a multi-level checkpointing library without GPU support for distributed

systems that employs checkpoint replication and erasure codes for tolerance against

hard failures. There are four levels of checkpoint storage where each successive

level o↵ers greater reliability at the cost of additional overhead, these levels are
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demonstrated in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: FTI checkpoint storage levels.

Level one storage of checkpoints is the fastest but least reliable; the checkpoint is

only made locally on the node’s hard disk. Level one checkpoints can tolerate every

transient failure so long as the checkpoint data is not compromised; failure of the

entire node is not tolerated. At level two, the checkpoints are duplicated with copies

stored in a neighbouring node, this level supports hard failures of single nodes.

The replication done at level two is straightforward since it only requires an

extra transfer of the local checkpoint data to a neighbouring node. Replicating

checkpoint data is a good strategy as recovery from hard failures is only possible

if the checkpoint is available after the failure. By having the redundant copies live

in di↵erent nodes the system can tolerate the failure of an entire node since its

checkpoint data is safely preserved elsewhere for recovery. This strategy requires

very little processing or compute capability but is an expensive solution in terms of

storage. For example, if triple replication is used so that up to two node failures

can be tolerated, three times the amount of disk space is required. Replication is

therefore becomes impractical for applications with large checkpoint footprints.

For more storage e�cient redundancy, level three employs erasure codes—a tech-

nique which splits data into fragments to encode redundant data pieces. The re-

dundant encoded information enables the rebuilding of the original data should any
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partial data loss occur. Level three chunks checkpoint data into blocks where each

block is encoded using an erasure code and is distributed to multiple nodes. At this

level, FTI can tolerate a loss of half of the nodes since it can reconstruct the data

that goes missing from the remaining encoded blocks (see Section 4.3.2 for a more

detailed explanation of erasure coding).

Finally, level four flushes all the checkpoint data to the global file system—at this

level, even if all nodes fail, the checkpoint data is still recoverable. The checkpoint

frequency for each level is specified via an external configuration file loaded by FTI

during its initialisation.

The idea of FTI is to conceal the complexity of replicating and encoding check-

point data by providing a library that does this in a transparent and scalable way. In

a typical HPC setup an application can have its data moving across multiple storage

levels; the global file system, RAM, local SSDs, memory in GPUs etc. FTI strives

to perform e�cient, reliable checkpointing despite the system’s hardware configura-

tion by providing a software level abstraction that frees the application programmer

from being concerned of such configurations. Additionally, users of FTI need not

be concerned with the metadata regarding the checkpoint, all files and directory

names, etc are handled by FTI for checkpointing and restart.

4.3.1 Core API

All the complexity of erasure coding, asynchronous transfer and managing multiple

storage levels is hidden by FTI behind a simple interface that can be summarized

in only four core functions:

• FTI_Init: This function initializes FTI with the configuration provided by the

user in the configuration file.

• FTI_Protect: This function is used to tell to FTI which are the variables that

need to be checkpointed.

• FTI_Snapshot: This function actually takes the checkpoint according to the

frequency provided in the configuration file.

• FTI_Finalize: This function frees the memory and cleans up the di↵erent

storage levels.
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For most MPI applications, it su�ces to insert calls to these FTI functions in order

to render unprotected codes resilient against the majority of possible faults. Most

scientific applications have one or more long running iterative computations at their

core where over 90% of the runtime is being spent. These loops typically successively

recompute the values of several key data structures until either a pre-determined

number of iterations or a certain degree of data stability is being reached.

Listing 4.1 is an example of the typical use of FTI. The first step is to ini-

tialize FTI with the path to the configuration file holding information such as the

frequency at which checkpoints should be taken at each level. The initialization also

requires an MPI communicator, typically MPI_COMM_WORLD is used as this comprises

all processes that were started together. From that point on, the FTI communica-

tor FTI_COMM_WORLD is initialized and is used as the communicator for all subsequent

MPI calls. Next, on lines 16 and 17, variables i and number are protected via

FTI_Protect. The first argument must be a positive integer and serves as a unique

identifier for each protected variable. The next arguments are respectively the ad-

dress of the variable, its amount in memory (in this case 1) and the variable’s type

(FTI ships with a list of standard types, but this list can be extended as necessary).

FTI_Snapshot (line 20 of Listing 4.1) either creates a checkpoint at the appropriate

storage level—if it is time to do so—or recovers the data of previously protected

variables if the application has just been restarted after a failure. The checkpoint

intervals for each level are set via the configuration file FTI loads at initialisation.

Before exiting, FTI_Finalize is called to free any memory allocated by the library,

terminate any existing threads and to clean up any checkpoint metadata. The o�cial

code repository1 and accompanying documentation2 is available online.

1 #include <stdlib.h>

2 #include <fti.h>

3 int main(int argc , char** argv){

4 MPI_Init (&argc , &argv);

5 char* path = "config.fti"; // config file path

6 FTI_Init(path , MPI_COMM_WORLD);

7 int world_rank , world_size; // FTI_COMM rank & size

8 MPI_Comm_rank(FTI_COMM_WORLD , &world_rank);

9 MPI_Comm_size(FTI_COMM_WORLD , &world_size);

10

1https://github.com/leobago/fti
2https://fault-tolerance-interface.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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11 int *array = malloc(sizeof(int) * world_size);

12 int number = world_rank;

13 int i = 0;

14

15 // adding variables to protect

16 FTI_Protect (1, &i, 1, FTI_INTG);

17 FTI_Protect (2, &number , 1, FTI_INTG);

18

19 for (; i < 100; i++) {

20 FTI_Snapshot (); // Handles checkpointing and restoration of protected data

21 MPI_Allgather (&number , 1, MPI_INT , array ,

22 1, MPI_INT , FTI_COMM_WORLD);

23 number += 1;

24 }

25

26 free(array);

27 FTI_Finalize ();

28 MPI_Finalize ();

29 return 0;

30 }

Listing 4.1: FTI example usage.3

4.3.2 Replication and Erasure Coding

This section provides a conceptual explanation of Reed-Solomon coding conceptually

works. Unless otherwise stated, all equations used for the conceptual explanation

are taken from Plank (1997), Plank and Ding (2005). To introduce the basic idea of

erasure coding and recoverability, consider the following 16-bit string b that needs

to be stored in such a way that it can be recovered after failure:

b = 1110101011010101

The first step would be to partition b into equal length 8-bit substrings s1 and s2:

s1 = 11101010, s2 = 11010101

Each substring is then stored on a separate drive. Next, the parity of s1 and s2 is

3https://fault-tolerance-interface.readthedocs.io/en/develop/examples.html
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calculated by performing an XOR on their values:

1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0

XOR 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

This produces the parity data p = 00111111 which is stored separate from s1 and

s2 on its own drive. With this setup, should any one of the drives fail, the contents

of the failed drive can be reconstructed from the remaining drives by performing an

XOR operation using the remaining data. For example, if the drive storing s2 fails,

s2 can be rebuilt with the XOR result of s1 and p:

1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0

XOR 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

What has been described so far is a specific error correction technique known as

“n+1” parity that is common to RAID configurations (Patterson et al., 1988, Chen

et al., 1994) but has been used for checkpointing as well (Plank and Kai Li, 1994).

Data is distributed among n drives and the i-th byte of the checksum is calculated

to be the bitwise XOR of the i-th byte of the data on each drive. Although n + 1

parity is relatively straightforward, requiring only one extra storage and one extra

write operation to a single device, the main disadvantage is its inability to cope

with multiple simultaneous failures. As system node counts increase, so does n

as well as the likelihood of simultaneous failures. For this reason, FTI makes use

of a common—but more sophisticated—erasure technique known as Reed-Solomon

encoding. Reed-Solomon encoding is conceptually the same as n + 1 parity, but is

able to tolerate multiple failures.

Reed-Solomon Coding

Reed-Solomon (RS) codes (Reed and Solomon, 1960) are error correcting codes

with a wide range of applications in storage and digital communication (Wicker and

Bhargava, 1999). Generating Reed-Solomon codes involves a considerable amount of
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mathematics and is concisely described in the tutorial by Plank (Plank, 1997, Plank

and Ding, 2005). The explanation provided here primarily focuses on the concepts

of RS coding. As demonstrated in the parity example in Section 4.3.2, data is

ultimately represented as binary numbers that can be manipulated. In RS coding,

data is divided into n equal-sized fragments and k checksum fragments (equal to the

size of the data fragments) are generated. Each n and k fragment is then written to

a separate storage device. Any lost data can be restored using a subset of the (n+k)

fragments as long as no more than k fragments are lost. The three main aspects of

RS encoding are a coding matrix to create the RS-codes, Gaussian Elimination to

recover from failures and performing all arithmetic in a finite field.

Generating the Coding Matrix The coding matrix is used for multiplication

with the data fragments to generate the RS-coded data. RS-coded data is a com-

bination of the original data fragments and their calculated checksum. So that

recovery of missing data is guaranteed, the coding matrix needs to be constructed

with a certain set of properties. The desired properties for the coding matrix are as

follows:

• It must be an (n+ k)⇥ n matrix

• The first n rows form an n⇥ n identity matrix

• Any sub-matrix formed by deleting k rows of the matrix is invertible

First, an explanation of how the parity is calculated will be provided, followed by

the explanation of how the coding matrix is constructed in its entirety. Given n data

fragments d1, d2, . . . , dn, to generate the checksum values c1, c2, . . . , ck, a function Fi

is defined to be a linear combination of the data fragments:

ci = Fi(d1, d2, . . . , dn) =
nX

j=1

djfij (4.1)

If the data fragments and checksum words are respectively represented as column

vectors D and C, and the functions Fi as rows of a matrix F , then the checksums

can therefore be calculated with the following equation:
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FD = C (4.2)

A Vandermonde matrix is a matrix whose terms follow a geometric progression in

each row. An m⇥ n Vandermonde matrix A has the form:

A =

2

6666664

1 x1 x
2
1 · · · x

n�1
1

1 x2 x
2
2 · · · x

n�1
2

...
...

...
. . .

...

1 xn x
2
n · · · x

n�1
n

3

7777775
(4.3)

i.e., Ai,j = x
j�1
i for all indices i and j (Horn and Johnson, 2012). A Vandermonde

matrix has the properties of being invertible with each subset of rows linearly inde-

pendent (no vector is a linear combination of the others), both of which are necessary

for the recovery phase. Therefore, F is defined as a k ⇥ n Vandermonde matrix:

fi,j = i
j, so Equation 4.2 becomes:

2

6666664

f1,1 f1,2 · · · f1,n

f2,1 f2,2 · · · f2,n

...
...

...
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...
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=
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...
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...
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...
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7777775
=

2
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c1

c2

...

ck

3

7777775
(4.4)

The complete coding matrix is derived from an (n+k)⇥n Vandermonde matrix using

a sequence of operations to interchange columns so that the first n⇥n matrix in the

first n rows is the identity matrix. The i, j-th element of the complete Vandermonde

coding matrix A is therefore defined to be i
j:
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A =

2

6666666664

00 01 02 · · · 0n�1

10 11 12 · · · 1n�1

20 21 22 · · · 2n�1

...
...

...
...

(n+ k � 1)0 (n+ k � 1)1 (n+ k � 1)2 · · · (n+ k � 1)n�1

3

7777777775

(4.5)

Recall that the last k rows of A are used to compute the checksums using Equa-

tion 4.2. Therefore, when the complete coding matrix A is applied to D, a vector

E =
⇥
D
C

⇤
is the result. This gives the equation AD = E, where A has been arranged

such that the first n ⇥ n matrix of the first n rows forms the identity matrix, as

shown in Equation 4.6.

2

6666666664

1 0 0 · · · 0

0 1 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

...
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...
...

...
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7777777775
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3
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=

2

6666666666666666664

d1

d2

...

dn

c1

c2

...

ck

3

7777777777777777775

(4.6)

Recovering from Failure Each data fragment and checksum has a corresponding

row in the matrix A and vector E. A lost data fragment or checksum is reflected

by deleting its corresponding row from A and E thus forming a new matrix A
0 and

vector E 0, resulting in the following equation:

A
0
D = E

0 (4.7)

If a maximum of k failures occur, the values of D can be recalculated from rewriting

equation 4.7 in terms of D, and then solving the equation to restore the missing

values. The equation rewritten in terms of D is as follows:
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D = A
0�1

E
0 (4.8)

After obtaining missing values of D any lost checksum values ci can be regenerated

from D. Appendix A.1 contains a fully worked example to demonstrate encoding,

data loss and recovery.

Galois Field The final important aspect of RS-coding is that all arithmetic op-

erations need to occur based on Galois Fields which contain a finite number of

elements. The intent of this section is to provide a conceptual explanation as to

why Galois Fields are used for RS-coding. Several texts (Herstein, 1975, Lint, 1998,

Finite fields, 1977) can be consulted for formal explanations on the topic.

A field GF (n) is a set of n elements closed under addition and multiplication,

for which every element has an additive and multiplicative inverse (except 0 which

has no multiplicative inverse) (Plank, 1997). If n is a prime number, then GF (n)

is represented by the set {0, 1, . . . , n� 1} and addition and multiplication are done

modulo n. However, if n is not a prime, then the set {0, 1, . . . , n � 1} where mul-

tiplication and addition are done modulo n is not a field. Therefore, coding on bit

sequences of length w using addition and multiplication modulo 2w cannot be per-

formed. If arithmetic is performed over the integers modulo 2w then division will

not be defined for all pairs of elements. For example, if n = 4 then the set {0, 1, 2, 3}

has division undefined for 3÷ 2 (there is no multiplicative inverse), this renders the

Gaussian Elimination unsolvable in many cases.

It is for this reason that Galois Fields are used. A Galois Field has the property

that arithmetic operations on elements of the field always have a result within the

field. A good introduction to Galois Fields and RS-coding can be found in (Westall

and Martin, 2010).

Reed-Solomon Storage E�ciency

As a demonstration of Reed-Solomon’s storage e�ciency, consider a system where

n = 4 and k = 2. This means that the data is split into 4 equal sized chunks

with 2 blocks of parity and can thus tolerate up to 2 failures, similar to triple
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replication, but at 50% storage overhead. Tolerating the same number of failures

using replication would result in 200% storage overhead. A quantitative example of

this is presented in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Erasure storage e�ciency

Figure 4.3 compares redundancy schemes and their storage overhead with respect

to the number of tolerated failures. Note that triple replication requires 3GB of

storage so that two failures may be sustained. For erasure encoding, where n = 2,

two failures can be sustained so that similar durability is attained but at half the

storage capacity required for replication, i.e., 1.5GB. Further, if n = 8 and k = 4,

significantly high durability is attained (up to 4 failures) at the same 1.5GB storage

cost.

Reed-Solomon in FTI

In FTI, processes are partitioned into n groups to generate n checkpoint files. Each

group also generates k encoded parity files to tolerate up to k failures (Gomez et al.,

2010). To be tolerable of hard failures, the topology of the system must be taken

into account when partitioning processes. This is to avoid the situation of most

or all processes belonging to one group being assigned to the same node as a hard

crash of that node will result in a unrecoverable failure (Bautista-Gomez et al.,

2011). FTI automatically identifies processes residing on the same node and builds
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a sketch of the system’s topology. The topology information is then used to partition

processes such that each process in a group resides on a di↵erent physical node as

shown in Figure 4.4. With this arrangement, the system can recover from up to k

simultaneous node failures at this level.

Figure 4.4: Topology-aware Reed-Solomon encoding (Bautista-Gomez et al., 2011).

However, RS encoding is not without its disadvantages, encoding is a compute

intensive process, especially when groups of n processes are generating k encoded

checkpoints. To reduce the encoding overhead and improve checkpoint performance,

FTI overlaps the encoding with the application’s execution. This is achieved by

spawning an extra thread on each node that is dedicated to encoding the checkpoint.

In doing so, the highest level of reliability can be achieved by generating k = n

encoded checkpoints per group.
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Core Design for Soft Interruption

of GPU Kernels

5.1 Motivation

The use of GPUs for scientific applications is on the rise as they o↵er high levels of

parallelism naturally applicable to problems within the scientific domain. As evin-

cence of this fact, Summit (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 2019), Sierra (Lawer-

rence Livermore National Library, 2021) and Perlmutter (NESRC, 2021)—currently

among the top 5 supercomputers in the top500 (TOP500, 2019) list—are equipped

with 27,648, 17,280 and 9,800 GPUs respectively. While the practice of program-

ming GPUs along with MPI has become commonplace, it unfortunately increases

the di�culty of making such applications resilient. The CUDA runtime currently

provides no facility for the host to prematurely halt a kernel after it commences

execution. As a consequence, kernels must always execute to completion before the

host can regain control of the device. Since the architecture of GPUs is based on

the idea of CPU-managed non-interruptible kernels, current checkpointing practice

assumes that all data has been transferred from the GPUs and the kernel is fin-

ished. Even if kernels are short-running relative to the MTBF, multiple kernels

can be asynchronously launched and queued for concurrent execution on the de-

vice. Asynchronously launched kernels relieves the host thread of the responsibility

to manage the device—but the host can only re-establish device control after the

queue is exhausted.
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Multiple kernel launches are typical in cluster environments with fewer GPUs

than CPU cores in individual nodes. Consequently, MPI+CUDA applications usu-

ally require several MPI processes to share GPUs. Although multiple kernels can be

queued on the device, a kernel from one process cannot execute concurrently with

a kernel from another process. Kernels queued from separate processes are there-

fore forced to wait until the device is completely free. To demonstrate, Figure 5.1

is a graph showing the average kernel execution time as the number of processes

contending for a single GPU increases. In the experiment used for the generation

of this graph, all kernels performed exactly the same work. Appendix B.1 contains

further information and details of the experiment.

Having to factor in kernel execution times when checkpointing e↵ectively limits

the flexibility of checkpoint placement. For a checkpoint to be successful, an ap-

plication state must be identified or created where all relevant data resides on the

host and no kernel is executing. Although CUDA presently o↵ers no library or run-

time support for the host to temporarily suspend kernels, it is possible to engineer

their execution to respond to an interrupt request. This chapter details how the

CUDA runtime manages kernel execution, and how it can be exploited to support

soft interrupts.
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Figure 5.1: Average execution time of multiple kernels competing for single GPU.
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5.2 Basic Idea

When a kernel is launched, the number of threads needed for execution must be

configured by the programmer. Given the multitude of GPU models, having to man-

ually adjust kernel launch configurations to make optimal use of any given device

can prove burdensome. Therefore, the CUDA runtime o↵ers automatic scalability

where each block of threads can be scheduled on any of the GPU’s multiproces-

sors, in any order, concurrently or sequentially (NVIDIA, 2019c). Thus, a compiled

kernel is executable on any device with any number of multiprocessors as only the

CUDA runtime needs to be aware of the physical multiprocessor count. This frees

the programmer from needing to possess detailed knowledge of the target archi-

tecture and—important for this work—allows for kernel execution configurations

that oversubscribe the GPU. Oversubscription occurs when the number of thread

blocks exceeds the available number of streaming multiprocessors. Oversubscription

is possible since the configured number of kernel threads is not strictly limited by

the physical number of thread processors on the device.

Although the CUDA thread model suggests that all threads execute in lockstep,

in reality this is not the case. Threads within di↵erent blocks are independent

and can execute in any order irrespective of each other. According to the current

documentation (NVIDIA, 2019c), each thread block is limited to a maximum of

1024 threads, but individual streaming multiprocessors (the “engine” that processes

threads) will not necessarily have 1024 processing cores. So in this case, it is not even

theoretically possible for a streaming multiprocessor (SM) to execute all threads of

a block in lockstep. Even if the device’s total number of cores, across all SMs,

matches or exceeds the size of a thread block, they cannot all be used because a

single block executes on a single SM. Therefore, each SM is equipped with a warp

scheduler. A warp is a collection of 32 threads that all share the same code, follow

the same execution path and are grouped, scheduled and executed together. A block

of 1024 threads will therefore be broken down into 32 warps with 32 threads per

warp. Figure 5.2 is a representation of how a thread block is divided into warps and

thereafter each warp of 32 threads is scheduled for execution on an SM.

The key idea of kernel “interruption” lies in the observation that due to resource

constraints, it is not possible for all kernel threads to be scheduled simultaneously as
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Figure 5.2: Block of 1024 threads decompose into 32 warps of 32 threads each and
executed on a SM.

suggested by the CUDA model (See Figure 5.3a). Rather, threads are grouped into

executable blocks and each block is assigned to an SM. After which, the block is fur-

ther subdivided into fixed-size warps, all warps of a block must complete in entirety

before a new block can begin execution on the SM. Thus, a truer representation of

the execution model is shown in Figure 5.3b.

Kernel Start

Kernel Finish

Time

t1

t2

(a) Conceptual thread execu-

tion

Kernel Start

Kernel Finish

Time

t1

t2

t1'

(b) Actal thread execution

Figure 5.3: GPU multithread execution model. (a) shows the conceptual view
with all threads running in parallel, while in reality, (b) the number of concurrent
executing threads, is limited by hardware resources.

Figure 5.3 shows how threads are actually executed on the device versus their con-

ceptual execution model. Figure 5.3a is essentially an abstraction of Figure 5.3b

since the typical CUDA programmer is not required to be aware of how threads are

divided and scheduled on the hardware. The CUDA execution model (as described

in Section 2.2.4) automatically manages how threads are scheduled and executed. To

be clear, Figure 5.3b does not di↵er from the o�cial CUDA model and therefore this
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approach is not anchored to any specific CUDA version. Figure 5.3b is a depiction

of the observable execution of threads when the thread count exceeds the number

of available cores on the device. In cases where the number of threads exhausts all

physical CUDA cores, the device is forced to queue threads. This realistic execution

of threads reveals an opportunity to insert a check before the start of each thread to

determine whether it should proceed to its intended work or exit immediately. This

idea is represented in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: If threads need scheduling, they can be instrumented to check whether
to continue to their intended work, or exit immediately.

According to the model from Figure 5.3a this approach would not work: all threads

will check the variable at the same time and either continue or interrupt. However,

following the more realistic model represented by Figure 5.3b, only the threads that

have not been scheduled will observe a change in the variable and will interrupt. As

a result, the kernel terminates faster than the case where we wait for all threads to

complete, as we only have to:

(a) wait for all the currently scheduled threads to complete; and

(b) execute all the remaining threads where the first statement within every such

a thread will terminate its execution.

Because of (a) and (b), the interrupt is referred to as a “soft interrupt” i.e., it does

not cause the GPU to immediately halt the currently executing code. Consider a

host issuing a soft interrupt at time t1 in Fig. 5.3b. The kernel can complete at

t10 + max((c ⇥ n), tr), where c is the time it takes to execute one conditional per

block, n is the number of remaining unscheduled blocks, and tr is the time to finish

already scheduled threads.
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After the kernel is launched, the host waits for a specified period of time (�t),

before sending a signal to request it should return as soon as possible. Ideally, the

time to wait should fall within the system’s MTBF. Upon the kernel’s return, a

count of the number of executed threads is made, if this count matches the num-

ber of threads launched, the kernel is considered complete, otherwise, the kernel is

relaunched until all threads are executed. Executed threads are tracked by having

each thread update an index into a boolean array that matches their global ID with

a true value. This array is transferred to the host at each soft interrupt, if the

array contains any false value the kernel is relaunched. Figure 5.5 shows how the

proposed technique is applied to an application.

(a) Original application
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Thread N
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    =
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(b) Modified application.

Figure 5.5: How the proposed technique is applied to the original application.

Upon execution, each thread first performs two conditional checks in the following

order:

1. Soft interrupt request received

2. Already executed
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If either of the checks result in true the thread will skip its intended work and

terminate. The second check is necessary to avoid the re-execution of a thread that

has previously completed. When a thread is permitted to carry out its primary

work, there is one additional operation it must perform: update the boolean array

indicating it was allowed to execute.

5.2.1 Issuing A Soft Interrupt

Although the device and host have separate memories, the CUDA API exposes

memory allocation schemes which allow pointers to be accessible on both the host

and device (See Section 2.2.4). This enables the instantaneous sharing of data

between the CPU and GPU without requiring explicit memory copies, the CUDA

runtime ensures that shared memory regions are kept synchronised. This capability

is quite useful for communicating to the device that all threads pending execution

should return immediately after being scheduled. On the host, a shared boolean

variable is defined then allocated with cudaMallocManaged as follows:

1 bool *timeout;

2 cudaMallocManaged (&timeout , sizeof(bool), cudaMemAttachGlobal);

3 *timeout = false;

When it is time to issue a soft interrupt, the host writes a value of true to the shared

variable timeout. The value becomes immediately available to all kernel threads on

the device. Next, the host waits for the kernel to terminate and then transfers data

from the GPU necessary to restart the kernel. The value of *timeout is then reset

to false so further kernel invocations can progress. Additionally, there needs to be

some bookkeeping to keep track of when the kernel is complete and which threads

have yet to run. A boolean array with a size equal to the total number of threads

(i.e number of blocks ⇥ number of threads per block) serves this dual purpose. So

at the start of each thread a check is made to determine if it has yet to run and at

the end of each thread, the boolean array is updated to indicate that it is complete.

This array is also copied from the device to the host at each soft interrupt.
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5.2.2 Reacting to a Soft Interrupt

An executing kernel does not immediately react to the host issuing a soft interrupt

request, i.e. timeout=true, the only time a soft interrupt can be observed is imme-

diately after a thread has been scheduled. Threads that have already proceeded to

perform their primary work can no longer be interrupted. As a result, only pending

threads scheduled after the current threads have completed can observe and respond

to the soft interrupt request. Recall that each SM is assigned blocks of threads and

the kernel will not terminate unless all threads of each block were scheduled and

executed. Therefore, the kernel only terminates completely after every yet-to-be-

executed thread has observed the soft interrupt request. For this reason, the host has

to wait after requesting a soft interrupt so that currently executing kernel threads

can first complete and all the pending threads can observe the change.

5.2.3 The Problem With Synchronisations

If a warp is stalled during its execution for any reason, the warp scheduler is free to

schedule any another warp that is ready to execute. Thus, a block with more than

32 threads will not necessarily have all its threads actually executing in lockstep,

some warps may progress ahead of others. Generally this is preferred behaviour as

it prevents the SMs from being idle, however there are cases where no thread must

proceed until some condition is met. Memory can be shared among threads within

a block and there are cases where threads need to synchronise their execution to

coordinate memory accesses. Synchronisation points can be specified within a kernel

by calling the __syncthreads device function which acts as a barrier that all threads

much reach before any can proceed. For example, data may need to be copied

from the GPU’s global memory into the block’s local memory and no thread should

proceed until this operation is complete.

The soft interrupt mechanism as presented so far only works for kernels that

do not use explicit synchronisation because such synchronisation breaks the pro-

posed approach. If applied to a kernel with explicit synchronisation, after warp

n reaches the synchronisation point, a soft interrupt may occur. In this case, the

following warps will all skip their executions therefore implicitly skipping the bar-

rier. However, the threads from warp n will never leave the synchronisation point
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and continue to wait for the other threads that will never arrive (see Figure 5.6)

which causes the kernel to hang. Furthermore, the CUDA documentation explicitly

warns that __syncthreads is allowed in conditional code if and only if the condition

evaluates identically across the entire block.

Figure 5.6: Synchronization problem

Initial experiments performed on the Rodinia benchmarks (See Section 6.3) revealed

the soft interrupt mechanism as currently described to not work for all benchmarks.

Rodinia ships with a total of 24 benchmarks and the soft interrupt mechanism was

successful for 12. Upon closer examination of the failed benchmarks, it was realised

that they all used kernels which performed internal synchronisation.

5.2.4 Dealing With Synchronisations

There are cases where some kernels will require all threads within a thread block

to synchronize. For this purpose, the CUDA API provides the device function

__syncthreads. When this function is encountered, all warps within the block must

arrive at this point before execution of the block can continue. This is referred to

as block level synchronization.

For compatibility with kernels that need block level synchronisation, the soft

interrupt request must operate at the level of blocks instead of threads. At a block

level, all threads will either proceed or prematurely terminate, this guarantees that

synchronisation points within a kernel will be seen by all threads. To interrupt at
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a block level, the value of timeout is read once by a single thread of each block and

stored in a variable local to the block. It is unimportant which thread reads timeout,

it is only important for this to occur once and for all other threads to be aware of

the value. Since warps can be scheduled in any order, and some may proceed ahead

of others, it is necessary for a synchronisation point to be set immediately after the

value of timeout is assigned to the block-local variable. After all warps have arrived

at the barrier, the block-local value can then safely be used to determine whether

every thread within the block should execute or not. With block-level interruptions,

the boolean array used for the bookkeeping of executed threads can now be adjusted

to only track executed blocks.

Grid and Multi-device Synchronisation

CUDA version 9.0 introduced an extension to the programming model for organiz-

ing groups of communicating threads, this is referred to as Cooperative Groups.

Cooperative Groups allows developers to express the granularity at which threads

are communicating so that richer, more e�cient parallel decompositions can be

expressed (NVIDIA, 2019c). Cooperative Groups provides more constructs for syn-

chronizing cooperating threads other than __syncthreads and gives developers the

power to define and synchronize groups of threads at varying granularities so better

performance can be realized. Grid synchronization was introduced along with coop-

erative groups to synchronize all thread blocks within a grid. Grid synchronization

is useful for applications which require a large number of small kernels where each

kernel represents a specific stage in a processing pipeline. Such applications essen-

tially require the thread blocks in one pipeline stage to produce data for the next

pipeline stage. For these cases, one kernel can be launched and grid synchronization

can be used to ensure that all blocks of the grid have arrived at a certain point in

their execution before any block is allowed to continue. If multiple CUDA-capable

devices are available, multi-device synchronisation allows a kernel to be launched

and synchronized across all devices.

The approach of interrupting kernels as described is una↵ected by co-operative

groups since they are local to the block and must obey block-level synchronisation.

However, the soft interrupt approach cannot work if a kernel requires grid-level or
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multi-device synchronisation, because the kernel would hang if some blocks termi-

nate before reaching the global synchronisation point.
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Core Implementation for Soft

Interrupts in CUDA

This chapter details the implementation of soft kernel interruption as detailed in

Chapter 5. First, a manual method of re-writing kernels and kernel launches for in-

terruption is presented. Second, it is demonstrated how these rewrites can be encap-

sulated into a simple API. And finally, the API is applied to the Rodinia benchmark

suite—a collection of applications for heterogeneous computer systems—to evaluate

its correctness.

6.1 How To Rewrite Kernels

To demonstrate how programs may be rewritten to facilitate soft kernel interrup-

tions, a naive implementation of parallel reduction on a GPU is used. A parallel

reduction is the summation of a long array of numbers and is an operation commonly

accelerated by GPUs. Principally, a parallel reduction algorithm will take an array

of n elements and add any two adjacent elements to produce n � 1 elements. This

process is then repeated until only one element remains which represents the sum of

all elements. Since adding values is an associative operation, values can be added in

parallel as visually represented in Figure 6.1 as a tree-structured parallel reduction.

Parallel reduction is therefore well-suited for the execution model of GPUs.
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Figure 6.1: Tree-structured parallel reduction.

For the naive parallel reduction kernel, each block requires two synchronisations

when accessing the GPU’s global memory (memory visible to all blocks). The first

synchronisation occurs prior to computing any sums where blocks must first copy

values from the global input array to their local memory. And the second synchro-

nisation takes place when when updating the global output array with the block’s

partially computed sum. The second synchronization guarantees that all threads of

the block have finished their work before the output array is written to. The par-

allel reduction code presented in Listing 6.1 has intentionally been made concise by

omitting standard null and API error checks as well as memory deallocation1. The

kernel algorithm is taken from Harris (2020). In Listing 6.1, the host allocates input

and output vectors on the host (hostInput and hostOutput) along with correspond-

ing vectors on the device (deviceInput and deviceOutput). The kernel execution

configuration on line 55 (introduced in Section 2.2.4), specifies as its third argu-

ment the number of bytes of shared memory to allocate for each block of threads.

Each thread block on the device accesses a section of the input vector and calculates

and writes the sum of that section to the output vector. The output vector is then

copied back onto the host and totaled. As a verification of correctness, the host

computes its own total and compares it with the total computed on the device.

1Complete source available at: https://github.com/maxbaird/appendix/tree/master/a2
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1 #include <stdio.h>

2 #include <stdlib.h>

3 #include <math.h>

4

5 #define NUM_ELEMENTS 1<<30

6 #define BLOCK_SIZE 1024

7

8 _ _ g l o b a l _ _ void reduce(int *input , int *output) {

9 extern _ _ s h a r e d _ _ int sdata [];

10 unsigned int tid = threadIdx.x;

11 unsigned int i = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;

12 sdata[tid] = input[i];

13

14 __syncthreads ();

15

16 for (unsigned int s = 1; s < blockDim.x; s *= 2) {

17 if (tid % (2 * s) == 0) {

18 sdata[tid] += sdata[tid + s];

19 }

20

21 __syncthreads ();

22 }

23

24 if (tid == 0){

25 output[blockIdx.x] = sdata [0];

26 }

27 }

28

29 int main(){

30 size_t elems = NUM_ELEMENTS;

31 size_t grid_size = (size_t)(ceill ((long double)elems /(long double)

BLOCK_SIZE));

32

33 size_t input_size = elems * sizeof(int);

34 size_t output_size = grid_size * sizeof(int);

35

36 int *deviceInput = NULL;

37 int *deviceOutput = NULL;

38 int *hostInput = NULL;

39 int *hostOutput = NULL;

40

41 hostInput = (int *) malloc(input_size);

42 hostOutput = (int *) malloc(output_size);

43

44 cudaMalloc ((void **)&deviceInput , input_size);

45 cudaMalloc ((void **)&deviceOutput , output_size);
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46

47 size_t i = 0;

48

49 for(i = 0; i < elems; i++){

50 hostInput[i] = 1;

51 }

52

53 cudaMemcpy(deviceInput , hostInput , input_size , cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

54

55 reduce <<<grid_size , BLOCK_SIZE , BLOCK_SIZE*sizeof(int)>>>(deviceInput ,

deviceOutput);

56

57 cudaMemcpy(hostOutput , deviceOutput , output_size , cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost)

;

58

59 for(i = 1; i < grid_size; i++){

60 hostOutput [0] += hostOutput[i];

61 }

62

63 fprintf(stdout , "Result: ");

64 if(host_sum == hostOutput [0]){

65 fprintf(stdout , "PASS\n");

66 }else{

67 fprintf(stdout , "FAIL\n");

68 }

69

70 fprintf(stdout , "Sum = %d\n", hostOutput [0]);

71

72 return EXIT_SUCCESS;

73 }

Listing 6.1: Naive parallel reduction using GPU.

6.1.1 Rewriting the Kernel Definition and Body

The kernel function needs modification in two places; its parameter list and body.

Firstly, the parameter list is augmented to include two additional parameters, one for

triggering the kernel soft interrupt and another to track executed blocks. Listing 6.2

is the kernel’s parameter list as defined, and Listing 6.3 extends the definition to

include the additional parameter timeout and executedBlocks.

1 _ _ g l o b a l _ _ void reduce(int *input , int *output)

Listing 6.2: Original kernel definition
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1 _ _ g l o b a l _ _ void reduce(volatile bool *timeout , bool *executedBlocks , int *

input , int *output)

Listing 6.3: Extended kernel definition

The timeout argument is used by the host as a flag for signalling the kernel to return

as soon as possible. timeout is allocated using cudaMallocManaged (see Section 2.2.4)

which means that any changes to its value on the host becomes immediately visible

on the device. When the kernel is first launched, the value of timeout is set to false.

When the host decides it is time for the kernel to return, the value of timeout is set

to true, when any unexecuted block reads timeout as true it will immediately exit.

The executedBlocks parameter is an array used to track the ID of executed blocks.

This is necessary since the kernel can be relaunched from a previously interrupted

execution and should prevent any executed blocks from executing again. A thread

block’s ID is used as the index into executedBlocks and can only execute if there is

a false value at its respective index in executedBlocks.

By introducing timeout and executedBlocks, the second modification which oc-

curs in the kernel’s body can be inserted. For this step, the introduced parameters

are used for detecting whether a soft interrupt request was made, and if the block

should execute. There are two conditions under which a block should not proceed:

1. If timeout has been set to true or

2. a value of true is stored in executedBlocks at the index position represented

by the block’s ID

These conditional checks must be placed such that they are the first operations

executed. With these insertions in place, the kernel transformations are complete

as presented in Listing 6.4.

1

2 _ _ g l o b a l _ _ void reduce(volatile bool *timeout , bool *executedBlocks , int *

input , int *output) {

3

4 _ _ s h a r e d _ _ unsigned int block_timeout;

5

6 /* Calculate block ID in grid */

7 unsigned long long int bid = blockIdx.x + gridDim.x *

8 (blockIdx.y + gridDim.z * blockIdx.z);

9
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10 /* Copy timeout signal from host to local block variable */

11 if(threadIdx.x == 0 && threadIdx.y == 0 && threadIdx.z == 0){

12 block_timeout = *timeout;

13 }

14

15 /* Return if block was previously executed */

16 if(executedBlocks[bid]){

17 return;

18 }

19

20 /* Prevent any warps from proceeding until timeout is copied */

21 __syncthreads ();

22

23 /* Return if block_timeout is true */

24 if(block_timeout){

25 return;

26 }

27

28 /* Mark block as executed */

29 executedBlocks[bid] = true;

30

31 /* Remainder of kernel */

32 .

33 .

34 .

35 }

Listing 6.4: Kernel extended with soft interrupt checks.

On line 11 of Listing 6.4, one thread from the block is dedicated to reading the

value of timeout from global memory into block_timeout, a variable visible to only

threads of that block. Copying the value from timeout is necessary because not all

threads of the block are executed simultaneously. Blocks are divided into warps of 32

threads each (see Section 2.2.4) where threads of each warp are executed in lockstep.

Because warps of a block are not guaranteed to execute simultaneously, it is possible

for an interrupt to occur before all warps have executed. If this occurs, the executing

warps may arrive at a thread barrier (via __syncthreads) to wait for other warps

that would have otherwise found timeout to be true and exited. The copying of

timeout’s value on line 12 means that its value is read only once and all warps will

consistently see the same value regardless of when they execute. The conditional

check on line 11 uses one unique thread for all thread dimension configurations. In

this case, it is thread with an ID of zero in the x, y and z dimensions which updates
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block_timeout. It is unimportant which thread makes the update as all threads

must reach the barrier on line 21 before block_timeout is accessed on line 24.

On line 29, the boolean array at the index of the block ID (bid) is updated

to true, setting the executed flag for the block at this point is safe because this

block will no longer respond to a soft interrupt beyond this point. The values of

executedBlocks are manually copied onto the host after a kernel responds to a soft

interrupt. Therefore, if there is a hard failure after line 29, no kernel data will be

checkpointed—including the update to executedBlocks on line 29—and the restored

value of executedBlocks[bid] would be false. This allows the re-execution of any

blocks that were terminated due to some failure.

6.1.2 Rewriting the Kernel Launch

Since the kernel’s parameter list is extended to include two additional parameters,

its argument list must be correspondingly updated. Its launch must then be per-

formed iteratively until all blocks have executed. By default, kernels are launched

asynchronously which therefore means that control is immediately returned to the

host. This behaviour is useful as the host can wait for some time (�t) before setting

timeout to true and waiting on the kernel’s return. Upon return, if the number

of executed blocks matches the number of blocks launched, the kernel is complete,

otherwise, it is relaunched. The kernel launch is transformed from the code in

Listing 6.5 to the code in Listing 6.6.

1 reduce <<<grid_size , BLOCK_SIZE , BLOCK_SIZE*sizeof(int)>>>(deviceInput ,

deviceOutput);

Listing 6.5: Default kernel launch

1 while(! complete){

2 reduce <<<grid_size , BLOCK_SIZE , BLOCK_SIZE*sizeof(int)>>>(timeout ,

executedBlocks , deviceInput , deviceOutput);

3 CUDA_ERROR_CHECK(cudaPeekAtLastError ());

4

5 usleep (0.001);

6 *timeout = true;

7 CUDA_ERROR_CHECK(cudaDeviceSynchronize ());

8

9 /* Check if kernel is complete */

10 size_t i = 0;
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11 for(i = 0; i < grid_size; i++){

12 if(executedBlocks[i] == false){

13 break;

14 }

15 }

16

17 if(i == grid_size){

18 complete = true;

19 }else{

20 *timeout = false;

21 }

22 }

Listing 6.6: Iterative kernel launch

The declaration and allocation of variables used in Listing 6.6 have been omitted

for brevity2. Fortunately, because the rewrites are so straightforward, they can be

automated for any kernel.

6.2 Encapsulating the re-writes into a simple API

The adjustments required to rewrite kernels as interruptible are automated via C

macros. For the adoption of the proposed approach, this section introduces a simple

API3 that can be used for rewriting a kernel launch and its corresponding definition.

The core API consists of three macros:

1. BACKUP_KERNEL_LAUNCH(kernel_name, gridDim, blockDim, ns, s, ...)

2. BACKUP_KERNEL_DEF(kernel_name, ...)

3. BACKUP_CONTINUE()

BACKUP_KERNEL_LAUNCH

This macro is used when launching a kernel to modify its argument list and to loop

the kernel’s execution. The arguments to this macro are the name of the kernel

along with its execution configuration followed by the variable number of arguments

needed for the kernel to perform its task. This macro adjust the kernel’s argument

list to include the timeout argument to stop the kernel and the boolean array that

2Full source available at: https://github.com/maxbaird/appendix/tree/master/a2
3The API with its documentation and examples can be found at https://bitbucket.org/

maxbaird/cuda_backup.
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keeps track of executed blocks. The kernel is launched asynchronously for each

loop iteration until all blocks have completed. Since the kernel is launched in an

asynchronous manner, a monitoring function is called immediately after each launch

and waits a specified time before signalling the kernel to return. For example, the

following kernel invocation:

1 kernel <<<gridConfig , blockConfig >>>(/*args*/);

The BACKUP_KERNEL_LAUNCH macro is applied as follows:

1 BACKUP_KERNEL_LAUNCH(kernel , gridConfig , blockConfig , 0, 0, /*args*/);

Which will rewrite the kernel launch as follows:

1 BACKUP_init (&timeout , &executedBlocks , quantum , &complete , blockConfig);

2 while (complete == false){

3 kernel <<<gridConfig , blockConfig , 0, 0>>>(timeout , executedBlocks , /*args

*/);

4 BACKUP_monitor (&complete , "kernel");

5 }

In the rewrite, an initialization function allocates timeout as shared memory be-

tween the host and device. The executedBlocks argument is updated during kernel

execution with the block IDs that have completed and quantum is the time the host

waits before requesting a soft interrupt. The monitor function called after the kernel

launch is responsible for signalling the currently executing kernel to return when the

quantum expires. It then updates complete with true or false to indicate whether

the kernel is finished or not. A kernel is deemed to be finished when all indices of

executedBlocks are marked as true.

BACKUP_KERNEL_DEF

Adjustments made to the kernel’s launch arguments must likewise be reflected in

the kernel’s definition. The first argument of this macro is the name of the kernel

followed by the varying number of programmer specified arguments needed by the

kernel. This macro would be applied to the following kernel definition:

1 _ _ g l o b a l _ _ kernel(/*args*/);

as follows:

1 _ _ g l o b a l _ _ BACKUP_KERNEL_DEF(kernel , /*args*/);

Which is transformed to:
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1 _ _ g l o b a l _ _

2 void kernel(volatile bool *timeout , bool *executedBlocks , /*args*/);

BACKUP_CONTINUE

Finally, BACKUP_CONTINUE is placed in the first line of the kernel’s body to insert the

code in Listing 6.7.

1 _ _ s h a r e d _ _ unsigned int block_timeout;

2

3 /* Calculate block ID in grid */

4 unsigned long long int bid = blockIdx.x + gridDim.x *

5 (blockIdx.y + gridDim.z * blockIdx.z);

6

7 /* Copy timeout signal from host to local block variable */

8 if(threadIdx.x == 0 && threadIdx.y == 0 && threadIdx.z == 0){

9 block_timeout = *timeout;

10 }

11

12 /* Return if block was previously executed */

13 if(executedBlocks[bid]){

14 return;

15 }

16

17 /* Prevent any warps from proceeding until timeout is copied */

18 __syncthreads ();

19

20 /* Return if block_timeout is true */

21 if(block_timeout){

22 return;

23 }

24

25 /* Mark block as executed */

26 executedBlocks[bid] = true;

Listing 6.7: Expansion of BACKUP_CONTINUE macro.

6.2.1 Device Allocations & CUDA Context

Memory allocations on the device made by the developer using any of the CUDA

memory allocation functions need to be tracked so that the device’s memory state

can be captured at each interrupt. For example, in Listing 6.1, the allocations to

track would be deviceInput and deviceOutput. For this purpose, the API provides

its own functions for device memory allocation and deallocation which are really just
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wrappers around the standard CUDA versions. These wrappers expose the identical

interface as their CUDA counterparts so that a list of pointers to allocations on the

device can be kept. The motivation for doing so is to transfer the device’s data

to the host at each soft interrupt. The standard way of allocating and freeing

with CUDA is via cudaMalloc and cudaFree, their respective wrappers are called

BACKUP_cudaMalloc and BACKUP_cudaFree. Going back to the parallel reduce example

in Listing 6.1, the macros can be inserted as illustrated in Listing 6.8.

1 #include <stdio.h>

2 #include <stdlib.h>

3 #include <math.h>

4 #include <cuda_backup.h>

5

6 #define NUM_ELEMENTS 1<<30

7 #define BLOCK_SIZE 1024

8

9 _ _ g l o b a l _ _ void BACKUP_KERNEL_DEF(reduce , int *input , int *output) {

10 BACKUP_CONTINUE ();

11 extern _ _ s h a r e d _ _ int sdata [];

12 unsigned int tid = threadIdx.x;

13 unsigned int i = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;

14 sdata[tid] = input[i];

15

16 __syncthreads ();

17

18 for (unsigned int s = 1; s < blockDim.x; s *= 2) {

19 if (tid % (2 * s) == 0) {

20 sdata[tid] += sdata[tid + s];

21 }

22

23 __syncthreads ();

24 }

25

26 if (tid == 0){

27 output[blockIdx.x] = sdata [0];

28 }

29 }

30

31 int main(){

32 size_t elems = NUM_ELEMENTS;

33 size_t grid_size = (size_t)(ceill ((long double)elems /(long double)

BLOCK_SIZE));

34

35 size_t input_size = elems * sizeof(int);
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36 size_t output_size = grid_size * sizeof(int);

37

38 int *deviceInput = NULL;

39 int *deviceOutput = NULL;

40 int *hostInput = NULL;

41 int *hostOutput = NULL;

42

43 hostInput = (int *) malloc(input_size);

44 hostOutput = (int *) malloc(output_size);

45

46 BACKUP_cudaMalloc ((void **)&deviceInput , input_size);

47 BACKUP_cudaMalloc ((void **)&deviceOutput , output_size);

48

49 size_t i = 0;

50

51 for(i = 0; i < elems; i++){

52 hostInput[i] = 1;

53 }

54

55 cudaMemcpy(deviceInput , hostInput , input_size , cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

56

57 BACKUP_KERNEL_LAUNCH(reduce , grid_size , BLOCK_SIZE , BLOCK_SIZE*sizeof(int

), deviceInput , deviceOutput);

58

59 cudaMemcpy(hostOutput , deviceOutput , output_size , cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost)

;

60

61 for(i = 1; i < grid_size; i++){

62 hostOutput [0] += hostOutput[i];

63 }

64

65 fprintf(stdout , "Result: ");

66 if(host_sum == hostOutput [0]){

67 fprintf(stdout , "PASS\n");

68 }else{

69 fprintf(stdout , "FAIL\n");

70 }

71

72 fprintf(stdout , "Sum = %d\n", hostOutput [0]);

73

74 BACKUP_cudaFree ((void **)&deviceInput);

75 BACKUP_cudaFree ((void **)&deviceOutput);

76

77 return EXIT_SUCCESS;

78 }

Listing 6.8: Naive parallel reduction using GPU.
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By comparing the initial reduction example in Listing 6.1 with the soft interrupt API

applied in Listing 6.8, it is demonstrated how noninvasive the macro rewrites are.

The header file for the API is included on line 4, and the macros BACKUP_KERNEL_DEF,

BACKUP_CONTINUE and BACKUP_KERNEL_LAUNCH are respectively applied on lines 9, 10

and 57. Using the soft interrupt API’s memory management functions are also

straightforward since the CUDA functions on lines 46, 47, 74 and 75 simply need to

be prefixed with “BACKUP_”. This is essentially all that is needed to enable the soft

interrupt of CUDA kernels.

For a complete example, please refer to demo directory https://goo.gl/BKvcxX

which demonstrates how the proposed API applies to an application with a kernel

that adds two vectors. Provided is the original code vecadd-original.cu and its mod-

ified version vecadd-modified.cu that uses the API. Currently, the API is restricted

to applications with a single kernel and only provides a wrapper for cudaMalloc.

Allocations done via cudaMallocManaged automatically work because they are man-

aged by the unified memory system which means that data is readily available at

snapshot time. Wrappers for the remaining family of CUDA allocation functions

like cudaMalloc3D and cudaMemcpy2D are missing. These limitations are only of a

technical nature and will be fixed in the foreseeable future.

Finally, there is the matter of the CUDA context to address. The context is

privately governed by the CUDA runtime to manage the state of the device and

the CUDA API exposes no functionality to control how/when the context may be

created or destroyed. The existence of the context poses a problem for checkpointing

solutions because in holds state information that should not be checkpointed as

it will be invalid at restart (upon restart, the CUDA runtime will create a new

context). The interrupt mechanism as described is exclusively concerned with the

data allocations on the device. By doing so, the CUDA context becomes a non-

issue. The memory allocation function BACKUP_cudaMalloc, made available via the

soft interrupt API, keeps track of the pointers to device allocated memory. When an

interrupt occurs, an iteration is performed over this list to copy all device allocations

back to the host. At this point, the data of the process can be checkpointed without

any involvement of the context. In this way, the soft interrupt mechanism e↵ectively

circumvents the problem of having to deal with the CUDA context.
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6.2.2 Additional Considerations

Automating the necessary rewrites to generate an interruptible kernel allows for

optimisations that would otherwise be burdensome if rewrites are done manually.

Selecting a value for �t (time to wait before interrupting kernel) needs to be done

with some amount of care. A very small value for �t can potentially result in the

kernel making little to no progress because the entire quantum may be spent by

only scheduling previously executed blocks. Although the soft interrupt mechanism

safeguards against the re-execution of blocks from a prior launch, all blocks are still

scheduled. Even if blocks terminate immediately, a portion of the allotted quantum

is still consumed. On the GPU, thread blocks are randomly scheduled and as the

number of completed blocks increases, the probability of unexecuted blocks being

scheduled within a small �t decreases. Therefore, even though a value of �t can seem

initially su�cient for the kernel to rapidly progress, it can become inadequate as the

kernel progresses since fewer blocks will need scheduling. If the quantum is never

adapted, many kernel launch iterations can occur before the few unexecuted blocks

are scheduled, causing much overhead. Within the soft interrupt API, this problem

is addressed by comparing the number of executed blocks between kernel launches.

If the count of executing blocks does not increase between iterations then the value

for �t is adapted accordingly.

On the other hand, if a large value for �t is selected, not only might the kernel

never be interrupted, but the application may spend time in an idle state. Too

large value for �t makes it possible for the kernel to return before the host signals

a soft interrupt. In this case, the host essentially remains idle waiting to issue a

soft interrupt an already completed kernel. Fortunately, the CUDA API provides

functions for polling an active device to determine if it has completed all assigned

work for the current context. By using this facility, the simple interruption API

minimises time wasted by polling the device at one second intervals prior to the host

issuing a soft interrupt. If the kernel completes earlier than �t the host abandons

waiting and resumes execution.

Finally, there may be kernels that do not require block level synchronisations

via __syncthreads(). For such kernels, interrupting at the thread level is su�cient

and provides more fine grained interruption as there is no need to wait on the
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completion of an entire block. However, this does necessitate a larger boolean array

to track executed threads instead of blocks thus resulting in more data to ship from

device to host at each soft interrupt. The macros for launching and interrupting

the kernel are conceptually the same when done at a thread level, but the rewritten

code is not identical to block level. If thread level interrupts are preferred, the API

provides the additional two macros to be used in place of BACKUP_KERNEL_LAUNCH and

BACKUP_CONTINUE respectively:

1. BACKUP_KERNEL_LAUNCH_THREAD

2. BACKUP_CONTINUE_THREAD

6.3 Example Application Rodinia

The Rodinia benchmark suite (Che et al., 2009) is a set of benchmarks for hetero-

geneous computer systems to help system architects study emerging platforms such

as GPUs. Rodinia is not an HPC benchmarking suite, but consists of a selection of

applications targeting multi-core CPU and GPU platforms to cover a wide range of

parallel communication patterns and synchronisation techniques. Rodinia version

3.1 ships with a set of 24 applications that employ CUDA kernels and was used

for a preliminary experiment to determine how reliably kernels can be interrupted.

For this experiment, each benchmark was altered to output a hashed value of its

kernel data. The soft interrupt mechanism was then applied to a duplicate of the

altered benchmarks and the hash values between corresponding benchmarks were

compared. However, out of the 24 benchmarks, only 19 benchmarks were viable

for experimentation. Before being modified to support soft interruption, two of the

benchmarks exhibited compile and runtime errors and the other three produced a

di↵erent hash for each execution indicating that their execution is non-deterministic.

Of the remaining 19 benchmarks, there was a 100% success rate—all hashes of the

benchmarks modified with the soft interrupt approach matched their original coun-

terpart. The rewriting of the Rodinia kernels was done by hand which was both

time consuming and error prone. However, it was observed that much of this process

can be automated as explained in Section 6.2.

Initially, a thread level only interrupt was tried but was more error prone since
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only 50% of the benchmarks rewritten for soft interruption produced hashes that

matched their unmodified counterpart. It was observed that the mismatch of hashes

only occurred with applications whose kernels required internal synchronisations

(See Section 5.2.3). This prompted a revision of the interrupt mechanism to lift the

interrupt from a thread to block level thereby circumventing the synchronisation

problem.
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GPU Support For FTI

The soft interrupt mechanism described in Chapter 5 describes how to generate

a checkpoint but does not outline by what means the intricacies of creating and

restoring an application checkpoint should be handled. Keeping track of the GPU’s

execution status so that it successfully resumes without complete re-execution is

inadequate as the host’s state is never checkpointed. Practically applying and testing

the soft interrupt mechanism requires integration into a full checkpointing system

i.e., a checkpointing system which can save and restore the application’s data. The

proposed technique is therefore implemented in the context of the state-of-the-art

high performance fault tolerance library FTI.

Prior to this research, FTI was without support for checkpointing applications

making use of GPUs. Such an application could still use FTI, but would need to

fastidiously and manually orchestrate its checkpoints around GPU execution ensur-

ing that any GPU data needed for the checkpoint was first copied to the host and

restored to the GPU at restart. This chapter details the steps taken in this PhD

research to add GPU support to FTI and how the soft interrupt mechanism was

integrated.

7.1 In-kernel Checkpointing

Before proceeding with the explanation of how support for GPU checkpointing was

added to FTI, a preliminary discussion is needed on why trivially inserting check-

pointing calls within the kernel cannot work. FTI provides FTI_Snapshot as part
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of its API to serve the dual purpose of writing and recovering checkpoints. At

first, supporting GPUs seems no more complicated than simply inserting calls to

FTI_Snapshot at appropriate points within kernel code. Unfortunately, this is im-

practical for several reasons with the overarching problem being the isolation of the

device from the host. Figure 7.1 illustrates how the host and device software stacks

are separated even when they are simultaneously engaged by an application. The

operating system has no direct control of executions on the device and the device has

no direct access to the operating system. Therefore, any host-based, application-

level fault tolerant mechanism—such as FTI—cannot be readily applied to GPU

code. The application is therefore responsible for coordinating the checkpointing of

the GPU data.

Figure 7.1: Separation of host and device software stacks.

The first problem of inserting calls to FTI_Snapshot into the kernel is that CUDA

does not currently allow host functions to be called on the device which renders the

in-kernel use of FTI_Snapshot invalid. Even if FTI’s API was somehow rewritten to

support in-kernel execution, the underlying MPI library would still be incompatible

on the device. Undertaking the herculean task of implementing a GPU version of

MPI may prove impossible as the necessary file system and network access needed

by MPI is also not currently allowed from within a kernel.

Secondly, FTI_Snapshot executes a collective MPI operation that requires the

participation of all processes. A collective operation implies a synchronization point
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that all processes must reach in their code before they can resume execution. Thread

blocks on the device are randomly scheduled, and so the identification of a synchro-

nization point that represents a consistent global application state across kernels of

all processes is non-trivial. Furthermore, kernels have several orders of magnitude

higher levels of parallelism, execution of millions or even billions of threads on a sin-

gle GPU are common. Therefore, calling FTI_Snapshot within a massively parallel

kernel would introduce significant overheads due to the increased synchronisation.

Thirdly—assuming that the second problem is solvable—direct file system access

from within the GPU is not allowed which means the IO operations to checkpoint

and restore data cannot be performed. This is another problem caused by the in-

ability to call host functions on the device. Finally, there is the question of how to

perform a restart from within a kernel given the preamble operations required for

kernel launch coupled with the random allocation of thread blocks to GPU process-

ing cores. It is for these reasons researching in-kernel snapshotting was abandoned

in favour of using the soft kernel interrupt method elaborated in Chapter 5.

7.2 Checkpointing GPU Data

The first step toward adding GPU soft interrupt support to FTI was extending its

current API with the capability of checkpointing data residing on the GPU. This

step is necessary as the complete interrupt mechanism will need to automatically

manage the device’s data at checkpoint and restart. There is also the additional

benefit of shifting the responsibility of managing the device memory away from the

application developer.

When using FTI, application variables whose values are critical for a successful

restart must be marked for checkpointing. The API function serving this purpose is

FTI_Protect which accepts a reference and size of data that must be checkpointed.

In FTI terminology, a protected variable is one whose value will be checkpointed and

restored as necessary. References passed as arguments to FTI_Protect are assumed

to be valid on the host. The data’s actual location only becomes crucial at checkpoint

time when FTI iterates through the list of references and attempts to flush their data

to the checkpoint’s storage level. The code performing this task assumes references
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are to data residing in host memory and any reference which does not will cause a

failure of the checkpoint operation. Pointers referencing data on a GPU are therefore

a problem. An immediately obvious solution would be to introduce a duplicate

of FTI_Protect (such as FTI_Protect_GPU, for example) to explicitly handle GPU

data references, however, doing so has consequences. Two functions having such

a narrow distinction in purpose with identical interfaces makes it trivial to cause

runtime errors should a device reference be passed to the host variant or the other

way round. Even without accidental misuse, the same problem can subtly come

into existence. For example, if the application’s code is deliberately modified such

that an allocation previously made on the device is now done on the host and the

corresponding update to the API calls is neglected.

Conveniently, the CUDA API makes available cudaPointerGetAttributes, a

function for distinguishing between host and device pointers. The attributes re-

turned by this function provides for the identification of whether a pointer is for host,

device or managed memory. By using cudaPointerGetAttributes, the cumbersome

approach of duplicating FTI_Protect is avoided. The distinction between an host

and device reference can be made when necessary so that appropriate checkpoint

I/O operations—relative to the data’s location—are carried out. When checkpoint-

ing, if a pointer is determined to reference data residing on the GPU it will first be

copied to a temporarily allocated bu↵er of the same size on the host. The reference

to the temporary host bu↵er is then used to write the data instead of the actual GPU

pointer. Upon restart, the same happens in reverse, if a pointer is a GPU reference,

a temporary host bu↵er is allocated, the checkpointed data is read into the bu↵er

and then copied onto the device. All of the changes required to support this func-

tionality are internal and therefore leaves the interface for FTI_Protect untouched.

The concern of the developer having to keep track of whether a pointer references

host or device data is also eliminated. For the purposes of implementing this ex-

tension, the data structures in Listing 7.1 and accompanying internal functions in

Listing 7.2 are defined.

1 typedef enum FTIT_ptrtype {

2 FTIT_PTRTYPE_CPU = 0,

3 FTIT_PTRTYPE_GPU

4 } FTIT_ptrtype;

5
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6 /** @typedef FTIT_ptrinfo

7 * @brief Information of a data pointer.

8 *

9 * This type describes necessary information of a data pointer.

10 */

11 typedef struct FTIT_ptrinfo {

12 FTIT_ptrtype type; /**< Type of this data pointer */

13 int deviceID; /**< ID of the GPU that this pointer belongs

to */

14 } FTIT_ptrinfo;

Listing 7.1: Data structures for reference distinctions.

1 int FTI_get_pointer_info(const void *ptr , FTIT_ptrinfo *ptrInfo);

2 int FTI_copy_from_device(void *dst , const void *src , size_t count ,

FTIT_ptrinfo *ptrInfo , FTIT_execution *exec);

3 int FTI_copy_to_device(void *dst , const void *src , size_t count ,

FTIT_ptrinfo *ptrInfo , FTIT_execution *exec);

Listing 7.2: Internal FTI functions for managing GPU allocations.

Note that the FTIT_ptrinfo structure in Listing 7.1 contains deviceID, a member

for the purpose of associating the pointer reference to a device’s ID. When a node

has multiple CUDA-capable GPUs, each GPU is assigned a device ID, a value enu-

merated by the CUDA driver. An application is free to query the CUDA runtime for

a list of devices and can select any device from the returned list. For applications

such as these, pairing the reference with the device ID is critical for a successful

restart so that data is restored to the correct device. Unless the current device is

explicitly set, all CUDA operations will use the default device (device 0).

As explained in Section 2.2.4, CUDA supports di↵erent memory models, most

notable of which is Unified Memory (UM) introduced in CUDA version 6.0. These

models help in presenting the programmer with a coherent view of host and device

memory (NVIDIA, 2019c). If such memory allocations are made, there is no need

for explicit memory transfers when checkpointing and restarting as it is the CUDA

runtime’s responsibility to automatically ship data between the host and device as

necessary.
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7.3 Adding Soft Kernel Checkpointing To FTI

Enabling FTI with the ability to rewrite kernels so that they are interruptible es-

sentially means integrating the C macro interfaces described in Section 6.2. A main

phrase in FTI’s terminology is that of a protected variable, meaning a variable

whose value is checkpointed and restored. To extend FTI’s terminology, a protected

kernel is a kernel rewritten as interruptible. The behaviour of the macros remains

fundamentally the same, however, since FTI is MPI based, what needs to occur

during checkpoint/restart requires a closer examination and understanding of FTI’s

inner workings. When FTI writes a checkpoint, it not only writes the data of the

application’s protected variables but also writes the associated metadata for the

checkpoint. The checkpoint’s metadata is the internal information generated by

FTI when checkpointing and is loaded during restart as part of FTI’s initialization.

Similarity, the associated metadata for the kernel soft interrupt mechanism needs

incorporation into FTI’s metadata operations. Metadata is intentionally stored sep-

arately from the application’s checkpoint data since checkpoint data may sometimes

be analysed for debugging purposes and intermixing metadata can complicate the

debugging process. There are two primary considerations when extending FTI for

the support of kernel interruption. The first has to do with the correct management

of the metadata and the second with how to safely synchronise kernel interrupts

across all processes. Therefore, understanding of FTI’s execution topology—with

respect to how it groups MPI processes—is paramount.

Metadata Management For the integration of the soft kernel interrupt, the only

additional data to be managed during checkpoint and restart is the kernel metadata.

Although the soft interrupt mechanism is able to access references to memory al-

locations on the GPU, it is ultimately the responsibility of the user to explicitly

protect these allocations using FTI_Protect. As checkpoints are written at multiple

storage levels in varying frequencies, associated metadata must be written at the

corresponding level as well. The same should occur at restart; the loaded metadata’s

level must match the level from which the checkpoint data is restored. The metadata

of every interruptible kernel is encapsulated in the structures of Listing 7.3.

1 typedef struct FTIT_kernelInfo{
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2 int* id;

3 bool* complete;

4 size_t* block_amt;

5 unsigned int* quantum;

6 unsigned int initial_quantum;

7 volatile bool* quantum_expired;

8 bool* all_done;

9 size_t block_info_bytes;

10 bool* h_is_block_executed;

11 size_t executedBlockCnt;

12 size_t lastExecutedBlockCnt;

13 }FTIT_kernelInfo;

14

15 typedef struct FTIT_kernelInfoMetadata{

16 int groupRank;

17 FTIT_kernelInfo* FTI_KernelInfo;

18 }FTIT_kernelInfoMetadata;

Listing 7.3: Data structures for kernel metadata.

Each interruptible kernel has its metadata stored in an object of type

FTIT_kernelInfo, the values of which are written at checkpoint and populated upon

restart. The FTIT_kernelInfoMetadata is only used during checkpointing to commu-

nicate the information of protected kernels to the processes responsible for writing

the checkpoint, details of which are provided in Section 7.3.2. A description of mem-

bers for the structures FTIT_kernelInfo and FTIT_kernelInfoMetadata in Listing 7.3

is given in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 respectively.
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Table 7.1: Member Descriptions for FTIT_kernelInfo

Member Description

int* id ID to search/update dataset

bool* complete Whether kernel is done or not

size_t* block_amt Number of blocks launched by kernel

unsigned int* quantum Current quantum used for kernel soft interrupt

unsigned int initial_quantum The initial quantum specified

volatile bool* quantum_expired Whether the quantum has expired or not

bool* all_done Kernel complete status of all processes

size_t block_info_bytes Size of memory for tracking executed blocks

bool* h_is_block_executed Host number of blocks successfully executed by kernel

size_t executedBlockCnt Count of executed blocks

size_t lastExecutedBlockCnt Previous count of executed blocks

Table 7.2: Member Descriptions for FTIT kernelInfoMetadata

Member Description

int groupRank Rank of the process in the group

FTIT_kernelInfo* FTI_KernelInfo The metadata info for the process in groupRank

Similar to protected variables, protected kernels must be assigned a unique identifier

for the id member of FTIT_kernelInfo. A dataset representing the metadata of all

protected kernels is internally maintained and a protected kernel’s ID establishes

the link to its metadata within the set. FTI stores all metadata for the current

execution within a structure called FTIT_execution, which was augmented to include

two members for kernel metadata. The first member, nbKernels, is a count of the

number of protected kernels and is primarily used when iterating over the protected

kernel list. It is also used at checkpointing to allocate su�cient memory for metadata

gathering (See Section 7.3.2). The second member is of type FTIT_kernelInfo and

is an array of references to all protected kernels. Both inclusions enable convenient

access to kernel metadata since a reference to FTIT_execution is typically passed

around to most internal FTI functions, including the metadata functions.
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Synchronising Executing Kernels The soft interrupt mechanism as described

in Chapter 5 was not conceptualized with multiprocess execution in mind. Conse-

quently, deployment in a multiprocess context revealed a synchronization problem

at checkpoint time when FTI requires all processes to synchronize. FTI needs all

processes to synchronize when so that the data of protected variables can be check-

pointed. Soft interrupting kernels in an MPI context via FTI comes with an extra

challenge of ensuring all protected kernels eventually arrive at the checkpoint as it

is a collective operation performed by FTI which requires the participation of all

processes. Since CUDA allows multiple kernels from di↵erent processes to queue

on the device, some kernels can complete before others. When this occurs, if the

remaining kernels attempt to checkpoint at their soft interrupt, the application will

hang as the collective operation waits indefinitely on processes that have completed

these kernels and are are further advanced in their execution.

This problem manifests because the soft interrupt mechanism in a multipro-

cess context will interrupt kernels of a process without communicating with other

processes. If there are two protected kernels, k1 and k2, respectively executing in

MPI processes p1 and p2 with a time quantum q. Then it is possible—due to non-

deterministic scheduling of CUDA threads, p1 and p2 executing on physically distinct

processors or k1 and k2 having to share the same GPU—for k1 to complete before

k2 or vice versa. When q expires, a soft interrupt of any incomplete kernel will be

triggered. If, for example, k1 completes before q expires and k2 does not, then k2

will soft interrupt thereby causing p2 to invoke FTI_Snapshot. When FTI_Snapshot

creates a checkpoint, it uses MPI collective operations gather checkpoint data and

to verify that all processes were successfully checkpointed. An MPI collective oper-

ation requires the engagement of all processes. Therefore, p2 will wait indefinitely

for p1 to arrive at the same MPI collective operation and the application will hang.

To address this, FTI_Protect_Kernel—the macro responsible for rewriting kernel

launches—requires adjustment to prevent any process from proceeding beyond a

protected kernel until the protected kernel with the same ID in every other process

is complete. The implementation of FTI_Protect_Kernel with these considerations

is presented in Listing 7.4.
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1 #define FTI_Protect_Kernel(kernel_id , quantum , kernel_name , grid_dim ,

block_dim , ns , s, ...)

2 do{

3 FTIT_kernelInfo *FTI_MacroInfo = NULL;

4

5 int ret;

6 char str[FTI_BUFS ];

7

8 ret = FTI_kernel_init (& FTI_MacroInfo , kernel_id , quantum , grid_dim);

9 if(ret != FTI_SCES){

10 sprintf(str , "Running kernel without interrupts");

11 FTI_BACKUP_Print(str , FTI_WARN);

12 kernel_name <<<grid_dim , block_dim , ns , s>>>(NULL , NULL , ## __VA_ARGS__);

13 }

14 else{

15 size_t count = 0;

16 while(FTI_all_procs_complete(FTI_MacroInfo) == false){

17 sprintf(str , "%s interrupts = %zu", #kernel_name , count);

18 FTI_BACKUP_Print(str , FTI_DBUG);

19 if(* FTI_MacroInfo ->complete == false){

20 kernel_name <<<grid_dim , block_dim , ns , s>>>(

21 FTI_MacroInfo ->quantum_expired ,

22 FTI_MacroInfo ->h_is_block_executed ,

23 ## __VA_ARGS__);

24 }

25 ret = FTI_kernel_monitor(FTI_MacroInfo , s);

26 if(ret != FTI_SCES){

27 sprintf(str , "Monitoring of kernel execution failed");

28 FTI_BACKUP_Print(str , FTI_EROR);

29 }

30 FTI_BACKUP_gather_kernel_status(FTI_MacroInfo);

31 }

32 FTI_FreeDeviceAlloc(FTI_MacroInfo);

33 }

34 }while (0);

Listing 7.4: FTI_Protect_Kernel implementation

FTI_Kernel_Protect remains conceptually the same with the exception of initializa-

tion changes (detailed in Section 7.3.1) and a safeguard to avoid hung applications.

With respect to the safeguard, observe the terminating condition of the while loop

on line 16 of Listing 7.4. Instead of exclusively considering the kernel of the current

process, the kernels of all processes are taken into account. This works as follows:

when a kernel is interrupted, its complete status is distributed in a many-to-many
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communication pattern across all processes, i.e., all statuses are gathered by all pro-

cesses. The gathering of a kernel’s complete status is strategically placed so that it

occurs prior to the loop evaluating its terminating condition. The status gathering

is also an MPI collective operation therefore ensuring the complete status of every

process’ kernel is received by every other process before the next iteration. Each

process’ evaluation of the kernel loop’s terminating condition (line 16 in listing 7.4)

will only result in a true value if every other process’ kernel is complete. In this

way, no process can exit its kernel execution loop ahead of any other process and

thereby fail to commit to a checkpoint. Kernels which complete early are iteratively

relaunched until every process’ kernel is complete. The relaunch of complete kernels

is safe because all of their thread blocks are marked as finished and will terminate

immediately. Nevertheless, to avoid needless contention of the GPU, completed ker-

nels are prohibited from being relaunched. Listing 7.4 only permits a kernel launch if

its complete status is false. A description of the parameters of FTI_Protect_Kernel

are provided in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3: Member Descriptions for FTI_Protect_Kernel

Member Description

kernel_id The ID of the kernel to protect

quantum Time kernel has to execute before being interrupted

kernel_name Name of kernel, used for debugging purposes

grid_dim Dimension of kernel grid

block_dim Dimension of each block

ns Number of bytes in shared memory perblock

s Stream for kernel execution

... Kernel arguments

Groups At a cluster level, FTI splits processes into groups. FTI groups are man-

aged exclusively on the host and is in no way related to the GPU. For resiliency pur-

poses (see Section 4.3.2), FTI partitions processes into groups across di↵erent nodes

and processes of the same group maintain partial information about each other’s

checkpoint data. In this way, even if an entire node fails, the data for all processes

on the failed node is recoverable from the surviving processes of their respective
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group. Otherwise, if all group members were to reside on the same node, a total

failure of that node will cause an unrecoverable state since no other process would

have the partial information needed for reconstruction via Reed-Solomon codes. An

understanding of groups in FTI is particularly necessary when engineering the move-

ment of metadata for checkpointing. Memory allocations for checkpointing purposes

must be made according to the group’s size since the group’s metadata is transferred

to the process responsible for checkpointing the entire application. Improper un-

derstanding of groups, as they relate to metadata creation, can introduce logical

mistakes which cause subtle errors during the creation and/or communication of

metadata. These can occur silently and result in the creation of checkpoints which

only becomes apparent when an attempted restart fails.

7.3.1 Initialization

This section details how new kernels are initialized for protection. The explanations

presented here overlap with what occurs during restart since initialization must take

place then as well.

The first step is to perform an initialization to allocate memory necessary for

the data structures needed for soft kernel interruption. These allocations store in-

formation about the kernel’s interrupt state and are reused for subsequent protected

kernels. However, in the context of FTI, the state of each protected kernel must be

preserved for successful restarts. For example, restarting from a checkpoint made

during a kernel interrupt must avoid the re-execution of previously completed thread

blocks. This is only possible if the data tracking executed blocks is checkpointed

and correctly restored. Therefore, the initialization step allocates a unique handle

for each protected kernel which is of type FTIT_kernelInfo, the values referenced by

this handle (see Table 7.1) form the kernel’s metadata. All protected kernel handles

are stored into a list which is managed by the soft interrupt mechanism.

Reference type members of FTIT_kernelInfo are allocated in a straightforward

way using malloc(sizeof(<type>)) except for all_done, h_is_block_executed and

quantum_expired. The purpose of all_done is to hold the complete status of pro-

tected kernels across all processes and its allocation relies on knowing the total

number of application processes. However, simply using the global number of MPI
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processes is not quite correct since FTI can be configured to create an extra head

MPI process to handle post-processing checkpointing work per node. Dedicating

post-processing work in this way allows the application’s processes to continue exe-

cution immediately after checkpointing. If a head process has been configured, the

correct number of application processes will be n� 1 per node, where n is the total

number of processes spawned. Fortunately, topology information of the execution is

accessible via FTI’s FTIT_topology structure which contains members holding values

for the total number of nodes and number of application processes per node. Using

these values, the correct size of memory for all_done can be calculated.

The reference types h_is_block_executed and quantum_expired are shared be-

tween the host and device and are allocated using cudaMallocManaged. The kernel

uses h_is_block_executed to communicate to the host which blocks have executed

and quantum_expired facilitates the soft interrupt request issued from the host.

cudaMallocManaged is used instead of malloc because it returns a pointer to an allo-

cation simultaneously accessible from both host and device. The implementation is

thus simplified because explicit device-to-host and host-to-device transfers are not

necessary; the CUDA runtime does the work of automatically shipping the data

to where it is needed. Also, data changes at such allocations on the host are im-

mediately visible on the device and vice versa—an apt property for the purpose of

quantum_expired. After allocation, the kernel handle is assigned default values as

specified in Table 7.4. Lastly, a reference to the new handle is added to the list of

handles stored as part of the application’s metadata in FTIT_execution.

Table 7.4: Default Assignments at Initialization

Member Default Assignment

ID ID argument to FTI Protect Kernel

complete false

quantum quantum argument of FTI Protect Kernel

quantum_expired false

block_amt Number of configured kernel blocks

block_info_bytes block amt * sizeof(bool)

executedBlockCnt 0

lastExecutedBlockCnt 0
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The initializing phase does not bear the single responsibility of setting up new kernel

handles but must also deal with already initialized kernels. There are two conditions

under which previously initialized kernels can reinitialize:

(a) a kernel launched iteratively by the application and

(b) when the application a restarts from a checkpoint

With respect to (a), FTI_Kernel_Protect only rewrites a kernel’s launch such that

it occurs in a loop. If, however, the application itself loops the launch then multiple

kernel handle initializations with the same kernel ID will occur. With the current

soft interrupt model, a complete kernel attempting re-execution will do no useful

work as all of its thread blocks are marked as finished. Hence, to support iterative

launches of a kernel k, the initializing function searches the list of protected kernels

for k’s ID. If found, k’s metadata is reset to the default values listed in Table 7.4 so

that it can correctly re-execute. While this solution is fine for iteratively launched

kernels, it can be undesirable for condition (b).

For condition (b), all metadata for the checkpoint is loaded during initialization.

The application’s data protected via FTI_Protect is only restored when the applica-

tion itself invokes either FTI_Recover or FTI_Snapshot. Suppose, for example, that

an application with two protected kernels k1 and k2 (executing in that order) is

restarted from a checkpoint made during k2’s execution. At restart, as the ap-

plication progresses, k1 will be encountered before k2 and will relaunch following

the procedure described for condition (a). This is incorrect, as execution should

resume from k2. By k1 re-executing at this point, if interrupted, FTI_Snapshot will

be called and the application’s data will be prematurely restored. From that point

on, the application can make changes to the restored data consequently causing

undefined behaviour and/or erroneous execution. Furthermore, the execution flow

is now within k1’s interruption loop consistently invoking FTI_Snapshot at each soft

interrupt. Any checkpoint made at this juncture will represent an invalid application

state since k2 never completed.

To circumvent this problem, a protected kernel’s metadata is only reset if all pro-

tected kernels (including itself) has a complete status of true. The complete status

of a kernel forms part of its metadata and is set to true after a kernel has finished
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executing. During a restart, every protected kernel must reinitialize before attempt-

ing to relaunch. Unless their metadata is reset during reinitialization, their ability

to relaunch depends on the value of their complete status. All kernels are denied

a reset if any kernel is incomplete, only the incomplete kernel will be permitted to

relaunch since its complete will be false. In this way, execution will always resume

from the correct kernel. Revisiting the example with this arrangement, k1 will reini-

tialize but not reset since k2’s complete status is false. Therefore, k1’s complete

status will remain true and k1 will not be relaunched. When k2 reinitializes, it too

will find that not all kernels are complete (in this case itself) and its metadata will

not be reset. But unlike k1, k2 will be relaunched because its complete status is

false.

When an incomplete kernel relaunches, it will do so without first calling

FTI_Snapshot to restore the application’s data. So, there is the question of how can

a partially executed kernel safely resume execution before restoring the application

data. To answer this question, recall that the kernel is relaunched without a reset of

its metadata and quantum_expired (the flag used by the host to trigger the soft inter-

rupt of the kernel) remains true. Also recall that a true value for quantum_expired is

one of the terminating conditions for thread blocks. Consequently, all of the kernel’s

thread blocks will immediately terminate and the kernel will do no work. Execution

flow will continue on the host where FTI_Snapshot will be eventually called and the

application data is restored. The kernel will then have its quantum_expired property

set to false and relaunched (the quantum_expired property is always true for an

interrupted kernel. A kernel’s metadata is captured immediately after interruption

for checkpointing thus ensuring that quantum_expired is always checkpointed with

a true value.) In this way, it is guaranteed that the kernel resumes correctly when

restarted.

As a final point, the primary concern of the soft interrupt mechanism is for it

to avoid implicitly causing problematic execution or recovery. It is ultimately up to

the developer to be cognizant of where checkpoints are taken so that recovery can be

successful. For this reason, FTI includes FTI_Status as part of its API, a function

useful for determining whether the current execution is a restart along with other

helpful information.
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7.3.2 What happens at Checkpoint time

The changes made to FTI for checkpointing is exclusively concerned with the check-

point’s metadata. The data marked by the application developer for checkpointing is

preserved and restored separately from the checkpoint’s metadata. The only concern

when checkpointing protected kernels is how to preserve and restore the metadata

needed to track their execution. With respect to protecting kernels, most of the

necessary work entails the generation and writing of metadata. When it is time to

checkpoint, the following steps with respect to the metadata occur:

1. Each process creates metadata representative of its current state

2. Each process then sends its metadata to the head process of the group

3. The group’s head process then writes the metadata to storage

The internal FTI functions responsible for creating and writing metadata are re-

spectively FTI_CreateMetadata and FTI_WriteMetadata. As part of this work, it is

to these functions that alterations are made so that the metadata of protected ker-

nels can be incorporated. The idea is for each process to first gather metadata of

any protected kernels, integrate this with the metadata of other protected variables

and then transfer the combined data to the head process. This idea is graphically

illustrated in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: Illustration of process metadata being augmented with kernel metadata
during checkpointing.

When a process executes FTI_CreateMetadata to generate its metadata, the number

of protected kernels is determined by examining the value of the nbKernels member
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of FTI_Exec. FTI_Exec is of type FTIT_execution that serves the purpose of storing all

dynamic metadata related to the current execution. A non-zero value for nbKernels

indicates the presence of protected kernels and triggers their metadata creation i.e.,

FTI_CreateKernelMetadata is called. FTI_CreateKernelMetadata iterates over its list

of protected kernels sending the information of each kernel to the head process of

its group. By default, the designated head process is the one whose group rank is

zero.

The group’s head process gathers the protected kernel metadata of

each process (including its own) into KernelInfoMetadata, which is of type

FTIT_kernelInfoMetadata (see Table 7.2). KernelInfoMetadata is allocated as an

array with a size equal to that of the group size. The group rank of a process is used

to index into the array and each index holds a reference to a list of protected kernel

information gathered for every kernel of that process. Figure 7.3 is an extension of

Figure 7.2 which demonstrates how the head process structures the kernel informa-

tion prior to storage. This demonstration assumes an execution configured with a

dedicated head process (group rank 0) which therefore has no kernels of its own.

Figure 7.3: Illustration of group head process gathering and storing kernel metadata
from other group processes.
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FTI_WriteMetadata, the function responsible for writing the metadata file, was ad-

justed to accept a reference to kernelInfoMetadata. Metadata for the checkpoint is

stored in ASCII using the INI file format and FTI employs a third party INI library

to simplify the file’s I/O operations. Parsed metadata is temporarily accumulated

into a data structure exclusively managed by the INI library. The head process

iterates over the metadata of all group processes so that they are added to the INI

data structure. If kernelInfoMetadata for the process of the current iteration is

not null (as it can be if there were no protected kernels), its kernel information is

incorporated. The incorporation is simply a matter of iterating over the list of the

process’ protected kernels and copying their data to the INI data structure. After

all metadata for the group has been loaded into the data structure, its contents

are written to storage. The temporary allocations made on the head process for

gathering kernel data are then freed.

7.3.3 What happens at Restart time

FTI is able to determine whether an application should be restarted from a check-

point based on the value of restart, a boolean setting in the application’s config-

uration file managed by FTI. A true value indicates that the previous execution

terminated prematurely and recovery should be attempted. The value will be false

if an application is executing for the first time or relaunched following a previ-

ous successful execution. After an application takes its first checkpoint, restart is

set to true and will only become false if the application executes to completion

and calls FTI_Finalize (see Section 7.3.4). In the case of a restart, the metadata

for checkpoints taken at every storage level is automatically loaded during FTI’s

initialization. This is done so that FTI can decide from which storage level the ap-

plication’s data protected via FTI_Protect should be restored. Since the metadata

is used to determine the restoration level, all protected kernel metadata from every

storage level needs to be loaded as well.

FTIT_Execution, the structure used for storing metadata of the current execu-

tion, contains a member of type FTIT_metadata. The purpose of this member is

to hold the metadata for the most recent checkpoint at each storage level. Within

FTIT_metadata, kernelInfo, a member of type FTIT_kernelInfo, is introduced to
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store kernel metadata loaded from each storage level. The first step of loading

metadata is to allocate su�cient memory for all protected variables and kernels.

The problem of knowing beforehand the number of variables and kernels to make

allocations for is solved by allocating space for the maximum number of variables

and kernels that can be protected by FTI (currently limited to 256). For e�ciency,

although 256 allocations of structure FTIT_kernelInfo are made, further allocations

for the members of FTIT_kernelInfo are done only when the number of protected

kernels is known.

Unlike what occurs at checkpointing—where the group’s head process must

gather and write the metadata of all group processes—during recovery, each process

is responsible for loading its own metadata. Recovery only uses checkpoint data

from a single storage level where the correct recovery level is selected by FTI af-

ter examining the metadata. Therefore, loading of metadata is a prerequisite for

the restoration process and is accomplished via iterating over the storage levels and

reading the corresponding metadata file. If a section of the INI metadata file exists

with kernel information, FTI_LoadKernelMetadata is called to load this information

into kernelInfo. For example, consider the recovery of an application with two pro-

tected kernels and checkpoints already taken at each storage level, such a scenario

is illustrated in Figure 7.4. At recovery, the metadata of both kernels is loaded from

each storage level. Then— assuming that recovery occurs from storage level 2—only

the kernel metadata from storage level 2 will be used to restore the two protected

kernels.
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Figure 7.4: Example of kernel metadata recovery.

After FTI identifies the recovery storage level, the kernel soft interrupt mechanism

is initialized. The mechanism now knows the level from which kernel metadata

should be restored. An iteration over the kernel metadata at the selected restoration

level is performed and a reference to each is copied into the kernelInfo member of

FTIT_Execution. When an already protected kernel repeats its initialization, its

protection ID will be found the list of protected kernels and will be initialized with

its corresponding metadata. This allows the kernel to resume its execution oblivious

to failure.

7.3.4 Finalization

Before an application terminates, it is required to call FTI_Finalize so that the FTI

processes are notified that execution has completed successfully and data structures

must be freed. Memory allocations for protecting kernels are also released in this

API call. Although the list of protected kernels in FTIT_Execution can be used for

freeing kernel handles, an additional free operation must be performed since allo-

cations can occur at two points within FTI; (a) during normal execution and (b)

at restart. Unless a restart occurs, references for kernel handles are allocated on a

case-by-case basis and entered into a list managed by the interruption mechanism.
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However, if a restart does occur, the recovery process makes its own single alloca-

tion for the maximum number of kernels that can be recovered (see Section 7.3.3).

After resumption from a previously failed execution, any new initialization of pro-

tected kernels will cause the soft interrupt mechanism to create its own list. When

this occurs, there are e↵ectively two separate kernel handle lists which require a

corresponding number of frees.

Preliminary to the freeing of either list, deallocations for the members of

kernelInfo entries within each list must be done. Regardless of the list to which a

kernel handle belongs, FTIT_Execution maintains a reference to all handles. Freeing

the member allocations is simply a matter of iterating over FTIT_execution’s list

and performing the required deallocations. Afterwards, the soft interrupt mecha-

nism list and the metadata list can be safely freed. For the former, an iteration

is done up to the number of initialized—but never restored—kernels freeing each

handle. The latter is freed much the same way, except that iterations are performed

over the storage levels where a single free is performed since each level made a single

allocation for up to 256 handles.
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Experimental Performance

Evaluation

Taken together, Chapters 6 and 7 extend resilience via checkpointing rather seam-

lessly into the realm of GPUs. But two primary concerns are: (a) how much does

this cost in terms of runtime and memory overheads and (b) how much programmer

e↵ort is required to apply this technology to large code. To answer these questions

two sets of experiments were executed. The first set of experiments determines what

the overhead for the soft interrupt is and the second set determines its impact on

a real world application via a case study. Performing several case studies would

have been ideal, but doing so was prohibitive because the selected application needs

to meet certain criteria. First, it needs to be su�ciently GPU intensive by either

having long-running kernels, multiple queued kernel executions or both. Otherwise,

few to no checkpoints would be made during kernel execution. Second, since FTI is

MPI based, the application also needs combine both MPI and CUDA technologies.

Finally—and by far the most di�cult criteria to meet—it needs to be open source.

Achieving the last criteria was especially tough because many large scale scientific

applications are deliberately not open source for confidential reasons. Contacting

the authors of published work on suitable applications for source code access usu-

ally proved futile. At the time of writing, the author is not aware of available HPC

benchmarks that meet all of the above mentioned criteria.

Fortunately, there is one application with wide-scale usage in the scientific com-

munity which meets all criteria. That application being the Livermore Unstructured
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Lagrangian Explicit Shock Hydrodynamics (LULESH) (Karlin, 2012, Lawrence Liv-

ermore National Laboratory, 2020). LULESH is a hydrodynamic simulator, which

simulates the motion of materials relative to each other when forces are applied.

Such simulations are applicable to a wide variety of science and engineering prob-

lems (Hornung et al., 2011).

However, to measure the runtime overhead of the soft interrupt mechanism in

isolation, the real world application PBOOST (Yang et al., 2015) is used. The pur-

pose of these experiments is to determine the practicality and feasibility of applying

the soft interrupt approach to a real application. The motivation for experimenting

with PBOOST is that it contains a GPU kernel that is su�ciently long-running. It

does not require any additional parallel technologies that may cause variances in the

experiment results which can be di�cult to explain.

8.1 Soft Interrupt Mechanism Overhead

8.1.1 Experimental Setup

In order to evaluate the proposed mechanism the real-world application PBOOST

and an artificial example was used. Ideally, it would have been more suitable to use

an established benchmarking suite such as the Rodinia benchmarks instead of an

artificial example. However, these benchmarks do not run long enough on the avail-

able hardware to escape measurement noise and experiment results are inconclusive.

A simple kernel was deemed best to isolate and measure the sources of overhead be-

cause it is quite easy to control the operations being performed to minimise the

chance of measuring overhead coming from the side e↵ects of more complicated

code. PBOOST is a tool for parallel permutation tests in genome-wide association

studies which concern single nucleotide polymorphism pairs and their association

with diseases via the combination of their main e↵ects and interactions. On the ex-

periment system, PBOOST runs for approximately 38 minutes1. All modifications

to the code are implemented using the soft interrupt API introduced in Chapter 6.

The artificial kernel in Listing 8.1 is used to perform an in-depth analysis of the

over heads introduced. This kernel was deliberately engineered to avoid measur-

1Modified version available at https://bitbucket.org/maxbaird/pboost/src
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ing any overheads that may come from memory I/O operations on the device and

its execution time can easily be scaled by simply adjusting the value passed as n.

Technically, the res argument does qualify as a memory access on line 7, but this

is necessary to prevent NVCC (the compiler for CUDA programs) from optimising

away the increment operation on line 5 due to its value never being used.

1 _ _ g l o b a l _ _ void

2 kernel(unsigned long long n, unsigned long long *res){

3 unsigned long long x = 0;

4 for(unsigned long long i = 0; i < n; i++){

5 x++;

6 }

7 *res = x;

8 }

Listing 8.1: Artificial kernel for evaluating overheads.

All experiments were performed on an AMD Opteron 6376 system with four sockets

running Scientific Linux Release 7.4 (Nitrogen), kernel version 3.10.0. The system

is fitted with 512GB of RAM, running at 800 MHz and an NVIDIA TITAN-XP

GPU, which is connected via PCIe x16. The TITAN-XP can execute 61,440 threads

simultaneously using its 30 streaming multiprocessors (SM). For our experiments,

CUDA 9.0 is used with driver version 384.81. Each application is executed 10 times

to eliminate measurement noise. The average execution time and 90% confidence

intervals is reported. In addition, kernel configurations are in the triple-chevron

CUDA notation: <<<blocks,threads>>>; where blocks represents the number of

blocks of threads and threads represents the number of threads per block.

8.1.2 Real World Application

Figure 8.1 shows the execution times of PBOOST with an increasing number of

interrupts. The application runs for approximately 38 minutes with a variation of

execution time within 5 seconds (0.2%) when performing 0 - 6 interrupts. For this

experiment, the execution time of the application with the soft interrupt mechanism

applied is the same as that of the native version within measurement error.
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Figure 8.1: Comparison of default and Soft Interrupt versions of PBOOST.

Despite the promising look of such a low over head (with an average percentage

di↵erence of 0.34%), the result is not conclusive. In order to understand the true

nature of the over heads, experimentation with an artificial kernel was carried out.

The following sources of overheads were identified:

1. Continuation check each thread performs

2. Soft interrupt of kernel

3. Memory transfers occurring at each soft interrupt

All experiments to measure the above listed sources of overhead exclusively use the

kernel provided in Listing 8.1 as a synthetic benchmark.

8.1.3 Overhead of Thread Continuation Check

Every thread needs to perform two conditional checks (whether it should interrupt or

has it already executed) to determine whether it should continue or not. Therefore,

the goal of this experiment is to determine the cost of a kernel performing just these

extra checks. To avoid unnecessarily engaging the GPU scheduler and inadvertently

lengthening runtime, a kernel execution configuration exactly matching the number

of simultaneous threads executable by the GPU hardware was used. The TITAN-

XP has 30 multiprocessors each of which can execute a maximum of 2048 threads.

The total number of threads simultaneously executable by the device is therefore
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61,440, so an execution configuration of <<<60,1024>>> was used. This experiment

only measures the cost of the continuation checks and nothing else.
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Figure 8.2: Overhead of conditional check

The results in Figure 8.2a show that the continuation checks are significant if the

number of iterations—and by extension runtime—is very small. When the kernel

without the soft interrupt mechanism applied performs as little as 103 iterations,

its execution time is short; approximately 500ms. And for such short runtimes,

the continuation checks would add quite a significant overhead. However, as the

number of iterations increases, the overhead decreases because the cost added by

the continuation checks is constant and independent of the number of iterations the

kernel performs. Furthermore, the runtime cost added by the continuation checks is

also independent of the number of threads configured to execute the kernel. This is

illustrated in Figure 8.2b where it can be seen that the runtime of the kernel with
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the soft interrupt mechanism enabled varies by very little—approximately 13.5ms

on average—regardless of the number of threads used.

Overall, this result isn’t surprising given that the conditional checks used to

determine whether the kernel should execute or not are a fixed number of operations.

The checks have no bearing on the number of threads launched or on the size or

amount of any other data and therefore only add a constant time complexity to the

kernel’s execution.

8.1.4 Soft Interrupt Overheads

Before running the experiments to determine the overhead stemming from the doing

soft interrupts, two changes are needed to the synthetic benchmark. The first change

is for the kernel’s runtime to be extended so that it executes long enough to respond

to a soft interrupt. This is achieved by increasing the number of iterations (n)

to n = 1.6 ⇥ 109. The second required change—so that soft interruption becomes

possible—is that the number of threads launched need to exceed the amount of

threads the GPU can simultaneously execute. To be able to soft interrupt a kernel

N times, at least (N + 1) ⇥ s ⇥ t threads are required, where s is the number of

SMs and t is the maximum number of threads an SM can execute. Therefore, to

achieve 20 interruptions, the kernel was configured to be at least 20 times greater

than what the device is capable of executing in parallel. Accordingly, the launch

configuration execution is increased from <<<60,1024>>> to <<<1320,1024>>>. No

memory transfers were made as doing so would extend the overall runtime and

potentially mask the interrupt overhead measurements of interest to this experiment.

Figure 8.3 shows the time each soft interrupt adds to the native execution. Note

that both graphs include a measurement for zero interruptions so that the cost of

performing an increasing number of soft interrupts can be readily compared.
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Figure 8.3: Overheads of soft interrupts. Kernel configuration <<<1320,1024>>>

From the graphs in Figure 8.3 we can see that the absolute time added per interrupt

is at most 85ms out of a 3 minute runtime which is quite negligible. The y-axis range

in Figure 8.3a is deliberately chosen to highlight the time added for each interrupt.

Otherwise, had the graph been presented with the y-axis ranging from 0ms to 3

minutes, the added time per interrupt would be unobservable. Theoretically, because

the kernel remains exactly the same for each additional interrupt, one would expect

a linear increase in overhead commensurate with the number of soft interrupts.

However, this is not the case. For example, the di↵erence between performing one

soft interrupt and 20 seems to have an average di↵erence of only 10ms. Another

observed peculiarity is that performing 10 soft interrupts on average costs almost

the same as doing zero soft interrupts. Figure 8.3b is a graph of the absolute time

added to the native kernel execution (i.e., without the soft interrupt mechanism).
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This graph makes it clear that the maximum time added when doing up to 20

interrupts is approximately 85ms.

The kernel execution is not measured in isolation since the soft interrupt mecha-

nism operates across both host and device. Therefore, the runtime measurement for

this experiment is the overall runtime of the entire application. This may account

for some of the variation seen in Figure 8.3 since each time the kernel responds to

a soft interrupt before completion, it must be relaunched again from the host. The

time range from the beginning of the kernel launch API call to the beginning of the

kernel execution is known as the kernel launch latency. Kernel launch latency is not

fixed and can vary between identical launches of a kernel, and so the interrupted

kernel can arbitrarily take more or less time to launch which has an e↵ect on the

overall recorded runtime. The variances can also very well be measurement noise or

may have something to do with the CUDA runtime and how threads are scheduled

for execution (the o�cial CUDA documentation provides no in depth details for

either). Regardless, a deeper investigation was deemed not necessary at this point

given how minor the overhead is.

8.1.5 Data Transfer Overheads

The primary intent of triggering a soft interrupt is to provide a window through

which data on the device can be copied to the host. In doing so, the host can

initiate a checkpointing process which does not involve the device. The amount

of time taken for the memory copy is directly related to the amount of data there

is to transfer. More data will take more time and if these data transfers need to

occur at each interrupt then the higher the frequency of the interrupts the higher the

overhead. To measure the data transfer overheads, the input n to the artificial kernel

in Listing 8.1 is n is initialized to n = 1.6⇥ 109 with 98.3% (11.9 GB) of the GPU’s

memory allocated. This respectively ensures that (a) the kernel is su�ciently long-

running to respond to multiple soft interrupts, and (b) there is a significant amount

of data to be copied to the host at each soft interrupt. The results in Figure 8.4

shows that having to perform large memory transfers at each interrupt noticeably

increases the overhead.
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Figure 8.4: n = 1.6 ⇥ 109. Kernel configuration <<<1320,1024>>>. Single memory
copy of 11.9GB made at each soft interrupt.

Figure 8.4 contains a measurement of zero interrupts to give an idea of the average

runtime of this experiment. The results are not entirely unexpected, the runtime

of the synthetic benchmark with the soft interrupt mechanism roughly increases in

a linear manner as the number of interrupts increases. This is because the work

that the soft interrupt mechanism needs to perform now has a dependency on how

much data there is to copy from the GPU at each interrupt. So out of the three

experiments, it can be concluded that the main source of overhead arises from the

data transfers which occur at each interrupt.

8.2 Case Study

In this section, the application of FTI extended with the soft kernel interrupt mech-

anism is examined using LULESH. The problem LULESH solves is based on hydro-

dynamics which is often simulated for science and engineering problems as claimed

by (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 2020). There exists numerous studies

on the implementations of LULESH and it seems generally agreed in the community

that LULESH constitutes a good challenge for HPC systems. Therefore, an existing

implementation of LULESH—version 1.0 for this study—was taken from the o�cial

available versions2. The challenges of checkpointing with FTI extended to perform

in-kernel checkpoints were then investigated.

2https://computing.llnl.gov/projects/co-design/lulesh
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8.2.1 Experimental Setup

LULESH is driven by a main loop that runs computations for a predetermined

number of iterations based on its input. Adding resilience using FTI is achieved by

means of a few added function calls. The core structure of that code is illustrated

in Listing 8.23.

1 int main(int argc , char *argv [])

2 {

3 ...

4 MPI_Init (&argc , &argv) ;

5 FTI_Init(fti_config_path , MPI_COMM_WORLD);

6 ...

7

8 FTI_Protect (1, its , 1, FTI_INTG);

9 ...

10 FTI_Protect (19, domain ->elemBC.raw(), domain ->numElem , FTI_INTG);

11 ...

12

13 while(locDom ->time_h < locDom ->stoptime)

14 {

15 res = FTI_Snapshot ();

16 LagrangeLeapFrog(locDom) ;

17 checkErrors(locDom ,its);

18 its++;

19 }

20 FTI_Finalize ();

21 MPI_Finalize ();

22 return 0 ;

23 }

Listing 8.2: Demonstration of how FTI was applied to LULESH.

The calls to FTI_Protect inform FTI which data needs to be checkpointed. In List-

ing 8.2, only the protection of the iteration variable its (on line 8) is shown as well

as one—out of 52—of the data carrying arrays elemBC.raw(). The amount of data

captured at each checkpoint varies in relation to the application’s input, for this

set of experiments the checkpoint data size ranged from approximately 500MB to

1GB. All variables marked for checkpointing are critical for LULESH to correctly

restart should a failure occur. Within the main computational loop, FTI_Snapshot

is being called which globally synchronises all MPI ranks, and, provided the check-

3Full source available at https://github.com/maxbaird/luleshMultiGPU_MPI/blob/
integrating-fti/lulesh.cu
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point interval has been exhausted, triggers the actual checkpoint operation. If a

failure happens, the same application is relaunched. However, during the execution

of FTI_Init, the library notices that this is actually a restart and the protected

variables have their data restored to the latest checkpoint values. This e↵ectively

skips the loop iterations that had completed before the fault had occurred.

The kernel selected for protection is called once for each iteration of the main exe-

cuting loop and su�ciently oversubscribes the GPU. For the experiments, only level

1 checkpoints (checkpoints made locally on the node’s hard disk) were permitted.

The other levels were e↵ectively disabled by configuring their interval to be greater

than longest running experiment, this was done as the time taken for checkpointing

is not consistent for each level. FTI has logging capabilities and displays in real time

when a checkpoint is attempted and whether or not it was successful. Interruptions

were simulated by prematurely terminating the application (via ctrl + c) during

its execution after observing at least one successful checkpoint. This approach is

su�cient since the application would be abruptly terminated in a similar manner

in the event of a catastrophic hardware failure (such as the node losing power).

Killing the application via ctrl + c closely mimics a real world situation of a fault

which would cause its immediate termination—exactly the kind of scenario that FTI

primarily targets. An alternative approach would have been to deliberately cause

failure by disabling the node’s power source during execution. However, this was

not attempted due to the impracticability of needing to gain physical access to the

cluster and the downtime which would be forced upon other cluster users. Another

approach is fault injection—a technique which introduces faults into a running ap-

plication to test its fault handling capabilities. However, this technique typically

focus on causing errors while the application executes to monitor if the application

can detect and recover from the introduced faults. Fault injection otherwise does

not cover the hard failure situations of interest to this work.

All experiments were executed using an AMD Opteron 6376 CPU running Scien-

tific Linux Release 7.6 (Nitrogen), kernel version 3.10.0. The system has 1024GB of

RAM and an NVIDIA TITAN-XP GPU with 12GB of global memory connected via

PCIE x16. For these experiments CUDA version 10.0 was used with driver version

410.79.
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8.2.2 Functionality Testing

Before proceeding into any experiments and analysis, it is important to verify that

FTI extended with the soft interrupt mechanism is functional when applied to

LULESH. The first verification step is to confirm that the native FTI (i.e., without

the soft interrupt mechanism) does not cause LULESH to complete with an incorrect

result. And the second step is to confirm that LULESH also completes correctly

when FTI extended with the soft interrupt mechanism is applied. Fortunately,

deciding whether an execution was successful is made easy because LULESH’s ex-

ecution is deterministic and will therefore always produce the same outputs when

given the same inputs. Furthermore, upon termination, LULESH writes the result

of its computation to a plain text file. This means that verifying the correctness of

any experimental version of LULESH can be done by comparing its output files to

the output files of the original unmodified version. For both verification steps, the

default implementation of LULESH was executed so that its result files could be

obtained for comparison with the result files of LULESH extended with FTI.

As part of the first verification step, LULESH equipped with the default FTI

(i.e., FTI without the soft kernel interrupt mechanism), was executed twice. For the

first execution, checkpoints were allowed but no interrupts via ctrl+c or any other

means were performed. For the second execution, an interrupt was performed after

at least one successful checkpoint; thereafter, the execution was restarted and run

to completion. Checksums were calculated from the output files of both executions

and compared to the checksum of the default LULESH execution. Both checksums

matched the checksum from the default execution thus proving that FTI can perform

checkpoints and restarts of LULESH without a↵ecting the correctness of its results.

For the second verification step, one of LULESH’s GPU kernels was selected for

protection. LULESH’s execution is primarily driven by a main loop and the chosen

kernel is executed once per each iteration of that loop. It is critical for the selected

kernel to be within the loop’s block as any kernel outside the block will not be

called often enough to be a good candidate for this verification check and future

experiments. LULESH contains multiple kernels and it is therefore important that

the selected kernel does indeed contribute to the final result. It would otherwise be

di�cult to verify whether FTI extended with the soft interrupt mechanism actually
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works. To be sure that the selected kernel contributes to the final result, an imple-

mentation of LULESH with the default FTI was used. Data used by the kernel was

deliberately omitted from protection by FTI. And during execution, after at least

one successful checkpoint, the application was interrupted and then restarted. A

checksum of the application’s final result was then compared to the checksum of the

default LULESH execution. The checksums did not match which confirmed that

the selected kernel does indeed contribute to the final result.

Finally, FTI extended with the soft interrupt mechanism was applied to LULESH

and the kernel confirmed to contribute to LULESH’s output was protected. Check-

pointing operations were only triggered during soft kernel interrupts. This version

of LULESH was then executed twice. For the first execution, no interrupts were

performed and upon completion, a checksum of the results was compared to the

checksum of the default LULESH execution. The checksums matched which meant

that at least checkpointing during while the kernel was interrupted caused no adverse

e↵ects on the results. For the second execution, the application was interrupted af-

ter one successful checkpoint then restarted and allowed to run to completion. The

checksum of the output of this interrupted execution was then compared to the

checksum of the default LULESH execution. The checksums matched which meant

that the soft interrupt mechanism is capable of performing successful checkpoints

and restarts during kernel executions.

8.2.3 Counting Snapshots

FTI requires checkpoints to be made when there is no communication among pro-

cesses as it does not handle the checkpointing and restoration of any in flight commu-

nication. While this requirement may simplify FTI’s implementation and API, the

trade-o↵ is a limitation in the flexibility of where in the application checkpoint calls

can be made. E↵ectively, the opportunities for checkpoints are constrained by the

frequency of the application’s communication. When performing checkpoint/restart

with FTI in the context of GPUs, checkpoints need to be placed outside of periods of

GPU activity. Otherwise, any checkpoint taken while the GPU is actively engaged

will be unreliable. If there are few kernels with short runtimes relative to the MTBF,

then checkpoints can be safely placed when there is no active kernel. However, with
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longer running kernels or the queuing of multiple short kernels in combination with

the application’s communication frequency, checkpoints can be delayed to the point

of being very close to—or possibly exceeding—the MTBF (See Appendix B.1 for

a demonstration). Therefore, when an application that uses FTI engages GPUs,

its checkpoint opportunities are reduced further since the checkpoints cannot occur

while any kernel is active.

The purpose of this set of experiments is to demonstrate that soft kernel inter-

rupts can increase the number of checkpoints possible and reclaim some degree of

checkpoint flexibility. It is concerned with the changes in the minimal snapshotting

interval. The method used to verify this change is the counting of the number of

snapshots that are done with kernel protection in place. If the minimal snapshot-

ting interval is determined by the runtime of the kernel, then the factor by which

the interval is decreased is exactly the same as the factor by which the number of

snapshots taken is increased.

It is first important to confirm that the number of snapshots increases the more

oversubscribed (i.e., the number of threads that exceed the amount which can be

simultaneously executed) the GPU is. The artificial kernel in Listing 8.1 was used

for this experiment and the results are depicted in Figure 8.5. Examining the graph

in Figure 8.5, it can be seen that the soft interrupt mechanism is a↵orded more

snapshot opportunities as the oversubscription factor increases, whereas the number

of snapshots possible between kernel invocations remains mostly the same.

Let us assume a simplistic execution model of the application with one protected

kernel, one MPI process and all the kernel launches are synchronous. In this scenario,

the snapshot count is determined by the number of kernel interrupts that can be

made. The number of interrupts is based on the oversubscription factor of a kernel

i.e., the number of threads specified divided by the number of threads the GPU can

simultaneously execute. Therefore, in Figure 8.5, the number of snapshots that can

possibly be taken is related with the oversubscription factor. For this experiment �t

(the frequency of interrupts) is set to the very small value of 1ms. Two things can be

observed. First, it can clearly be seen that with more kernel oversubscription, more

snapshots are possible. Second, the number of snapshots is noticeably larger than

the oversubscription factor. This becomes possible due to the asynchronous kernel
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launch. As a kernel launch is queued, its actual launch on the GPU is delayed, and it

might happen so that the soft interrupt comes before the kernel managed to execute

any blocks because the quantum on the host has expired. The quantum expiring

before any blocks are executed becomes more likely as a kernel nears the end of its

execution. At that point, most of its blocks would have completed, but still need to

be scheduled for “execution” when in reality they will terminate immediately since

they have been marked as complete. The scheduling still takes time however, and

by the time the few remaining unexecuted blocks are scheduled, the quantum on the

host might have expired. It is for this reason the soft interrupt mechanism tracks

the kernel progress between interrupts and automatically increases the quantum as

necessary if the kernel makes little or no progress.
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Figure 8.5: Interrupts Increase with Oversubscription.

The graph in Figure 8.6 is a real world experiment done using LULESH to demon-

strate that checkpoint operations need not be delayed by long-running kernels. Being

able to have the host periodically request kernels to stop allows the host to gain mo-

mentary control and trigger a snapshot if it is time to do so. The results in Figure 8.6

shows an increase in checkpoint frequency if checkpoints can occur before a kernel

is complete.
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The more oversubscribed the GPU, the longer the kernel execution as there are

more threads which must be scheduled before the kernel can terminate. However,

with the soft interrupt mechanism, an oversubscribed GPU a↵ords more checkpoint

opportunities. Therefore, with the soft interrupt mechanism, the distance between

checkpoint placement can be reduced for cases where kernels oversubscribe the de-

vice.

8.2.4 Overhead Analysis

The third experiment examines the overhead that comes from having the soft in-

terrupt mechanism integrated into FTI. As it turns out, measuring the overhead

is tricky because it very much depends on the value chosen for �t. As figure 8.7a

shows, if �t is very small, in this case 1ms, the overhead is 166ms on average which

is quite noticeable. This is due to the MPI synchronisation that must occur for the

call to FTI_Snapshot at each soft interrupt which is a collective operation requiring

the participation of all processes. However, Figure 8.7b shows that if �t is increased

to 500ms, this overhead is on average 18ms—significantly reduced. The remaining

observable overhead is primarily attributed to the protected user data of the kernel

that must be transferred to the host at each interrupt. In the series of experiments

described in Section 8.1[sic], data transfer from device to host was discovered to

be the main source of overhead. There is also some overhead contributed by each
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kernel thread having to first check for the host’s permission to continue.
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Figure 8.7: Overhead Analysis

Ideally, the value of �t should be chosen such that it falls within the system’s MTBF.

This essentially means that the overhead of using the soft kernel interrupt mechanism

is dependent on how frequently a protected kernel needs to be interrupted. Starting

with too small or large value for �t, relative to the kernel’s runtime, can introduce

unnecessary overhead. In the former case, the kernel will make make very little to no

progress toward the end of its execution since its already executed blocks still need

to be scheduled and this takes time. In the latter case, it is possible for the kernel

to complete early while the host idly waits to interrupt an already completed kernel

execution. The soft interrupt mechanism respectively tries to handle both cases by
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(a) automatically increasing the value of �t as needed if the kernel stops making

progress and (b) polls the kernel each second for its complete status while waiting

for the quantum to expire. The main takeaway from the results of this experiment

is that the introduced overhead is directly dependent on how frequently a kernel is

interrupted relative to its runtime. And the frequency of the interrupt is ultimately

guided by the system’s MTBF.
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Conclusion

This thesis addresses the problem of checkpointing in the context of large distributed

HPC systems which nowadays typically contain GPUs. The major problem of check-

pointing with GPUs is that the code executing on the GPU has no direct access to

the file system. A problem further aggravated by the fact that there typically exists

several MPI ranks that can concurrently share the same GPU. Furthermore, each

rank can simultaneously launch multiple kernels and waiting for all kernels of all

ranks to terminate before checkpointing is an unscalable solution.

One of the key contributions of this thesis is the introduction of the method of soft

interrupts for GPU computations. This method creates a window for checkpoint-

ing during periods of GPU activity. Soft interrupts are facilitated via automated

rewrites of GPU code to inject checks for interruption so that user defined data

may be checkpointed without waiting on the GPU. The soft kernel interrupt tech-

nique is then integrated into the MPI checkpointing library FTI for fault tolerance.

Although conceptually simple, the proposed technique is very powerful because it

can be straightforwardly retrofitted into existing kernels. A small set of macro def-

initions has been provided that automatically rewrites a kernel launch as well as a

portion of its execution code so that it becomes interruptible. The details of the soft

interrupt are provided in Chapter 5. The simplicity of the approach allows it to be

easily adopted for low overhead interruption of GPU kernels. Interrupting kernels

this way has no reliance on any peculiar behaviour of the GPU runtime system—and

no modification of the runtime system is required either. It is built on the o�cial

CUDA API and is compatible from CUDA version 9.0 and onwards.
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Essentially, the most appealing aspect of this approach is its simplicity. The

implementation consists of a few well chosen macros that enable a GPU soft interrupt

mechanism. Experimentation via artificial examples demonstrates that the overhead

introduced by the mechanism is negligible provided that the soft interrupt frequency

is not too small or large relative to the protected kernel’s runtime. The experiments

also show that the mechanism can be straightforwardly integrated into existing

checkpointing systems by having a practical integration into FTI. Moreover, the

experiments conducted using FTI extended with kernel soft interrupt mechanism

demonstrate that it is applicable to real-world scientific applications even if these

are heterogeneous and running on large supercomputing clusters.

9.0.1 Limitations

The viability of this work critically hinges on the observation that the scheduling of

threads are streamed sequentially through the GPU architecture. This is the only

assumption made and it is likely to hold true for the long term because of the advan-

tages of locality of reference and the automatic scaling of parallelism that it a↵ords.

From that perspective, it seems very likely that this is a future-proof solution. It has

no dependency on any particular driver or API version and also requires no modifi-

cation of drivers. And, when used in the context of the FTI solution, one can freely

decide whether or not to interrupt kernels. The overhead introduced in a kernel to

support interruption is so small that all kernels can be equipped to be interruptible

so that future use for checkpointing is always an option. The experiment on the

application LULESH can be viewed as a stress test and provides evidence that the

proposed solution is actually scalable to real-world heterogeneous applications. As

such, it closes a gap that existed previously when checkpointing in the context of

GPUs.

9.1 Directions of Future Work

This section outlines several further research directions that can build on this work.
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9.1.1 Grid Synchronisation

Recently, CUDA has introduced grid synchronisation where all thread blocks of the

kernel must synchronise before the kernel can progress. In principle, this constitutes

a problem with the current approach, but most kernels do not make use of this. Grid

synchronisation is typically used in applications with a large number of very small

kernels so there may be no need to perform a soft interrupt such kernels in the first

place. However, for kernels that do use this feature, this approach is not applicable,

attempts to extend the mechanism to be in support of this are left as future work. A

possible workaround however, would be to allow the programmer to manually insert

the macro responsible for determining whether kernel execution should continue into

the kernel’s code. The application developer should have su�cient knowledge of how

to place this check around grid synchronization calls.

9.1.2 Additional Case Studies

It would be exciting to further examine big, real-world applications the size of

LULESH. But it turns out getting access to these applications come with a few

challenges. Firstly, the people that really use big supercomputing machines to their

limit are typically working in very confidential environments and cannot share their

applications. Secondly, even if they can share, the price for doing trial runs at such

a scale is very high. These applications will not be executable on the computing

resources available for this work because they are too large and require machines

beyond this work’s financial budget. It should be relatively straightforward for appli-

cations already with some checkpointing in place—ideally based on FTI— to adopt

this approach. Further work in this regard would be to evaluate LAAMPS (Large-

scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator) (Plimpton, 1995). Similar to

LULESH, LAAMPS is an HPC scientific application widely used by the community.

It is a molecular dynamics simulator which has been extended with a CUDA module

to accelerate its computations.
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9.1.3 Speculative Computing

Another possible utilization of the soft interrupt mechanism would for GPUs that

are used for speculative computing (Liu et al., 2010, Menon et al., 2012). GPUs

tasked with speculative work can be interrupted early if it turns out that their

current task is no longer necessary. Not only would the early termination of kernels

free the GPU for other use, it would also minimise its power consumption. The

latter being a growing concern in the HPC community as ever bigger clusters have

large energy demands.

9.1.4 Early Failure Detection

Even during failure-free execution, checkpointing strategies typically incur some

overhead since they need to periodically pause the application. This has motivated

work toward checkpointing after a failure is detected (Bland et al., 2012). The idea

is that checkpoints taken this way are inherently optimal as there will only be one

checkpoint per fault. If there is an impending failure and checkpointing needs to

occur rather quickly, waiting on any set of GPU computations to complete is less

than ideal. And it may be desirable to have a GPU soft interrupt mechanism—such

as the one presented in this work—to a↵ord a timely checkpoint.

9.1.5 Fault Injection

As HPC systems grow in their complexity, it becomes important to study the e↵ec-

tiveness of resilience techniques. One way of doing this is by systematically conduct-

ing controlled experiments which generate synthetic faults and study their e↵ects.

Software-based fault injection tools provide an avenue for such experimentation. Be-

ing able to interrupt GPUs mid-execution provides the unique opportunity to test

for resilience against soft errors, i.e., errors not leading to immediate failure. At any

given interrupt, the GPU’s data can intentionally be made erroneous before allowing

the GPU to continue. How the resilience strategy in question responds to soft errors

from the GPU can then be evaluated.
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9.1.6 Compiler Integration

Given the simplicity of the macros, it should be trivial to automate the code trans-

formation via a compiler to enable soft kernel interrupts. By doing so, the appli-

cation developer is free from needing to manually apply the macros himself. Such

an implementation can be of interest for the research area of compiler-based fault

tolerance.

9.1.7 Lightweight OS on GPU

Using the technique described in this thesis, it may be possible to have a light

weight operating system for the GPU. The soft interrupt technique can be used

by the lightweight OS to schedule the execution of multiple kernels and be able to

service kernel execution from separate processes so that the GPU may be used more

e�ciently.
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Appendix A

Appendix

A.1 Example RS-Coding and Recovery

RS-Coding as described in Section 4.3.2 has a domain and range based on binary

words of a fixed length w. The algebra will be correct if all values involved are infinite

precision real numbers, but will not work for fixed-size words and will cause the

Gaussian elimination step to be unsolvable in many cases. Also, simply performing

all arithmetic using modulo 2w will not work as division is not defined for all pairs

of elements (for example, 4 ÷ 3 is undefined modulo 4). Therefore, a Galois Field

(commonly written as GF (2w)), is used to define arithmetic operations for a finite

number of elements i.e., GF (p) = {0, 1, . . . , p � 1}. This appendix will not define

and prove all the properties of the Galois Field as this has received proper treatment

in a number of texts Lidl and Niederreiter (1996).

In GF (2w), addition and subtraction is straightforward as they are both simply

the XOR operation, for example, in GF (23):

5 + 2 = 0101� 0010 = 0111 = 7

7� 2 = 0111� 0010 = 0101 = 5

However, multiplication and division are not as simple. Fortunately, logarithmic and

anti logarithmic values can be generated up to GF (2w) to serve as lookup tables for

multiplication and division. Table A.1 is a table of the logarithm and anti logarithm
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values for GF (24). An explanation of the algorithm used for generating GF (2w)

tables can be found in Westall and Martin (2010), Plank (1997). Additionally, a

generic algorithm for generating the tables for any GF (pn) is provided in Torres-

Jimenez et al. (2011).

Table A.1: Logarithm Tables for GF (24)

i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

log2(i) � 0 1 4 2 8 5 10 3 14 9 7 6 13 11 12

log
�1
2 (i) 1 2 4 8 3 6 12 11 5 10 7 14 15 13 9 �

The following are examples of how the values in Table A.1 are used for multiplication

and division.

4⇥ 7 = log
�1
2 (log2(4) + log2(7)) = log

�1
2 (2 + 10) = log

�1
2 (12) = 15 (A.1a)

13⇥ 11 = log
�1
2 (log2(13) + log2(11)) = log

�1
2 (13 + 7) = log

�1
2 (5) = 6 (A.1b)

12÷ 4 = log
�1
2 (log2(12)� log2(4)) = log

�1
2 (6� 2) = log

�1
2 (4) = 3 (A.1c)

15÷ 6 = log
�1
2 (log2(15)� log2(6)) = log

�1
2 (12� 5) = log

�1
2 (7) = 11 (A.1d)

Note that the arithmetic calculation of the index for log�1
2 (i) results in a value that

is outside the range of i for equation A.1b and equation A.1d respectively. Since

all values must fall within the range of the finite set GF (p) = {0, 1, . . . , p � 1}, a

calculation resulting in a value n outside this range is corrected by performing n

mod (p� 1).

A.1.1 Example

For this example, there will be three data fragments and three checksum fragments

which means n = 3 and k = 3. The value for w will be four thus meaningGF (24) and

logarithm Table A.1 will be used for multiplication and division. The coding matrix

A will be set up as an (n+ k)⇥ n Vandermonde matrix as detailed in Section 4.3.2

over the finite field GF (24).
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A =

2

6666666666664

00 01 02

10 11 12

20 21 22

30 31 32

40 41 42

50 51 52

3

7777777777775

=

2

6666666666664

1 0 0

1 1 1

1 2 4

1 3 5

1 4 3

1 5 2

3

7777777777775

Next, the first n⇥ n matrix of the first n rows needs to be an identity matrix. The

columns are denoted by Ci for the column operations. Row 0 is already an identity

row and since a1,0 = a1,1 = a1,2 = 1, C0 can be replaced with (C0 �C1) and C2 with

(C2 � C1). Thus A becomes:

2

6666666666664

1 0 0

0 1 0

3 2 6

2 3 6

5 4 7

4 5 7

3

7777777777775

To make f2,2 = 1, C2 can be replaced with 6�1
C2 = 7C2 which gives:

2

6666666666664

1 0 0

0 1 0

3 2 1

2 3 1

5 4 6

4 5 6

3

7777777777775

Finally C0 can be replaced with (C0 � 3C2) and C1 with (C1 � 2C2) to give the

complete coding matrix:
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A =

2

6666666666664

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

1 1 1

15 8 6

14 9 6

3

7777777777775

With the coding matrix constructed, it can be used to encode the three data frag-

ments D1, D2, D3 and calculate their parity C1, C2, C3 using AD = E, where E =
⇥
D
C

⇤
. With the values of the data fragments are as follows: D1 = 2, D2 = 5, D3 = 8,

the matrix A is used to generate the coded data follows:

2

6666666666664

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

1 1 1

15 8 6

14 9 6

3

7777777777775

2

6664

2

5

8

3

7775
=

2

6666666666664

2

5

8

15

6

1

3

7777777777775

C1 = 1 · 2� 1 · 5� 1 · 8 = 2� 5� 8 = 0010� 0101� 1000 = 15

C2 = 15 · 2� 8 · 5� 6 · 8 = 13� 14� 5 = 1101� 1110� 0101 = 6

C3 = 14 · 2� 9 · 5� 6 · 8 = 15� 11� 5 = 1111� 1011� 0101 = 1

Note that the vector E has essentially kept the original data intact as all that really

happens is the computation of the checksums. Suppose D2, D3 and C3 are lost, their

corresponding rows in A and E can be removed to reflect this and the equation still

holds because the rows are independent. Deleting the corresponding rows results in

A
0
D = E

0:
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2

6664

1 0 0

1 1 1

15 8 6

3

7775
D =

2

6664

2

15

6

3

7775

Gaussian elimination can be used to invert the coding matrix so that the equation

can be rewritten as D = A
0
E

0:

D =

2

6664

1 0 0

8 10 3

9 11 3

3

7775

2

6664

2

15

6

3

7775

D2 and D3 can now be calculated as follows:

D2 = 8 · 2� 10 · 15� 3 · 6 = 3� 12� 10 = 5

D2 = 9 · 2� 11 · 15� 3 · 6 = 1� 3� 10 = 8

And now C3 is recomputed:

C3 = 14 · 2� 9 · 5� 6 · 8 = 15� 11� 5 = 1

With this, the data has been completely restored. If less than three rows are lost they

can be recovered by choosing any three of the remaining rows and constructing the

matrix A
0 and vector E 0 as previously defined. Then D can be solved in D = A

0
E

0.
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Appendix

B.1 Asynchronous Concurrent Kernel Execution

CUDA allows several operations to execute as independent tasks that can run con-

currently with each other, one of which is computation on the device. By de-

fault, kernels are launched asynchronously and immediately return control to the

host—usually before the device can complete its requested task. Asynchronous calls

enable multiple operations to be queued on the device for execution until appropriate

device resources become available. However, kernels can only execute concurrently

if they belong to the same context. Therefore, an experiment was derived to observe

the execution behaviour of a single kernel simultaneously launched from separate

processes with a single GPU available. A CUDA context is not shareable among

multiple processes thus guaranteeing by default that every kernel launch is asso-

ciated with a distinct context. The code used for the experiment is provided in

listing B.11.

1 #include <stdio.h>

2 #include <stdlib.h>

3 #include <math.h>

4 #include <mpi.h>

5

6 #define MASTER 0

7

8 #define CUDA_ERROR_CHECK(fun) \

9 do{ \

10 cudaError_t err = fun; \

1Available at https://github.com/maxbaird/appendix/tree/master/a1
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11 if(err != cudaSuccess){ \

12 fprintf(stderr , "Cuda error :: %s\n", cudaGetErrorString(err)); \

13 exit(EXIT_FAILURE); \

14 } \

15 }while (0);

16

17 #define KERNEL_ERROR_CHECK () \

18 do{ \

19 cudaError_t err = cudaGetLastError (); \

20 if (err != cudaSuccess){ \

21 fprintf(stderr , "Kernel error :: %s\n", cudaGetErrorString(err)); \

22 exit(EXIT_FAILURE); \

23 } \

24 }while (0);

25

26 #define ITERATIONS 100000 //100K iterations

27

28 _ _ g l o b a l _ _ void

29 vector_add(const unsigned short int *a,

30 const unsigned short int *b,

31 unsigned short int *c,

32 unsigned long long n){

33

34 /* Get our global thread ID */

35 unsigned long long id = blockIdx.x*blockDim.x+threadIdx.x;

36

37 if(id > n){

38 return;

39 }

40

41 for(size_t i = 0; i < ITERATIONS; i++){

42 c[id] = a[id] + b[id];

43 }

44 }

45

46 int main(int argc , char *argv []){

47 if(argc != 2){

48 fprintf(stderr , "Usage: %s <vector -size\n", argv [0]);

49 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

50 }

51

52 int rank = 0;

53 int processes = 0;

54 double start = 0.0;

55 double end = 0.0;

56
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57 MPI_Init (&argc , &argv);

58 MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD , &processes);

59 MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD , &rank);

60

61 MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

62 start = MPI_Wtime ();

63

64 fprintf(stdout , "Number of processes: %d\n", processes);

65 fflush(stdout);

66

67 unsigned long long vector_size = strtoull(argv[1], NULL , 10);

68 size_t size = vector_size * sizeof(unsigned short int);

69

70 unsigned short int *h_a = (unsigned short int *) malloc(size);

71 unsigned short int *h_b = (unsigned short int *) malloc(size);

72 unsigned short int *h_c = (unsigned short int *) malloc(size);

73

74 if(h_a == NULL || h_b == NULL || h_c == NULL){

75 fprintf(stderr , "Failed to allocate %zu bytes !\n", size);

76 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

77 }

78

79 unsigned short int *d_a = NULL;

80 unsigned short int *d_b = NULL;

81 unsigned short int *d_c = NULL;

82

83 unsigned long long i = 0;

84 unsigned long long j = 0;

85 unsigned long long local_sum = 0;

86

87 CUDA_ERROR_CHECK(cudaMalloc ((void **)&d_a , size));

88 CUDA_ERROR_CHECK(cudaMalloc ((void **)&d_b , size));

89 CUDA_ERROR_CHECK(cudaMalloc ((void **)&d_c , size));

90

91 /* Initialize vectors */

92 for(i = 0; i < vector_size; i++){

93 h_a[i] = 1;

94 h_b[i] = 1;

95 h_c[i] = 0;

96 }

97

98 CUDA_ERROR_CHECK(cudaMemcpy ((void *)d_a , (const void*)h_a , size ,

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice));

99 CUDA_ERROR_CHECK(cudaMemcpy ((void *)d_b , (const void*)h_b , size ,

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice));

100
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101 unsigned long long block_size = 1024;

102 unsigned long long grid_size = (unsigned long long)(ceill ((long double)

vector_size /(long double)block_size));

103

104 cudaEvent_t knl_start , knl_stop;

105 cudaEventCreate (& knl_start);

106 cudaEventCreate (& knl_stop);

107

108 cudaEventRecord(knl_start);

109 vector_add <<<grid_size , block_size >>>(d_a , d_b , d_c , vector_size);

110 KERNEL_ERROR_CHECK ();

111 CUDA_ERROR_CHECK(cudaDeviceSynchronize ());

112

113 CUDA_ERROR_CHECK(cudaMemcpy ((void *)h_c , (const void *)d_c , size ,

cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost));

114 cudaEventRecord(knl_stop);

115

116 cudaEventSynchronize(knl_stop);

117 float milliseconds = 0;

118 cudaEventElapsedTime (& milliseconds , knl_start , knl_stop);

119

120 fprintf(stdout , "%d kernel = %fms\n", processes , milliseconds);

121

122 for(j = 0; j < vector_size; j++){

123 local_sum = local_sum + h_c[j];

124 }

125

126 if(rank == MASTER){

127 unsigned long long global_sum = local_sum;

128 int i = 0;

129 for(i = 1; i < processes; i++){

130 MPI_Recv (&local_sum , 1, MPI_UNSIGNED_LONG_LONG , i, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD ,

MPI_STATUS_IGNORE);

131 global_sum = global_sum + local_sum;

132 }

133

134 if((2 * vector_size * processes) == global_sum){

135 fprintf(stdout , "Result: Pass\n");

136 }

137 else{

138 fprintf(stderr , "Result: Failed\n");

139 }

140

141 fprintf(stdout , "Sum: %llu\n", global_sum);

142 }

143 else{
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144 MPI_Send (&local_sum , 1, MPI_UNSIGNED_LONG_LONG , 0, 0, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

145 }

146

147 /* Housekeeping ... */

148 free(h_a);

149 free(h_b);

150 free(h_c);

151

152 CUDA_ERROR_CHECK(cudaFree ((void *)d_a));

153 CUDA_ERROR_CHECK(cudaFree ((void *)d_b));

154 CUDA_ERROR_CHECK(cudaFree ((void *)d_c));

155

156 CUDA_ERROR_CHECK(cudaDeviceReset ());

157

158 MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

159 end = MPI_Wtime ();

160

161 MPI_Finalize ();

162

163 if(rank == MASTER){

164 fprintf(stdout , "Runtime = %f secs\n", end - start);

165 }

166

167 return EXIT_SUCCESS;

168 }

Listing B.1: Code used for experiment with multiple kernels accessing one GPU.

The code in Listing B.1 is an MPI+CUDA program for vector addition, i.e., the

sum of vectors A and B is accumulated in vector C. Note that the execution time

of the CUDA kernel has been artificially prolonged by iteratively performing the

addition operation. The reason for this is two-fold; firstly, providing a su�ciently

complicated kernel that would execute long enough to escape the measurement noise

unnecessarily bloats the code size and increases its complexity for the purpose of

this experiment. Secondly, the runtime could not be simply extended by allocating

larger vectors as this would lead to out of memory errors on the device. While con-

current executions of kernels from di↵erent processes are not allowed, the allocation

of memory is. Having up to 64 processes perform simultaneous large allocations on

the device quickly exhausts its memory. Each kernel iterated the vector addition

operation 100,000 times with vector sizes set to 500,000. The number of iterations

and vector sizes were kept constant as the number of MPI processes increased. Each
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set of processes was executed 25 times and a 95% confidence interval was calculated.

The hardware specifications of the experiment environment is provided in Table B.1.

Table B.1: Experiment Environment

CPU AMD Opteron 6376

GPU NVIDIA Titan-XP

CPU Memory 1TB

GPU Memory 12 GB

Driver Version 418.87.01

CUDA Version 10.0

PCIe x16

Operating System Scientific Linux Release 7.6

The expected behaviour of multiple processes simultaneously accessing one GPU

is a relatively short execution time for the first kernel that gains device access,

and successively longer times for the remaining kernels that queue. To confirm

this, 64 vector addition processes were launched and their kernel runtimes were

recorded and sorted in ascending order to generate the graph in Figure B.1. This

experiment was conducted 25 times and verified that the kernel execution behaviour

corroborated with what was expected. All graphs generated from the gathered kernel

runtimes follows the general pattern of initial kernels executing quickly, while others

take longer due to queueing. There is additional overhead caused by the device’s

management of the queue as well as context switching to the next kernel. However,

determining the overhead caused by this requires further experimentation.
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Figure B.1: Kernel execution time increased by queuing.
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